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In the Matter of

Committee to Reverse the Accelerating Global Economic )
and Strategic Crisis: A LaRouche Exploratory Committee)
and Kathy Magraw, as treasurer; et al )

GENERAL COUNSEL'S REPORT

I. BACKGROUND

Mrs. Elizabeth D. Prestopino (the "Complainant") filed a complaint against the

Committee to Reverse the Accelerating Global Economic and Strategic Crisis: A LaRouche

Exploratory Committee (the "Committee") and Hamilton System Distributors, Inc. ("HSDI")

alleging violations of the Federal Campaign Election Act of 1971, as amended (the "Act").

Upon receipt of the complaint, the Commission sent a complaint notification to the Committee,

HSDI, Mrs. Prestopino, as well as Marion Black, Elliot Greenspan and Jerry Pyenson, who re

representatives of HSDI. In the First General Counsel's Report on Matter Under Review

("MUR") 4460, the Office of the General Counsel did not list the three repr easenfives of HSDI

as respondents since HSDI responded to the complaint on behalf of its repres enadt On

August 6, 1997, the Comsinfound no reaon to believe that theComs.

m IahD. Prsoiovo a m h Act in regud to MUR 4460.

f. AHAXSIS.

The First General Counsel's Report in this matter, dated July 31, 1997, is

herein by refuee . The Complainant -Alege tha HSDI, through its reyeu--Iw.*- m

fM an b of the Commite mad behalf of "udvi&&lam a wi&*

orga tios who had been wrongly The Complainant wrote mm ru

wLEN-

OMMI$SION

BEFORE THE FEDERAL ELETON COMMSSION SECRETARIAT

MUN ZR i124 M '91) MUR 4460
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HSDI totaling $56,315 and alleged that HSDI received excessive contributions on behalf of the

Committee. See 2 U.S.C. § 441a(f). The complaint also alleged that HSDI is not autlwrias or

properly r to receive contributions. See 2 U.S.C. §§ 431(6) and 433(a).

There is no basis to conclude that HSDI's representatives, Marion Black, Elliott

Greenspan and Jerry Pyenson, violated any provisions of the Act as alleged in the complaint

Therefore, consistent with the Commission's finding with respect to HSDI, the Office of General

Counsel recommends that the Commission find no reason to believe that Marion Black, Elliot

Greenspan and Jerry Pyenson violated any provisions of the Act on the basis of the complaint

filed in MUR 4460.

IlL RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Find no reason to believe that Marion Black violated any provisions of the Act on
the basis of the complaint filed in MUR 4460;

2. Find no reason to believe that Elliot Greenspan violated any provisions of the Act on
the basis of the complaint filed in MUR 4460;

3. Find no reason to believe that Jerry Pyeson violated any provWons of the Act on
the basis of the complaint filed in MUR 4460; and

4. Close the file.

-e'Lawrence M. Noble

General Counsel

Staff Aid Delbert K. Rigsby



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMSSON
Washington, DC 20463

MEMORANDUM
TO: Office of the Conmisslon Secretary

FROM: Office of General Counsel

DATE: August 27, 1997

SUBJECT: HUR 4460 - General Counsel's Report

The attached Is submitted as an Agenda document for the Commission
Meeting of

Open Session Closed Session

CIRCULATIONS DISTRIBUTION

SENSITIVE 19
NON-SENSITIVE 0- COMPUANCE

72 Hour TALLY VOTE Open/Closed Letters 0
MUR 0

24 Hour TALLY VOTE L DSP 0

24 Hour NO OBJECTION [] STATUS SHEETS 0
Ein*foront 0

INFORMATION 0 Uailb1n 0

RATING SEET

ADVISO RYOPINXIS

REGULATION

0
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5M3103 TE 1W3RAL ]LZCTO CONNIZSSZO

Zn the Matter of

Coitte to Reverse the Accelerating
Global Noocisic and Strategic Crisis:
A L&auche Zxploratory Cmmittee and
Kathy Magraw, as treasurer, " Al.

)
)
) MU! 4460
)

¢mrTzFzz &nQoN

1, Marjorie W. Rmons, Secretary of the Federal leation

Comission, do hereby certify that on September 2, 1997, the

Comission decided by a vote of 5-0 to take the following

actions in MU! 4460:

1. Find no reason to believe that Marion Black
violated any provisions of the Act on the
basis of the complaint filed in KU! 4460.

2. Find no reason to believe that Elliot
Greenspan violated any provisions of the Act
on the basis of the complaint filed in MUR
4460.

3. Find no reason to believe that Jerry Pyenson
violated any provisions of the Act on the
basis of the complaint filed in M!R 4460.

4. Close the file.

Commissioners Aikens, Zlliott, McDonamd, McGzzry, md

Tims -voted affimatively for the deissicn.

Attest:

eeeived In the Secretariat:
Ciraulated to the cmission:
De elio for voto

Sece

Wed., Aug. 27, 1997 311a s2
Wed. Aug. 27, 1997 44,0
Taes., S. M 3, 2*L7 ....

* bSr
~ ~A~( 14sAL



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASNINC TON. oc 2043

September 5, 1997

Mr. Marion Black
Hamilton System Distributors, Inc.
78 Mt. Vernon St-moi
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey 07769

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Black:

On September 18, 1996, the Federal Election Commission notified you of a complaint

alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as
amended.

On September 2, 1997, the Commission found, on the basis of the information in the

complaint, that there is no reason to believe that you violated the Federal Election Campaign Act
of 1971, as amended.

The onfidentiality provisions at 2 U.S.C. § 437g(aX12) no IWa aply and this maw
is now pubHc. In a&dm alhough do cooqpk file mum be placn em e pdMic mai widd
30 day&s this could o a t amy time following ceytificaion ofw s' v , If 7"
wish lo adbul my fcul or lea anotds to app em e puli mid, pi doa
asinoW WM ndbu be pimi cados -ad~ bath.. muig yw

1dsm y mI.Ib m.I. wivA be added wto phs qu nom * u L



If you haw miy q please contact
matter at (202) 219-3690.

Delbert K. Rigsby, the attorney assigned to this

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY:
Kim Bright- Co nse
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
Genea Counsel's Report



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

September . 199T

Mr. Eliott Greenspan
147 Mt. Vernon Street
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey 07660

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Greenspan:

On September 18, 1996, the Federal Election Commission notified you of aomlaint
alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as
amended.

On September 2, 1997, the Comuission found, on the basis of the infomion ine
complaint, that thee is no reason to believe that you violated the Fedend Election n Act

of 1971, as amended.

The confidentiality provisions at 2 U.S.C. § 437g(aX12) no lW apply and this matter

is now public. In addid aflthough the complete file must be placed on the pubf moed wihi

30 days this cm l oomy at o time following cetction of the Comiai's C of ye l

a possij& Wile t file way be plced. tnhde publc record befP& i i iving yaw RPM=

matniii U p u~~u mswil be added icd fr -~ egg ni74



If you hm my q..ios, please contact Delbert K. Rigsby, the attorney assigned to this
matter at (202) 219-3690.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY:
Aiate GeColerCn
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
General Coumsel's Report



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D C 20St

Septeftor S. 11997

Mr. Jerry ?yenson
Hamilton System Distributors, Inc.
78 Mt. Vernon Street
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey 07769

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Pyenson:

On September 18, 1996, the Federal Election Commission notified you of a complaint

alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as
amended.

On September 2, 1997, the Commission found, on the basis of the informtion in the
complaint, that there is no reason to believe that you violated the Federal Election Camign Act
of 1971, as amended.

The confidentiality prvisions at 2 U.S.C. § 437g(aX12) no longm aly md d& maw

is now publc. In addition ugb the canpt file mut be p1aed on te p us c 1- d wb-
30 days, dis coldoc at my tima fllowingclificai of the at'svo If y=
whi to sbmi my fatal or leal nmrids to qppm on the pMblic 4 r -..d....
- poamb Wh do fth ml , be p =m 60 te pubi reod baix.
s'inh s, PmU mmiwh uSa be ar w pails

• . , .-.,: ...



If you have my questio-n, please contact Delbert K. Rigsby, the attorney asigned to this

matter at (202) 219-3690.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY: 4,
Kim Bright-Ca man
Associate General Counsel

Enclosure
General Counsel's Report

, .~
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Richard A. Goldberg
and Avociates

Atto reys At Law

2897 Main Street
Lawrenceville. New Jersey
08648-1046

609-896-1543
fax 609-896-1948 27 August 1996

VIA CERTIFIED MAIL
(RETURN RECEIPT NO. P 401 824 691)

CONFIDENTIAL

General Counsel .,

Federal Election Commission W

909 E Street. NW 
,x

Washington, D.C. 20463

Re: Federal Election Commission/Formal Complaint/HSDI, Inc. and LaRouche Presidential
Campaign/Mrs. Elizabeth Prestopino.

Dear General Counsel;

Please accept this correspondence as a formal complaint to the Federal Election Commissio
(FEC) concerning the fund-raising activities carried out on behalf of the enfi caml ign of
Mr. Lyndon LaRouche by a New Jeney-bamd coporatndoing t a System
Distributors Inc., also known as HSDI, ofR Park, NJ.

Betwen aprxiaely 15 Mqa 199S md 7 Jiny 196, HUJI ..... ... avuce wdk
totaling $56,315 from my client, Mrs. Elizabeth u n, u86 yew old W1w lving alone on
a fixed income, as contributions to Mr. --- 9's I. In acceptdg them owtibtion, we
believe HSDI has violated federal law =W FEC nle, including the pear n mo cotib=ion
limit of S 1000. Moreover, it is our - do HSDI is nt u d o t uimdo,
to receive federal campaign contribution appears to be required'by Urn l Meal laws
and regulations.

These actvitieshaevcii~ s u p s
these HSDI represenuWives represe a hi d is- o's mv l u .
The loss of more than $56,000 in these so.cal eecton ctiboilam hmona isefuced her
ability to support herself. In --v2w-ihi iltis -.&I Iy 'i



Geneal Counsel, Federal Election Commission Page 2
Re: HSDI and LaRouche Presidential Election Campaign
27 August 1996/CONFIDENTIAL

that the solicitations made by these individuals from HSDI and the LaRouche organization, albeit
friendly, were frequent, pressuring, and harassing in nature to the point of causing Mrs. Prestopino
to feel that making a contribution was the best way to prevent further solicitations. Moreover, the
nature and manner of this HSDI/LaRouche campaign solicitation program suggests that these
activities may involve other victims, particularly senior citizens.

More specifically, and in summary, the basis for this complaint is as follows. Beginning
approximately one year ago or more Mrs. Prestopino was approached by a number of individuals
who identified themselves as representatives of both HSDI and Mr. LaRouche. To the best of our
knowledge, the correct names of these individuals are: Marion Black, Jerry Pyenson, and Elliot
Greenspan. Apparently, all of these individuals operate from HSDI offices located at 78 Mt Vernon
Street. Ridgefield Park, NJ 07769.

Among other representations made to Mrs. Prestopino at various times since 1995, these
individuals stated that they were soliciting monies on behalf of certain other persons working on the
presid%-ntial campaign of Lyndon LaRouche, as well as on behalf of persons associated with Mr.
LaRouche's organizations whom they believed to have been wrongly imprisoned. In response to,
and based on these representations, Mrs. Prestopino paid to HSDI representatives sums of money
totaling $56,315. Copies of these checks are enclosed for your review and use.

Next, and in order to determine the accuracy of Mrs. Prestopino's memory of the enmtMs, one
of my staff, Jasper Shahn, contacted HSDI by telephone on or about 6 June 1996. Among other
representations, the following statements were made to Mr. Shahn during this converation.

I. HSDI distributes the New Federaist, Execwti e /wel jt*1,1 1
other MLaftoufl publications.

2. Contributions to the LaRouche Presidential Campaign can and should be set
to the HSDI address.

3. Checks involving campaign contributions should be made paya to
"LaRouche Eporatory Committee.

An affidavit by Mr. Shahn stating these representations is enclosed for your coaid w ,o ad
revew



General Counsel, FEC/HSDI and LaRouche Presidential Election Campaign
27 August 1996/CONFIDENTIAL

Page 3

Lastly, please note that HSDI distributes at least two publications, The New Federalist and
Executive Intelligence Review, which are in large part devoted to Mr. LaRouche's campaign, as well
as his ideas on government and society. Review of the enclosed copies of these publications should
help to demonstrate the relationship between HSDI and the LaRouche organization.

In sum, we believe that HSDI may have committed serious violations of substantive and
technical provisions of federal election law. The facts concerning this matter indicate that HSDI
representatives actively solicit, and have solicited, campaign contributions for the LaRouche
Presidential campaign in a manner contrary to federal election law req .irements.

I hope the information provided will be adequate for the initiation of an investigation into
this matter, and thereafter, the initiation of an agency complaint. Should you require additional
information, please feel free to contact me at your convenience.

Thank you for your anticipated consideration of this complaint and assistance.

Sincerely,

Enclosures: as indicated.

cc: Ms. Elizabeth Prestopino

. 9



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
lisp OC 2046

September S, 1996

Richard A. Goldberg
2897 Main Street
Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08648-1046

Dear Mr.Goldberg:

This is to acknowledge receipt on September 3, 1996, of your letter daed August 27,
1996. The Federal Election Campopan Act of 1971, as amended (*the A d Ctm"m)imn
Regulations require that the contents of a complaint meet certain specific equ,r-, an OW of
these requirements is that a complaint be swum la and signed in the presence of a newy public
and notarized. Your letter did not contain a notarization on your signature and w not prpedy
sworn to.

In order to file a legally sufficient complaint, you must swear before a notay dosthe
contents of your complaint are tie to the best of your knowledge and the uwery mo upst e
as part of the jurat that such swearing occurred. The prefmed forn is "Sublbmd nd swam
to before me on this day of 19 A statementbythe otdytomlbecompi a
was sworn to md Sbcrbed before him/her also will be sufficient We reath "
inconvenience that these rqu may came you, but we am not -I I 1
p ace e with t hadtn of cmpliae actie ss all the tatw, ,-r_.e'--q - -k mu
fulfilled. Sm 2 U.S.C. I 437g.

" ksdisa C-mIssi ocbumeude Fld Ig a Cpalat I7, -  
-. 7

wilbe slupMidto o ym Uwi&oM Ualp kg*~

cowed e defaft in yom complain Ifte ewupl is d ad t ll i I1
day piod 6 mlwmpuia o d wil beso m-d4s"d md a mpof .

Int cup is W1grcOdg M a6If1&.f wil to closd and w -l-



If you have any qwstlou con erning ibis ugmer, pcm co~ gM at 219-34M

Sinceely

Retha Dixon
Docket Chief

4

cc: Hamilton System Distributors, Inc.
Committee to Reverse the Accelerating Global
Economic and Strategic Crisis: Larouche Exploratory Committee

~, ~

Enclosure



Richard A. Goldberg
and Asoates 0' - --

Attorneys At Law so 13 S s M'to

2897 Main Street
Lawrenceville, New Jersey (Y k t-fq C
08648-1046

609-896-1543
fax 609-896-1948 11 September 1996

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

CONFIDENTIAL

Lawrence M. Noble, Esq.
General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW, Room 657
Washington, D.C. 20463

• Re: Federal Election Commission/Formal Complaint/HSDI, Inc. and LaRouche Presidential
Campaign/Mrs. Elizabeth Prestopino/With Notarized Affirmation.

Dear General Counsel Noble;

Nd Please accept this corspWodence as a formal, affirmed, complaint to the Federal Election
). Commission (FEC) concerning the fund-raising activities carried out on behalf of the Prsidetial

campaign of Mr. Lyndon LaRouche by a New Jersybamd corporation doing budu n looibo
System Distributor Inc., al" known a HSDI, of e Pork, NJ.

=,---'etween 1$.M Aft 995mdT7Jpmy 199K HM: :

to ling S56,315 fum my dier ?h. Unbah P i m 86w = mr w6w i =md
a fixed imnome, as n 9 Mim1 to hr. LaRmINMe's ipL In acceptg d --.n=o - .UK we
belive HSDI has violwatd fderal law and FEC les, including the poal cgWn contnbio
limit of$1000. Moove, it is -aidMs ig tug HSDI is not - I u rp --0- .

to rece fedral c -tibuwm pe to be required by tle qpllmhs Mini lasn

These acivifiu hm!"!e wdad sitd h mm *~?~p ho

Th loss of me thre so in cau r biic bwasiu adyuid wm
ablit to support hmW. In a kwing s co lint it is put10el 04,w
that the in" HM 811111169i ~ EM



General Counsel, Federal Election Commission Page 2
Re: HSDI and LaRouche Presidential Election Campaign
I I September 1996/CONFIDENTIAL

friendly, were frequent, pressuring, and harassing in nature to the point of causing Mrs. Prestopino
to feel that making a contribution was the best way to prevent further solicitations. Moreover, the
nature and manner of this HSDI/LaRouche campaign solicitation program suggests that these
activities may involve other victims, particularly senior citizens.

More specifically, and in summary, the basis for this complaint is as follows. Beginning
approximately one year ago or more Mrs. Prestopino was approached by a number of individuals
who identified themselves as representatives of both HSDI and Mr. LaRouche. To the best of our
knowledge, the correct names of these individuals are: Marion Black, Jerry Pyenson, and Elliot
Greenspan. Apparently, all of these individuals operate from HSDI offices located at 78 Mt. Vernon
Street, Ridgefield Park, NJ 07769.

Among other representations made to Mrs. Prestopino at various times since 1995, these
individuals stated that they were soliciting monies on behalf of certain other persons working on the
presidential campaign of Lyndon LaRouche. as well as on behalf of persons associated with Mr.
LaRouche's organizations whom they believed to have been wrongly imprisoned. In response to,
and based on these representations, Mrs. Prestopino paid to HSDI representatives sums of money
totaling $56,315. Copies of these checks are enclosed for your review and use.

I

Next, and in order to determine the accuracy of Mrs. Prestopino's menmory of the eents, one
of my staff, Jasper Shahn, contacted HSDI by telephone on or about 6 June 1996. Among other
representations, the following statements were made to Mr. Shahn during this conversation.

1. HSDI distzibutes the New Federalist, Executive Intelligence Review, ld
other LaRouch-e publications.

2. Contributions to the LaRouche Presidential Campaign can and should be sent
to the HSDI address.

3. Checks involving campaign contributions should be made payable to
"LaRouche Exploratory Committee."

An affidavit by Mr. Shahn staing these reprentaions is enclosed for yow co eawm uad
review.
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Page 3General Counsel, FEC/HSDI and LaRouche Presidential Election Campaign
27 Aueust 1996/CONFIDENTIAL

Lastly, please note that HSDI distributes at least two publications, The New Federalist and
Executive Intelligence Review, which are in large part devoted to Mr. LaRouche's campaign, as well
as his ideas on government and society. Review of the enclosed copies of these publications should
help to demonstrate the relationship between HSDI and the LaRouche organization.

In sum, we believe that HSDI may have committed serious violations of substantive and
technical provisions of federal election law. The facts concerning this matter indicate that HSDI
representatives actively solicit, and have solicited, campaign contributions for the LaRouche
Presidential campaign in a manner contrary to federal election law requirements.

I hope the information provided will be adequate for the initiation of an investigation into
this matter, and thereafter, the initiation of an agency complaint. Should you require additional
information, please feel free to contact me at your convenience.

Thank you for your anticipated consideration of this complaint and assistance.

Erclosures: as indicated.
cc: Ms. Elizabeth Prestopino

I hereby affirm that the contents of this complaint are tre to best of my

Sworn and subscribed before me on

Debra J. Dorfian, Esq./Notay Public
Attorney At Law - St of New Jerny



AEPFIDAVIT

Jasper Shahn, residing at i8 Tamara Drive, Roosevelt, New Jersey, beiUg of AM age md

legal competence, and duly sworn according to law, hereby deposes and says as follows:

I. On Sunday, June 2, 1996, 1 watched a half-hour paid political tekvision

announcement by and on behalf of Lyndon LaRouche.

2. On Monday, June 3, 1996, 1 placed a telephone call to the offices of HSDI

from the office of Richard A. Goldberg, Esq. , where I hold part-time e-mpym.

3. 1 informed the woman who answered my call that I had seen the t si

program aired the previous evening. I asked to receive information by mag

concerning Mr. LaRouche's candidacy.

4. She inquired how I had gotten the telephone number of the HSDI offla.

5. 1 informed her that a neighbor of mine, who ias a supporw of W.

had referred me to the HSDI office and had given me the telephone nmnA.

6. 1 asked this s peron who answered the HSDI tlpi

Memong of the acoam HISDL

7. She infomedA me at it MKds for "Hman Syem MN

S. She then further informed me that HSDI is the comp whi As AO

77w New Fcdra mid Exen h t flg n, kv ,. Sh lw"



Affidavit of Juer Shahn FPf 2

9. I asked her if contributions to the LaRouche campaign could be sent to the

HSDI office.

10. She confirmed that the HSDI office was receiving contributions to the

LaRouche campaign. She then provided the following address to which

contributions should be sent: P.O. Box 58, Ridgefield Park, NJ 07060

11. This same person then explained that all checks intended as contributions to

1he LaRouche campaign should be made out to "LaRouche Exploratory Committee"

and addressed to HSDI in order to comply with Federal Election Co m

regulations.

4

Sworn to and subscribed

Of ,1996
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Russia's crisis: Yeltsin on tightrope
China: keep status quo for Taiwan
Seminar on destruction of German health system
What's behind Kohl's 'Louvain affair'?
New inflation in prices of financial assets
Debate rages internationally on 'Kapstein hoax'
Fed's Greenspan exhibits 'unbalanced mind'

Russia's social crisis: Yeltsin walks a tightrope. The Yeltin
Presidency in Russia. and the government of Prime Ministe Ch yr-
din, have adopted the strategy of paying off what are consldusd the most
volatile sectors of the workforce, in hopes of postponing a social explosion

until after the Presidential elections, which are s u Eo june. The
strategy, while coldly calculated, represents a very risky SpabL This
became evident in the decision to pay the nation's one million wnal minus

all back wages due, thus ending their strike, which bsn a the bmin
of February. But paying the miners meant not paying theb bm* w ps of
other categories of Russia's workforce. It is explicit Int Moetary
Fund policy for Russia that the government withhold beck lps to meet
IMF-defined austerity guidelines.

Under adherence to IMF-dictated budget ceilin , e s j awct..

of the workforce can be appeased. It ;. a matter of rid W W 10 topay

Paul. The regime calculates that it is wiser to pay s

as the miners, whose social discontent could liHt the
process, rather than pay teachers, academics, end,
collar ste-sector employees. The view is th ..

strike. LVay do not threaten the "system" a td'
non-payment of back wages, additional methods
money from teachers and employees of state Jnsttii -

gency reserve funds for "more dangerous" elements o
summer and extended winter school vacatonM-
forced unpaid vacations for teachers. Similarly.
In the summer, and for up to a month in the wmd
heating expenses.

Theppe nt oltheminers has
regime in Mocow is failiar enough with
to know that lengthy political strikes by mime I-
political crises, leading to the overthrow of the
case in the 93-190 mas stries which m
secte ea agan lthe Mat h 1991p7;//

% M. I, s
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regime's continued adherence to IMF and WorldBank austerity demands,
large-scale strikes as such cannot be avoided, as was seen in the three-day
warning strike walkout by 250,000 teachers in 51 Russian regions at the
end of January. In accordance with the regime's strategy, their demands
for back pay were not met.

It is an open question how long the breathing space achieved with
the miners will last. One of the World Bank's brutal conditions imposed
on Russia, is to begin closing some 50% of the nation's coal mines this
year, a demand which the Chernomyrdin government has accepted. OnC
implementation begins, the regime-and its social crisis strategy collapse.
The labor storm, temporarily abated, will rage spin.

China: keep status quo for Taiwan. Most of the international
media are trying to create the perception that China and Taiwan are stand.
ing on the brink of war. Especially British and Anglo-American fora em
doing their best to exacerbate tensions between mainland China and Tel-
wan in the period leading into the March 23 Taiwan Presidential oloctiMs.

While the situation in the South China Sea is indeed very tense, and
fraught with potentially incalculable dangers, the following facts need to
to considered:

0 The leadership in Beijing has consistently held to its policy that
there be no change in the current relations between the two sides of the
Taiwan Straits.

* Goverment leaders throughout East Asia-including Taiwan Presi-
dent Lee Teng-hui-and in the United States, have consistently played
down the possibility of any military conflict between China and TaiwaL

* Knowledgeable sources stress the almost insurmountbe mumlmy
difficulties that China's armed forces-lacking adequate naval, amp~.-
ous, and air forces-would have in attacking Taiwan.

0 Economic relations between the two sides are rowing rapidly md
consistently. Taiwan is one of the top investors in China; in IN, 1wous-
ment reached $24 billion, over half of all Taiwan ovrses lm oistd
bilateral trade reached over $20 billion, up 27% fom UI. M

Policy on both sides, is eventual, peaceful b
groups in Taiwan, especially the opposition D e"Mo 1 n me&* AmIf
are pushing for a declaration of "independence." Such an (nuali h ol t
would be seen by Beijing as an intolerable violation of the statos qw md
a wrecking of the potential for an eventual, peaceful rin --- m in's
declaration of "independence" could indeed provoi a ma t m spms
from the mainland.

Beijing's policy was elaborated in an importa spech by'
an$ Zemin in January 1995. He called for pes=fM ON
warningothedangersoseprtistendmc eswh,1
fostered by foreign forces. He cited the aim of Sun Yet-se. the AmVAN Ao
the Republic of China. to reunify China. and said that whe Tlur Jarrd
China. it would be able to maintain not only its cuRNMe daBI
systems, but aloits own miltary. Prm
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London and its assets have launched an onslaught against this policy,
with the mass deployment of British leaders into East Asia since January.
Late in the month, Margaret Thatcher was in both Taiwan and the Philip.
pines, where she denounced China, and demanded that the U.S. take
explicitly the role of "military power of last resort" against China. The
next day, the New York Times began a media barrage, claiming that Beijing
"has prepared plans for a missile attack against Taiwan." British media
are demanding that the U.S. "draw a line" between China and Taiwan, and
comparing the situation to Kuwait in 1990 and the Falklands (Malvinas) in
1982. But on Feb. 7, President Clinton emphasized his confidence that
there would be no conflict: "I do not expect that to happen."

Munich hosts seminar on destruction of German health sys-
tem. On Feb. 5, the Club of Life and the BuergerrechtsbewegungSolidaritaet
held a seminar titled "Europe at the crossroads: Murderous savings policy
or economic development." The seminar focussed on the ongoing destruc-
tion of the German health system through the introduction of so-called acost-
benefit" schemes, which form the real background to the "right to die"/eutha-
nasia campaigns. The first victims of the "cost-cutting" policies are the most
helpless members of society: coma patients, seriously ill newborns, the seri-
ously ill elderly. All the particular measurers envisioned or already adopted
with the German government's health "reform" policy are intended to intro-
duce or enforce "profit orientation" in the health system.

In her presentation to the 50 participants of the seminar, Helga Zepp
LaRouche refuted the widespread myth, that social and health costs are
"exploding" by themselves, and are responsible for the crises in the state
budget and the social security system. The lack of productive inv unts
in infrastructure, industry, and small and medium-industry, and t&9 explo-
sive growth in financial and other unproductive services, have led to mass.
unemployment with its vast social costs and its shrinking tax revenue

'. base-which in turn has created budget deficits despite record-hlgh tax
levels for the majority of the population. The financial system b" ben
turned into a casino economy, with the annual flow of intes plpl iSil
in the German economy having doubled in the 1987-1993 p1sdo d
DM 1,000 billion a year. In parallel, new investments by industry. qaWc-
ture, mining, and construction have been falling since 1991. Zepp
LaRouche featured the Presidential campaign of her husband in the United
States and called for building a civil rights movement in GCarminy.

What's behind Kohl's 'Louvain affair'? Once agin, Gemnys
Chancellor Helmut Kohl has become the target of a wild "black pu q "
campaign by leading British officials and British media.
eign Secretary Malcolm Rifkind himself, a plethom of Gurtndc.
"Euro-skeptic" members of Parliament and media have claimed thetKab is
exhibiting "unacceptable attitudes," that he is "bullying" and "thMWee.n3."
According to Conservative MP William Cash, Kohl alleedly isumdhdtJ
matum" to the effect. "either accept my poli saw
sup"W."'' ~ w
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speech that Kohl gave at the University of Louvain (Belgium) on Feb. 2.
Here is what Kohl actually said. "First: The policy of European integra-

tion in reality is a question of war and peace in the 21st century. This is
also how my late friend Francois Mitterrand saw it. On Jan. 17, 195, he
said before the European Parliament in Strasbourg: 'Nationalism, t&ed is
war.' I know that many prefer not to hear that. My warnings may contain
some unpleasant truth. But it does not help to bury one's head in the sand.
If there is no momentum for the continuation of the work of integration,
there is not only standstill but also regression ....

"Secondly, we need Europe, so that our common word has impact
upon the world. We can put the appropriate weight behind our common
interests, only when we talk with one voice and combine our forces. And
thirdly, we all need Europe. to stay competitive on the world markets.
Only united, can we assert ourselves in global competition with the other
big economic zones of East Asia and North America."

The theme of the speech was taken up the next day, by Kohl in his
keynote address at the Munich Wehrkunde meeting. There he talked about
Germany's genuine interest "in deepening the transatlantic prtnerhip,"

which may explain London's bizarre outburst. "We need to do both: Give
Europe scope for action and consolidate our transatlantic links.... We
want to consolidate and deepen Europe's partnership with the United
States. This includes closer consultation and cooperation in all areas of
mutual interest. ... It is our aim to further intensify German-Amercn
relations in the light of a changed international environment."

New round of inflation triggered in prices of
assets. The agreement among leading central banks to provide m ve
liquidity injections, has initiated another round of inflationary price explo-
sions in the world financial markets. Over the past nine months, pric
of financial assets-stocks, bonds, and other financial i-_--W hv-
risen dramatically. The central bank "reflation" Mo ts have led %a n*dy
of new "historical records" in all major stock mubst 8InebwSk
stock prices have gone up 40% in Tokyo, 20% in Now Yk. 644i
in Frankfurt. But, an underlying lack of trust in pap e s aIeftfe W
that fact, that the gold price, in spite of increased cmtal bsmlk bAd
jumped by $35 in about six weeks, to $416 as of Feb. 2. In spite a small
decline since, gold prices will rise further.

The Japanese central bank-with its 0.5% discount-we mt.--atha
center of this reflationary policy for the finandal sytm. On Jm . e
U.S. Federal Reserve lowered the federal funds rate, the 101080
rate for overnight loans, by a quarter point to 5.25M 1
Dec. 19, 1995. Also on Jan. 31, the German uint .
pected move of lowering its repo rate. the interest rat for eId u-
purchase agreements, from 3.55% to 3.40%, the low repo nt do*)y
1988. Only one day later, the Bundesbank a tin mta&s
to 3.30%. Similar rats cuts iMeitlyfloed ia

)
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cuts have been accompanied by additional liquidity-generating measures,
such as the lowering of minimum reserve requirements for banks.

The Neue Zuercher Zeitung Feb. 5 and the Frankfurter Algemeine
Feb. 12 both noted, that the Bank of Japan is generating large volumes of
monetary liquidity in order "to prevent a collapse of the Japanese benking
system." However, as the NZZ noted, the liquidity generated not only
affected Japanese financial markets, but "gave international traders and
investors the opportunity to borrow short-term capital at extraordinarily
low costs and then to invest it [outside Japanj in long-term assets with
considerably higher yields."

Debate rages internationally on 'Kapstein hoax.' We reported
last week on the hysterical denial of the reality of the ongoing process of
financial disintegration contained in the latest issue of Foreign Affairs. the
publication of the New York Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). We also
reported on a Feb. 6 article in the French newspaper Le Monde by financial
affairs specialist Eric Leser, who in effect refuted, point by point, Kapyain's
view that matters are "under control." Leser pointed to the danger of what

he called a "financial Chernobyl."
Leser's view is known to be shared by certain top-level European

influentials. One prominent figure in the exclusive Bilderberg Group, re-
sponded to the Kapstein piece by exclaiming, "The world is a dangerous
place, if that man is the Director of Studies for the CFR. He obviously
doesn't deserve the salary he gets. Major shocks cannot be excluded for
the period to come."

By contrast, Kapstein's view was strongly supported by Dr. Vincent
Cable, international economy specialist at the influential London iRoyal
Institute of International Affairs (RIIMChatham House). In a Feb. 9 dmss
sion with Strategic Alert, Cable stated, "Kapstein is probably right. We
will see shocks in particular countries, but this will not mean a shock for
the global system." He said many countries would underp "domstic
shocks," but "this does not entail a systemic risk. Cable dd e
who purvey an "apocalyptic view about a eneral financial cuishi" Ek
more absurd, is the view exprssed by Michel Davii.We - _, _
of Lazard Freres bank, in a Feb. 6 interview withe Figaro .
David-Weill proclaimed that the world has entered an era of "onnskukI
general prosperity .... I exclude, a priori, any risk of recession, and eveu
more, any great crisis." Similar views were expressed byfam Fna&
Prime Minister Raymond Barre, now head of Paris's Foandatiom de vem
in his address to the Davos "World Economic Forum."

Fed's Greenspan exhibits 'unbalanced mind.' Tie 5
speech by U.S. Federal Resive chairman Alan Genmepabi
tional Governors Association, provides clinical insight nto the mmal

condition of the economic and financial policy eMeabllub-e--s. Uk.
Kapstein, Greenspan exhits the "unbalanced mid" p -"-.
ferred to by Presidential csudidate Lyndon L~ulsI iJ
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Greenspan seems to have fully aligned himself with the "Third Wan"/
"Information Age" ideology of Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich. His
view of economic and financial matters reveals an almost total nqation
of real physical-economic production. Greenspan touted a new "concept
alization of our gross domestic product" which is characterized by "a
substitution, in effect, of ideas for physical matter in the creation of eco-
nomic values." He argued that "today's views of economic leadership" have
shifted away from the "output of such products as steel, motor vehicles,
and heavy machinery," and toward "downsized, smaller, less palpable
evidence of outputs."

With the advent of the "Information Age," said Greenspan, "it has
puzzled many of us that the growth of output as customarily measured,
has not evidenced a corresponding [physical goods] pickup." As an expla-
nation to this paradox, he suggested that "it is just possible that the comput-
er-telecommunications revolution is just too new, as yet, to fundamentally
improve standards of living overall." As this new "conceptualization of
output" has moved apace, "a significant minority of our labor force has
experienced real-wage decreases." But there is hope, if "competitive forces
are allowed free rein and our fiscal problems resolve."

-30-30-30-
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BeIshazzar's Peast
" ) embrandt's "Belshazzar Se-es the heart swoler with pride and hisuf r,>l oIXHandwriting on the Wall" it sIff With arrogance," had sufl ., ,,,

(c.1636) depicts'that moment in the a most cruel punishment: he &;vM.*' I
Old Testament narrative whcn the driven frcm the society of men, his into
horor-stricken Belshazzar,vkero, of heart grcw completely animal;be',-

-t. the world-powerful Babylonian lived with the wild asses; be fed*04 M.
Empire, sees a human hand material- grass like the oxen"-that is, mad-',-"
ize before the wa!l of his banquet ness stripprd him of that which made
hall, and 'beaprophecyofdoom him human, the creative reasop

ufor his empire. Lyndoi LaRouc ,-which is God's image, dcgradingh4 il
fas cited this Biblical story as an apt to the condition of an animal.:.
image of the budget debate in the So Daniel accuses the proud
U.S. Congress, which has proceeded Belshazzar, who worships idols
oblivious to the "handwriting on the bwhich cannot either
wall" that foretells the collapse of

, l.M.F.-dominated world financial,d j '

in apocaly thousand '

~ thearr~at tyrantDe
moms af east of a thousan 4J tin~O4

i." i which the oligarchs celebrate thesr
superiority over the God of Israel by
offering sacrifices to gods "of gold

" and silver, wood and stone," using
V,., vessels looted from the Temple at

Jerusalem. When the terrifying hand
scratches out its cryptic message,
.Beshzur' and his magicians cannot

it, and the Jewish prophet

4 A first, Daniel speaks of
zat's predecessor Nebu-
zar, the tyrant who,"hif

i~;°b 'v"eighd ir i .
found wanting-, Pavi~
has been divided and'j
Medes and the Persiansr
tion of natural law by
his nobles, whose empire taal
the known world for
sw $e mded. A4d
Bdshi'zar was
the Mede" receirv,

The acceteratjui'
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The End of Modern History
And the Coming Civilization of Love

we approach the new millennium, we are~entering a qualitative phase-change in the
Lvery history of mankind, which can only be

described as the End of Modern History. As Lyndon
H. LaRouche, Jr. has unliuto y emphasized, the crisis
facing humanity iod. v. ar Itit refore the solution to
this crisis, can only trkId) be grasped from the vantage
point ef universa! ,c:y.

From that sqandv ict, the current global financial
crisis is not merl-; , "dclical depression collapse such as
occurred i th t: u. Rather,it is ar eu -it ,:isis only ED I
compara~te (o the collapse of
the Venetian-dominated
[anking system during the middle of Europe's Four-
teenth century. See Paul Gallagher's article in this issue
on "How Venice Rigged the First, and Worst, Global
Financial Collapse." That is the meaning of the "hand-
writing on the wall" today.

Modern history began with the Fifteenth-century
Golden Renaissance, which was centered around two
events--the Council of Florence (1439-1440) and the
establishment of the frst modern nation-state, that of
France under King Louis Xi (1461-1483). Howeve, in
1510 the League oCambrai failed to diminme he
Veata o4rchy. As a rmu from 1510 =s 1963,
6wr exismd a symbiati alace in the 'A
hetw the intitution of the modem nation-erme and
the rdics of the pre-Fifteenth-century oligarchical
institutions.

Beginning 1964, a paradigm shift was effeA. The
1510-1963 symbiosis became a purely parasitical rda-
timhip, with the introduction of the so-ad "New
Age policies of("post-industrialialism,- atua.
im, ad the attempt to diminate the inuiumi & thea -m aseehe. Thi s athe aim ofth omi-

am Ginic ., so-called "Third Wave," Cmtra
on America.

It is the persistent application of these "New Age'

policies to the shaping of economic policy, which is the
direct, cumulative cause of the presently ongoing dis-
integration of the I.M.P-centered global monetary and
financial system. And it is only through the elimina-
tion of this parasitical system that the current crisis can
be resolved, and the otherwise inevitable descent into a
New Dark Age be avoided.

But to do this requires that we examine and elimi-
nate in our own thinking those false axiomatic
assumptions, which are responsible historically for the

failure of the institution of
)RIAL the nation-state to become

globally hegemonic and elim-
inate the oligarchical system.

it is a necessiy that sew)v e e Rei-awovfrm te
En & mhent.

In "Non-Newtonian Mathematics for Ecoromists,"
Lyndon LaRouche both exposes the most fundamental
false axiomatic asswmptios of limarity and eropy
characteristic of the Inac Newsn variety cfmathemati-
cal physics which underlies the paraitica systm, andshows how and why his own LaRouche-Riernanm
method is uniqul cad al ot a a healthy,
not-entropic physic e eoa pno d upn this

. ecan of'm
healty t=bysia s~.,g '
developable and soron" moodcmave Poential
of the individual hmi min It is the input to that
potential, which produces the efficient fwt-eatropy
as an output.

"2. The crucia social puotdifi poC I is he correlated
form of individd PoMs adl frbeba, imlad to
replicat the rdewpof ur

..... Sy fos.
ter this generammim md 0w Enea& Am.

"4. The efficient Pramd4,**$Op.-0, _
2

r(



upon the preparation of man-altered nature to

become suitable for the successful (not-entropic)
application of thew discoveries to nature. Those are

the axioms governing that causation essential to the
geometry of physical-economic processes."

Since the same creative method of discovery is valid

both in respect to the arts and the sciences, we also

devote much of this issue to a discussion of the princi-

ple of Motisfihrn& or motivic thorough-composition,

in poetry and music.
In her article entitled "Motivic Thorough-Composi-

tion in the Poetry of Friedrich Schiller," Help Zepp-
LaRouche demonstrates Friedrich Schiller's use of this
method in composing poetry, through the example of
his poem, "The Song of the Bell," an English transla-
tion of which appears in this issue as well. On the occa-
sion of Beethoven's upcoming 225th birthday, Anno
Hellenbroich indicates the significance of this method
in understanding especially Beethoven's late composi-
tions. We then report on a revolutionary master-class
seminar taught by Prof. Norbert B:ainin, first violinist
of the legendary Amadeus Quartet, and conclude with
a brief note by Lyndon LaRouche, "Norbert Brainin
on Moifiihrung" which helps elucidate the issue for
economics and the physical sciences, as well as for

music and poetry.
Professc" Brainin's seminar took place Sept. 20-22

in Slova .'., under the sponsorship of the Schiller Insti-

tute, the Slovakian "Solupatricnost" Foundation, and
the Slovakian Schiller Foundation for the Protection of
Lie and Human Rights. We are pleased, therefore, to

include in this issue a commentary by the chairman of
the latter foudtim., Dr. Josef Miklolko, who is the

Isnm.r Vice Prime Minister of post-cmmmt
Cuam..Sbmaki. Dr. Mil o rpots an de more
dm - - bisair of Slovakia, ahe aim of

~inUt- M t e ,rcion, and on the rde d the
Church in today's crisis, including an eywtns
account ofthe recent visit to Slovakia of"Pope John

S Pau ii.

In the words of Dr. MikioIko, the Pope told the peo-
i o(Slovakia, much as he told the peop dthe Unit-

ed Sme during his visit to this country: aild the
' -* -baween the second and third milami, come-
u 7Pwulfe ntiry to the work ofthe mew ws -

1 .. Divi Pmovidm save ys u "
6fredm. That is the opportunity and iwoonms to build
a new Civization of Lve. Here may you he ever unit-
mand faen you were bound tgether by faibhope.
nd kw., which were the guaranee of yss freedo 1m."

Idea

All spirits are attracted by perfection. All-there
are aberrations here, but no single exceptio--

all strive after the condition of the highest free
expression of their powers, all possess the conmmn
drive, to extend their activity, to attract all to them-
selves, to assemble in themselves, to make their own
what they recognize as good, as excellent, as fasci-
nating. Intuition of the beautiful, of the true, of the
excellent is the instantaneous taking possessio of
these properties. Whichever condition we perceive,
we enter into it ourselves. In the moment when we
think of them, we are the proprietors of a virtu, the
authors of an action, inventors of a truth, owners of
a happiness. We ourselves become the perceived
object....

The inner feeling already tells everyone some-
thing similar. When we, for example, admire an act
of generosity, of bravery, of intelligence, does not a
secret consciousness stir here in our heart, that we
were capable of doing the same? ...

I wanted to prove... that perfection becomes
ours at the moment wherein we awaken in our-
selves a conception of it, that our pleasure in truth,
beauty, and virtue is resolved at last in the conscious-
ness of our own ennobling, our own enriching;, and
I believe I have proven it.

Every perfection, therefore, which I perceive,
becomes mine own, it gives me joy, because it is
mine own, I desire it, becamuse I love myself. Perfec-
tion in nature is no property of matter, but rather of
the spirit. All spirits are happy through their perEc-
tion. I desire the happiness of al spirits, bemue I
love myself. The happiness, which I premnt so.
myself;becomes myl hplins thmaereeIdue 
awaken these to m ad a'
vate them-therefore, I deire to exnd -hagybmes
all around me. What beauty, what excdleam, what
enjoyment I bring forth outside me, I bring forh
within myself; that which I neglect, detoy
destroy within myself, I neglet within mysW I ..
desire the happiness ofetlhas because I desi mnne
own. Desire for the happiness of others we nmi
bakerolkewbw
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he onrushing process of collapse of die trm,-
tional Monetary Fund-dominaed gloa mone-
tary and financial system, demonstram-, mo ng

other points, that all generally accepted mathematical

representations of economic processes are devastatingly
St incompetent The releant alternative is amed the

LaRouche-Riemann method. However, a wodd which

has suffered so much under the policies of the US. Nobel
Prize-winners, should not be asked to accept an aheram-
ive economic teaching on blind faith. Therefome, it is not

sufficient to know that the LaRouche-Riermnn method

works; it is necessary to render transparent both how, and
why it works.

Two problems must be addressed, in selecting a

method of measurement for representing real economic
processes. The primary task is to define a method for rep-
resenting the physical-economic process as such: This
process is characteristically "not-entropic."' The sec-
ondary, but also crucial task, is that of re the
interaction between that economic process and a super-
imposed, characteristically linear (and, therefore eatrop-
ic) monetary and financial system.

The method required for representing the real econo-
my, the physical-economic process, is described, step-by-

,r step, as follows.

1. On the subject of the present writer's use of the tefm "ot-
entropy." It has been widely accepted classroom doctrine, fr ame
than a century. that all inooganic proessem d rwo downthis
argument was posed by Britain's Lord Kelvin, during th middle
of the las cenury. On Kd-in's inuuction Iis doctrine as gi

a mathematical form by two German academics. RuddChmnm
and Hermann Grassman. who employed their own hineatic
Mode of heat-exchan#, m mno.ey, Oc&mAumis pm-" system, as a purported elauios of" Preach simSd

Carnot's caloric theory of beat. Kelvin nd his a'se
defined the "frictional" lo of extractble work in sud am uhmi-
cal model of a thermodynamical Wmm. a "entrer: Thi W"

Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. in a rare opportuniy Kevi Seon d Law of Thermodyanmim Doniq Wl s dIe
/friufon J das ',rMairsachuon. sett Ichsm nta do T, bdsW P= MAO Wiser

•im.e lwimm'a ,,,,,w'nemdfr.
uOWNDIoY ) a Si* th th" 604im WIEpow

in & the ma of a fiones -- MAi
m" by Ludwig UANNINI
Wiener's argument Wasenl UNI*aAI 6"

7u am& am CS Ipub•hdwa Wqud so At known as ,anfomao ,, eorn. Ibeay.n th m in
0 Hcr'* Moo Nobel Phze FA4Tni0m Apr claimed that the H-thorem p#aidMi a moJm W m-

-. In tawfeaure, te author refemm Ar suring the 'information cont d"of m WF o$ Ac
mwerm h/is ,,rm sr on the ,$SW of m~as s tamass,. ht also han mmmsrnsidism. aiers

wpmrxmi ov wmeffeti relsaioe cAro* e ad identfied "negive aey as dmnw**! ddw

f fr ,v ,mk procsses. In the c ,,,wA aParent violation of Kemns WmIRmlh d dt"1

m 5ai kkios beepse m eeaa dsie u ts s ~ iI
te~Nsc o9f odarnnlving a*. L mpds

EN .Ian iost%.er Reoew, 'os 2Z. . hingiJmi 1945, tis wiie J
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LaRous Discovery

The discovery upon which that LaRouche-Riemann
method is based, was initially developed during the inter-
val 1948-52. It originated in a commitment to a narrower
purpose, that of showing the absurdity of Prof. Norbert
Wiener's insistence that the communication of human
conceptions could be measured in the terms of his statisti-
cal "information theory."2 The decision to use the facts of
physical economy for this refutation of Wiener, led to the
discovery.

That original argument deployed against Wiener's
presumption, was that human "ecology" differs from that
of lower species in the same general sense, that living
processes differ characteristically from what we regard
conventionally as non-living processes. This argument
was premised on the fact, that the increase of the posewal
relativ population-density3 of the human species, through
such means as technological progress, represented a suc-
cession of clearly distinguishable phase-shifts: that these
characteristic phase-shifts in the development of society,
distinguish the iuman species absolutely from all lower
species.

The initial representation of this distinction between
mankind and the inferior species, was elementary: the
standpoint of geometry. Any logically consistent form of
mathematical mapping of an existing range of technology
can be described, with effective approximation, in the
form of a deductive theorem-lattice. Any valid discovery
of a superior principle, has the effect upon mathematical
physics, for example, of requiring a corresponding
change in the set of formal and ontological axioms
underlying the pre-existing, generally accepted form of

2. Norbert Wiener. Cy6rMwirs or CombsanIa Commamwsu m at
Anaimt *ad At Mack/me (New York: John Wiley, 1948). As of
1946, there existed two principal, previously dtveedpmie
in dis w.rie's knowledge, fer his compe snce i nA W'mrs
ti. Dursing dw la 193Ws. ris wer, alamdy a dadsd -
low of Goelried LIa, had been deeply involvd amom-
t -- a Freed of Ah Mhudigy of d 8rPMMM MU
i mr Ia mm d Kews Cmi 4e A Lw Ib OwS

he uMosiad 1 cr ncif dea e's dinAl bi& -Seor" i he a crude replicion of the eral Vm , M
the subjec of the theory of knowledge, in Kant's thrie (mma.
Crqmi Secondly, by 16.47, the writer's amere had bcanre
abwbed wi his own mmewbh criti al view of dw on of dt
notion of "negative entropy" in biology, as, for example, by
LeComeedus Neasy.

3. Lyndon IL Laltuche, Jr., So. Y. W To Lmm, AIMA.o
moi? (New York: New Benjimmin Frmklin Hm IfS,/-
i ative, in 'pusam I e h

implyithe d --e -sin quality of mm-eveloped, .
abdm go 0- P

matenal physic It is sh cmutive succession of
such efc e g , axiasi c chaa in human
knowledge for prac whi correspond go the succes-
sion of phase-shifis in range of society's potential relative
population-density.

This view defined an implied, functional ordering-
principle underlying the increase of potential relative
population-deniy. The ini tsis of the 1948-52 inter-
val was, summarily, as follows. Let the physical and relat-
ed consumption by housebiJds and the productive cycle,
be regarded as analogou to the use of the term "energy
of the system" in undergraduate thermodynamics. Soci-
eties rise or fall, in the degee to which they not only meet
that "energy of the sysem" requirement, but also gener-
ate a margin of increased output of those qualities of
requirement, which is analogous to "free energy." We
have thus, implicitly, a ratio ofree energy" to "energy of
the system."

An additional consideration is crucial The develop-
ment of society requires dt a significant portion of that
"free energy" be "re-ivesd" in the form of 'energy of
the system." This must not merely expand the scale of the
society; it must increase the relative "capital-intensity"
and "energy-intensity" of society's production, per capita
and per unit of land-area employed. Thus, some minimal
value of the ratio of -free energy" to "energy of the sys-
tem" must be sustained, despite rising "capital-intensity"
and "energy-intensity" of the mode used for the produc-
tive cycle. This constraint (array of inequalities) was
employed to define the proper use of the term "negen-
tropy," in counterposition to Wiener's use of the term.
Recently, the term "notentr " was adopted as better
serving this purpose [su Oa, p. 14t

About 1949-50, dh se-m against Wienr anumed
this form. Since the baaeIti distinction of the
human species is the series of phas-shifts in potential rel-
ative populationdeni dmribble in this way: The
idi which areek weaewtsdWsVMthinking of
culnM , A Oum ud sily as the- " ima the psts"
u"Nosbvisshsthi

ary duiem e suea wu o defies human
knowledge: nmo Wkew s amechanistic, statistical

It was alred too rem, in te investig-
tnon, that no -11 ~ gg jMatb tics was
adequat for mapg & ia -eatw co-
nomac prors 2Uh-a-IiWMadvaid aXimatc-
revo4-limmy i~Of 1ca
grOWt hIs as sac&
TM mise n b M canges



in the sets of axioms underlying ded e dhorm-lat-
tices, have the form of aboe me dir .i-
is. That is: There is no formal method fiW reaching
the new lattice deductively from the old. Such a mathe-
matical discontinuity has a magnitude of unlimited
smallness never reaching actual zero. That implies the
existence of very powerful, extremely useful sorts of
mathematical functions, but no ordinary notion of
mathematics can cope with functions which are
expressed in terms of such discontinuities. To apply the
writer's original discovery, this problem of mathemati-
cal representation had to be addressed next. A metAe-
matical solutior avould be desirable, but a conceptual
overview aws indispensable.

Thus, the next step, in early 1952, proved to be a
study of Georg Cantor's treatment of those kinds of
mathematical discontinuities.4 The study of Cantor's
work on the subject of the mathematically transfinite,
especially his so-called Aleph-series, pointed toward
access to a deeper appreciation of the 1854 habilitation
dissertation of Bernhard Riemann. Conversely, Riemann's
fundamental discovery respecting the generalization of
"non-Euclidean" geometries, showed how we must
think of Cantor's functional notion of implicily enumer-
able density qf mathemtical discontmuities per arbirrily
chaow interalofacio".

f) That notion of relative density of discontinuities is the
proper description of the culture which society transmits
to its young.' This notion of "density," references the
accumulation of those valid scientific and artistic discov-
eries of principle (e.g., valid axiomatic-revolutionary
changes), which mankind to date has accumulated to
transmit to the educational experience of the young indi-
viduals.

Once one recognizes that Cantor's work is retracing
the discovery made earlier by Riemann, there is an obvi-

r) ous advantage of choosing Riemann's geometrical

4. Gs c .ami* ,, di r &rP-f a ..
ZY% hm im Ga g n s, Gov A Miv U I .

adPi 0, "@64et by Ernt Zurmi. ("a 01'*f

'1 The amndd EnO am m ao- s we, by
em- aie. fCAni, Philip E& Jo r is pWl bd

a Gssg Camor, Cewuvan w sr Fmmsdiq .f Ai ThMy of
Thmow Nwakrs (New York: Dover Publication. 155 The
pslhisbers wic fw de curren reprin editio impliae nms-
b6, *a Deo first plished this in 196, The amili's woodma
a" of d Dwmer nu,, of de Jourdain tnmistim (All in the
w.1mrs poies) wa par-haed, in a heiroepmli,. bimus
bmwe is 1952. Cmio, is sugeed is reading is ai's
Phfm an uby lowedejo ats tramndsi is d li,
t umr - m u she faith euW ,Asuw. dCmr

S o f* sr. "etm aiwegm,, or P .

approach, over the relovely formalistic route used by
Cantor.' In the design of productive and related posms
in modern economy, the conceptions which underlie de
design of scientific experiments, and of derived achige.
tool conceptions, are intrinsically geometric in nature. To
think about production and economy, one must think
geometrically, not algebraically.

Hence, the present writer's use of Riemann's work to
address the mathematical implications of his own eadier
discovery in economics, acquired the seemingly anom-
alous, but precisely descriptive name of the "La ouche-
Riemann Method." 7 Examine the most elementary of the

6. As a result of the control of the herlan Academy of Sciena by de
Newton devotee Frederick II of Prussia, and the ubsequent, poit.
1814 takeover of France's Ecole Polytechniqwe by the newumian
Laplace and Cauchy, the geometric method of Plato, CAu.
Leonardo da Vinci, Kepler. and Leibn,: tended to be aapphntd
by the method of algebraic infinite strie- Meit silgnificat was
Leonhard Euler's attack upon Leibnox, on the issue of isflsie
algebraic series: Euer's den il of the ex*ssene of aboIm ths-
inatical discontinuities. The political success of the Newsonis,
over the course of the Nineteenth century, ia establiahig Egds
infinite series for natural logarithms as a standard of mudshsalm
proof. led into the positii ism of the Ruseell-AWhsed Ain
.lat&nsatica. and the. related, wild-eyed extremism of Ies-
day "chaos theorv." Thus. Karl Weuerstrass and his foaner Vpi
Georg Cantor, while attacking the same general problem ofmd&-
ematics as Riemanr . the existence of discont ies en@ &e
Newtonian adversary on his own terrain, ininise series. her
Riemann attacked the problem trom the standpoint of Vgney
hence, Riemann's notably greater succes for phys.

7. Although this writer consistently reerenced this debt te Rimm
during his one-semester course taught a various auimpum d*urig
the 1966-73 interval, the first published use of the term
"LaRouche-Riemann" method originated in November tM
when the term was adopted for the purpo aa ON ir uieg
venture undertaken by the Eamwr IJawace Rtmuu im cup
eration with the Fusion Energy Foundatio. At .bado, th
prompting consideration was the fact that oisentr aps
in thermonuclear fusion, as predefined _,_Iematicalp by ig-
mann's 1859 Cber Ai ForpYlrawthgemr, 1 E m#MsdF-
er &S.anugwgsA has mathemshal m danalgies 0 &C
tion of the 'shock-wavC'-like phase-"ib ginaas

scnlgclrevohiioa.(See Eiems NhWmJ d
s below, pp 157-M) As a -a O is !
&L, 6 aingpr*s ca Wan i dda
repuodhby the -m bib-fasseth4 pusiii --- _ s

J6una Of FMiSM EAMS'gp Val. 2. N. X 19% pp 1-A,
title, -08 the Propaio of Flane Aiwavs of d Viol*
tude." This emphasis on Riemas's "aod.wave F -1.rA-uMl
an ongoing, friendly quarrel of the period, b ot dm- ebe's
ogaatio and LawrM LiveMOM L"tim ft d mW
tematics of thermonuclear ignitiomn i insntial m-"m ss-
Notably, thatconflict reCteW'd isbnmadeU&A A ie
Corps' Angloph&l science adviser, Theodw K S~hgM-~p

- Lord Rye's faiclm aomp am
method On the scces of the 1993 AW
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relevant features of Riemann's habilitation dissertation.
For the purpose of clarity, the following passages repeat
several of the points stated immediately above.

In the conclusion of his famous, 1854 habilitation dis-
sertation, "On the Hypotheses Which Underlie Geome-
try," Riemann summarizes his argument: "This leads us
to the domain of another science, into the realm of
physics, which the nature of today's occasion (i.e., mathe-
matiacs--LHL] does not permit us to enter."' In present-
day classroom terms, that statement of Riemann's has the
following principal implications bearing upon the con-
struction ofa mathematical schema capable of adequately
representing real economic processes.

Any deducte system of mathematics can be described
as a formal theorem-lattice. A Atoenm in such a lattice is
any proposition which is proven to be not inconsistent
with an underlying set of interconnected axioms adpos.
tulates. The relevant model of reference for this notion
of a theorem-lattice, is cith'r a Euclidean geometry, or,
prefe'ably, the constructive type of geometry associated
with the famous names of Gaspard Monge, Adrien M.
Legendre, and Bernhard Riemann's geometry instructor,
Jacob Steiner.

This presents the difficulty, that any alteration within
") that set of axioms and postulates, generates a new theo-

rem-lattice, which is pervasively inconsistent with the
0 first. This inconsistency between the two, is expressed
7 otherwise as a mashenwiical Ai-,,iimii or a siquda,4

When defined in this proper way, to show the existence
) of such a discontinuity signifies, that no theorem of the

second theorem-lattice can be directly accessed from the
starting-point of the fist, unss we inmduce the notion
of the operaon responsible for the relevamt dm with-
in the set ofaxm.

& omSnd hmuma., &Ober die H yphu. wdd. der Go=-
tre au Grunde liegem (On the Hypothess Which Underlie
Geometry)." in emw Rimo.ns sewhbs mathvus
Wml4 Iherciosfwier p Peeepnce.iemsa.MP4'Led. y Hem-
rich Weber (New Yok: Doe Publicato- lVehaL M.53 pp,
272-P. (For a pasable Eglos trnlation ad the sat. o the
Hery S. Whb tranlatin ma Davd Eam S=d, A Snur
5 i A- d - (New Yma*: Eiver Pub ieim I-.1 pp.
41125. Thoe min6ed wish dh ,m s - dhmNmWW bpi.. -" insdshe diner am m weh . s mlmah, b UPl, us ps em "ausm af s C mm aa qm

mpandere tenatur questionii ab turn Academis Parwiensi
pupose n We* pp. 391-M (Latin wish appedad mnon by
Weber pp. 45-23 (Germua).

9. "Es fbu ies hinflber in da Gibe cuter amdewVmohufna
AnGieder Physib welch..wehl die Naturdee hem@Ver-michs .

.. . -. ' ..

In other words, we must depart pre-ezisntia mathe-
matics, and detour, by way of p$yd wr suc& to reach the
second of the two mathematical theorem-lattices. The
crucial term of reference which we must introduce at this
juncture, as Nicolaus of Cusa prescribed in his work
founding modern science,t ' as Riemann does, is "mea-
surement. "12 Consider this writer's favorite, frequently
referenced classroom illustration of the principle
involved.

Consider the estimation of the size of the Earth's polar
meridian, by the famous member of Plato's Academy of
Athens, Eratosthenes; a measurement of the curvature of
the Earth made during the Third century ac-, twenty-
two centuries before any man was to have seen the curva-
ture of the Earth.3 The twofold point to be made, is,
briefly, as follows.

Using astronomy to determine a North-South line (a
meridian of longitude), choose two points of significant,
but measurable distance along that line, between them.
Mieasure thac distance. Construct identical sundials at
each of the two points. Measure the shadow which a ver-
tical stick casts, at noon on the same day, and compare the
angles of the respective shadows. The difference between
the two angles is adumbrated by the fact, that the Earth is
not flat, but has a definite curvature Isu Figure II Using
the geometric principle of similarity and proportion, esti-
mate the size of the circle passing through the Earth's
two poles on the basis of the measured kgt of the arc-
distance between the two points. -sn was off by
about fifty miles, in estimating the polar diametnr of the
Earth.'

4

The two points illustramd by " examp e as fol-

Fist, this emp Iowm %to 1t O by
an ik& Since this m m t w m mam twmastwo
centuries before anyone had m the wmV e of the
Earth, what was measured was anot an &biec dfined by
sense-perception. The senses were auploye4 of course;
but, the idea of curvature wa dmied fir d wtmnity
that the evidence of the ines was sdf-ory:

II. NiCLaM o 41 DDab

nDinienionm Otig... " a, h mhis p.2* .
13. See &A*ei 8A~muigwFe* Val i. am b ee Thomas
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The difference in the angles of the shadow at the two
points was the empirical expression of that seif-contradic-

,orquality. It was necessary to go to ct which
existed outside the scope of sense-perceptions: into the
realm which Pso defim sthat ofkimd"

Second, this, like related ancient Greek discoveries,
leads into the modern geodesy developed by Riemann's
:hief patron, Carl F Gauss: the measurement of distances
along the surface of the Earth, under the control of refer-
ence to astronomical measurements.16

15. Divide the domai of senc a a whA a dim
-m. - diuumn (mm oae mdw by d. lismm .1
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Some reader mik be
tempted to object: "Why

6gam o nimrot say simply 'trigonom-
etry'; why use the term
which is probably
stranger to the layman,
'geodesy'?" The critic
would be committing a
serious error, a type of
error which is of direct
relevance to the point ast
hand. Expressed as a
recipe, the relevant rebut-
tal of the criticism is: We
should always state who
sw claim to kawm kruw
of the manr n w w

X Icame to know it. It is
through recognizing,

Socratically, that cither
we or those who taught
us, might have over-

looked a significant step
of judgment actwaly tak-

en, or omitted, in form-
ing a conception, that
crucial error of aop-
tion are uncoveed a
corrected. ior b w dy
it is by rFrcoidcring the

way in which we acquired conceptions, by takimo dt
process as an object of epistemological suuehp d a
true scientific rigor is cultivated. In rayMm'% "we -g ome wknow what we are

manner we might competently replicag. Ms lira

dough asmamy that Eratosthe eseima* I o
circumference of the Earth. He did this by me&hd
which are reated to the earlier proo, by Ai m h *mt
the Earth orbited the sun, and, also, the s" by



which Eratosthenes estimatLthe distance of the moon
from the Earth, the latter a distance which no man was to
have seen until about twenty-two hundred years later.
That is what we know in this matter; it should never be
reformulated in a different fashion.

It is violations of our methodological prescription
here, which are key to the way in which Isaac Newton,
for example, stumbled into his fraudulent es hypoAem
non fingo, and that numerous other frauds of Newton
and his devotees were generated, and credulously adopt-
ed by later generations of students. As Riemann empha-
sized, contrary to Newton's somewhat hysterical insis-
tence that he made no hypotheses, Newton made a very
obvious hypothetical assumption, on which his mathe-
matical physics depends entirely. Riemann identified one
aspect of that 17; but one may apply the same
method used by Riemann there, to show that the entirety
of the Newtonian system, in the present-day classroom,
rests upon that same fallacious hypothesis. Had Newton,
or his followers, paid closer attention to the method by
which the Newtonians actually reached the opinions
which they claimed as their knowledge, they probably
would not have dared continue such blunders, nor chant
their ritual hypotheses non fingo.

Those who profess to know the answer because they
looked it up in the back of the textbook, or because some-
one has told them, have merely "learned" that sort of
answer, somewhat as a dog might have learned to
retrieve a stick. Those who have not merely learned, but
who now the answer, know it only because they have
either made the original discovery, or have relived it, step
by step. What we ,nrx'-4Anowedge--is not the fruit of
sense-certainty, but, rather, that which came to us
through the rigorous demonstration of the kinds of ideas
which could not be merely the interpretation of eyewit-
ness observations. This point, respecting transparency of
method, is the most obvious and crucial blunder of virtu-
ally all those generally accredited as economism, o date,
who have claimed to address what is, in fact, such an
onooial omplex suble -mate as temadmmcal

view Of rel ecomulic proaRss
For the compen eom as f dwu d physi-

cists, the essential fraud of all empricism, is Akin to the
traditional Aristoteliar.i i, from which it is derived,
empiricism insists that i. iJdresses only the masurement
of observed phenomena, free of the asumption of any
governing hypothesis. This fraud is typified by Newson's
es Aypothm wmisfmg& Contrary to that fraud, the indis-
pensable role of the continuing improvement of faral
mathematics as such, is to plovide mee powC22 itru-

I?. Riemm, We* p. 525.

aI
ments of A . for eting the DOMimey of any given
formal theorem-lattice. Ecomomy at ef wt in science
requires, that we be able to expeae more directly and
quickly, the nature of i-ro-ssePcpy betwen the axiomatic
basis underlying a theorem-lattice and some given, empiri-
cist or other, presumption respecting how we ought to
measure.T Eratoahenes! Ac r mea-u-ement of the
meridian is a simple illustration ofth prnil of science:
the principle of scientific e, Platuic ideas

In mathematics, or mathematical physics, such a Pla-
tonic form of idea is exemplified by the form of a set of
axioms underlying any forml sysem as what Plato and
Riemann recognize as hAoesi. When we are speaking
of formal theorem-lattice systems, such as a formal math-
ematics, "hypothesis" signifies the set of axiomatic
assumptions underlying all provale thmrems of a partic-
ular type of theorem-lattice (such as a Euclidean geome-
try, a linear algebra, etc.).t9

The pupil who had received a good secondary educa-
tion, a Classical humanist fmm of suh education, would
already have mastered some of the precedents for this:

I. He would be f.miliar, from die work of Platos Acad-
emy at Athens, and Archimedes, with the distinction
between systems of em a limited to "commen-
surables," and the so-called "incommensurables."

2. He would know Nicolaus of Cusa's conclusive proof
of the division of the domain of the "incommensu-
rables," between what we tem the "irrationals" and
the "transcendentals."

3. In his introductory education in the calculus, that stu-
dent would also have cone w understand how Leib-
niz and Jean Bernoulli Aw1d the inompetence of
Descartes' and New s's 'Abraic mthods" (e.g.,
"infinite series"), and why, from the stndpoint of the
physics of refraction of l "algebraic" methods
must be replaced by O ,aici" or "transcenden-
tar notions of m -mmi

4. He mi0t A s dwth e otion
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of the Riemann Surface function and (I r's Akp.
series, is traceable from those notions of mathematical
discontinuities central to the mathematical work of
Cuss and Leibniz's articulation of a differential caku-
lus, the notion of discontinuities hysterically denied by
Newton devotee Leonhard Euler.

In each historical case, such as the subsumptior iX all
notions of magnitude under the generalization of""nct,-
mensurables," mathematics undergoes an axiom,:ic
change within its underlying assumptions, its h eii.
So, by the proof, cued to 0.. Romer's crucial measuremen'
of the speed of light, of the experimentally demonstab'e
nature of generalized refraction of light, Leibniz .riJ
Bernoulli established the domain of the transcendental. as
earlier demanded by Nicolaus of Cusa, whe intr" .ed
the isoprietri pn'nape, this d1C axIomarW fr the
mathematics of the transcendental domain. The linear
hypothesis of Euclidean space-time (axiomatic self-evi-
dence of points and lines), was superseded by the principle
of the cycloid: a space-time in which (Cusa's) isopenimetri-
cism, least time, and least action govern in a unified way.21

iThe Riemann Surface function, and Cantor's A/e$-series,
implicitly define a physical universe in which the existence

71-of not-entropic (e.g., living and cognitive) processes is not
;np.erely permitted, but necessary. Riemann's habilitation
dissertation, his work on the Riemann Surface, upon plane

-1ir waves, and so on, all address this historical evolution of
the notions of geometry under the impact of those ideas

* erupting from the domain of physics.
-N For the economist, the crucial point is, that economic
processes exist only within the last of the types of geome-

,')ry we have just listed: that of not-entropic processes, of
the process of mankind's increasing domination of the
universw. per cwpiA per family household, and per rele-
-ant unit of the Earth's surface area. That domination
signifies, that the universe we are addressing is, itself, a

6• 66 Pl hs c..-- I Odic d remm&cig WW be MMu ls
a s q~d pmsb is Atchimethes' duevinaim eft 7Udis-
-, w bwmaem in De Daem 4gwisV (IM4P b Cmgo
mAl a kml h esrm tina in his "On d Quadlraw of he

Circe" (1450) (vwms by William F. Wertz, Jr., AA*% VoL Il1,
N. 1, Sprng 1994. pp. 56-3W The new principle of hypothesis,
who& Com de daps m d bis of his proof dot x * i e.
destl, is hme as the isoperimetric pricilpic The Fuclid
anionii, mmd paih n a rdmo ie e lf-yev~e w m&a - -" I
Mn repload by that isoperimetric principle which, is first
pl 4 -M the eumec of cicuar sciam asm

I1, Soe II and I=& e , The ft W-- .
I&A OL y DJ bu&

not-entropic process. Any mathematics not appopri&at
to this sort of not-entropic process, is intrinsialy immm.
petent for economic analysis.

Eratosthenes' referenced discovery, like related discov-
cries, implies a qualitative change in the way we should
think about measuring differences along the surface of
the Earth, and also the way in which astronomial oher-
vations are read. The corroborating differences in mea-
surement to which we are led, axiomatically, by those
ideas, posed in that way, reflect the effium) of sch a
discovery: the proof of any axiomatic-revolutiona y, or
related discovery, is not its apparent formal consistency
with an existing mathematics, but, rather, that it increases
the human species' power in the universe.

The referenced examples of changes in types of math-
ematics, illustrate the point. As illustrated by the Eratow-
thenes case, once that type of proof of an idea is obtained,
we must then modify the axioms of geometry to such
effect that we have constructed a new mathematics, a
new theorem-lattice. This step takes us into the midst of
the discovery which Riemann presents in his
dissertation.

Riemann's Discovery
It must be emphasized here, that the opening two para-
graphs of Riemann's habilitation dissertation, which are
subtitled "Plan of the Investigation," represent an utter-
ance ranking, for its pungency, force, and direction, in the
front rank among all scientific statements ever made.22
That pungency reflects the fact, that this is one of de most
fundamental discoveries in the history of science as a
whole. That quality, which permeates the dissenaiom
demands that the work be read and studied a a dar
head, as few putative authorities appear to have doM o
the present date: even including the Albert Einasia who
praised the work." We now sunmmarize the csW id -
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cations of Riemann's discovery for economics, resting
the case in the terms of the writer's own thesis.

Mathematics, all geometry included, is not a product

of the senses, but of the imagination. In the principal

part, our mathematics arc rooted within the ideas of

geometry; what most persons, including professional
devotees of the Galileo-Newton tradition, consider math-

ematics, is derived from a naive conception of simple

Euclidean solid geometry. Now focus upon a more nar-

rowly defined aspect of the general problem so posed: the

fallacies inhering in the attempt to construct mathemati-

cal economic models on the basis of a Newtonian form of

today's generally accepted university-classroom mathe-
matics.

That mathematics is derived from a special view of a

conjectured Euclidean model for space-time. That space

is assumed to be ontologically an empty space, defined by

three senses of perfectly continuous, limitless extension:

up-down, side-to-side, and backward-forward. This

space is situated within a notion of time. as also perfectly

coltinuous extension, in but one sense of direction: back-

ward-forward. This can be identified usefully as a notion

of geometry derived from the naive imagination. Those

four senses of perfectly continuous, limitless extension

(quadruply-extended space-time) constitute the distin-

guishing hypothesis of that geometry as a theorem-lattice.
To this is added a simplistic notion of imaginary phy*i-

cal space-time. which might be fairly described, otherwise,

as -Things do rattl about if placed in an otherwise emp-

ty bucket." Given, an object, assumed to correspond to an

actual or possible sense-perception. According to the

hypothesis for simple space-time, a point, whose intrinsic

space-time size is absolute zero, can be located as par of

that object, and also as a place in quadruply-extended

space-time. Extending that notion, any object can be

mapped as occupying a relevant region of' space-time; this
napng is done in terms of a large density ofm points
CO mm-n M pIaces, to the object, ad to space-am.

It is assU e mat, that motion of o wsu am= be

tracked in this manner (in quadruply-examd space-

time). However, physical experience shows that space-

time alone could not determine the motion of objects.

The variablity in the experienced motion, is assumed to
corrmspond to what we may term physicel soi such

a mass, charge, smell ud so on. The noti im
can be applied to each of these attributes This prompts
us to dnk of phyqmvW e-tm, to think in tems of

makilyextended magniudes in a way whisk is onrt
-eea dma die iuiw i re motio esimpls*.
If it is adopted as pat of the hypothesis for de symem,

that apparent cause-effect relations affecting moio can

be adequately expressed in terms of manifold such

aumedly physical facor exof c amm, the result of such
attempted constructions of a physical space-time, is

describable as an assumed phyu rpa e-C-iu Manifold.

That geometry of the naive imagination, is the general

map for the empiricist mathematical physics of Paolo
Sarpi and such of his 1d1owers as Galileo Galilei, Francis

Bacon, Thoms Hobbes. Rent Descuts, lsac Newton,
Leonhard Euler, Lord Rayleig and so on.2

That simplistic approach to matheratica physics, is

the implicit basis for what are, presently, generally

accepted notions bearing upon economics, both within

the profession, and among illiteraoe aike. This mecha-

nistic schema of the Newtonians, is otherwise the perva-

sive misconception of the term "science" itself. This is the

customary referent for use of the cant-phrase "scientific
objectivity."

Riemann introduces this consideration in the two

opening paragraphs. He attacks the problems of that
naive geometry itself, thus

It is known, dat gV.+ny Fp m-p both die onception
of space, and the first printcipe for u in space,
as something giv It Sives acd ammial definitions, while
the essential deemiaimioum apm in die farm of axioms.
The relation of these W .. i ret ainsn in cdarkness
one has imiht neiher, if md how far their connection is
necessary, nor, a pw. if tey awe pauokk From Euclid to
Legendre, to name the rma -d rent workers in
gometry this darknm es bem liWd neither bythe math-
emticianI, nor by km plmPhrs who have busied them-
selves with it... A necesa fequence of this [the
foregoing consideraws-om- I&L to Aw Ar pdpLes of
zmmmy amw _ _.-.. i=.',,u.

6wa nether do dinq i y AA* it gi11
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Or, as Riemann puts the latter point at the conclusion
of the same dissertation, within "the domain of physics,
as distinct from mathematics per se 2

The first mathematical challenge posed by the mere
general idea of a phyical space-time manifold is embodied
in the fact, that such an idea precludes all notions of a sta-
tic geometry. Since the close of the last century, it has
been noted frequently, that once we take into account the
fact, that we can not reduce the variability of velocities of
motion, among even simple objects, to some principles of

bare space-time, the bare notions of space and time must

be expelled from mathematical physics.2' Since our

notions of mathematics are derived from the three-fold

space of our imagination, how shall physics account

mathematically for the distortion which the evidence of a
physical space-time manifold imposes upon the possbili-
ty of representing motion in space-time?

Let us interrupt the description of Riemann's dissetsa-
tion briefly, to inform the reader that. in the next few

paragraphs, we are now about to address, not all of the

crucial points of the dissertation, but several which all
bear implicitly upon the problems of "economic model-

, ling'; one of these most explicitly.
In addressing the first of a series of implications, on

r) the concept of an n-fold extended magnitude,3 Riemann
states he has found but two existing literary sources

" which have been of assistance to him: Gauss' second trea-

tise on biquadratic residues,2' and a philosophical investi-
gation of Johann Friedrich Herbart.-W Then, in the open-

ing paragraph of the next subsection, on the relations of

26 .1 l p, 2 K6.
27. UThis sumae was already statcm€, in their own terms, by L aLm

lean Bernoulli. in the 1690"s. Once Christian Huyghens
) learned, in 1677, that. during the previous year his farmer sau-

dent, Ole Roer, had given a measurement of approzamaely
3X1O' met. per second far the "speof l h," m -
niad immediately the implications of a cosam rae of

mN dW" l*A Fpragtios fecorto etca and refirio - (see
S3im., "Oh Rmer sd &he Dwoey ed Spud of

i uc'4011q Cp & 6 k VaL 6a 1L *iug
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Newton. and his understanding of the requiremm aa "non-
albraic" (i, trancendental) method, instead, refled ost
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J& IJF. Herbart was a famous opponent of the philesophy of

measure,31 he states a crucial point on which our ama-
tion will be fixed: "Consequently, if we are w ia aild
ground, an abstract investigation in formulas is indeed
no to be evaded, but the results of that will allpw a repre-
sentation in the garment of geometry.... jTue fonUna-
tions are contained in Privy Councillor Gauss cse on
curved surfaces." 2 Let the echo of "a represention ian
the garment of geometry" resonate throughout reflec-
tions upon what now follows.

In 1952, when the writer re-read this Riemann diger-
tation in the light of Cantur's Aeph-transfinites the
writer's own relevant form o( "relations of measure" was
already the same principle of measurement submumed by
that same general conception of physical-economic "nt-
entropy" described here. Define the "not-entropy" of a
physical-(macro)economic process in the general terms
employed above. Consider the following preparatory
steps required for broadly defining the meaning of 'rela-
tions of measure" applicable to such an economic proms

Assign some small, but significant "free ene " ratio,
such as the suggested 5 percent figure. This ratio sub-
sumes the following included inequalities: The potential
relative population-density, must rise, the demographic
characteristics of family households and of de populaion
as a whole, must improve; the capital-intensity and pow-
er-intensity, measured in physical terms, must iaflefe,
per capita, per household, and per unit of relevant land-
area employed; a portion of the "free energy" margi suf-
ficient to sustain a value constantly not less than 5 percent
free-energy ration, must be reinvested in the podAuctiv

Immanuel Kant. He came under the iNhmoe d hshsr of
History Friedrich Schilk at the lme Uaivutsai bm w br
a prooW of Wilhelm van Humblak.h sd m Kat's omer

university at K nigsberg for a Wn paiD in mid& of
the lWs, Herbart was invised ma C. Guo' io Usini-
ty, where he delivered a famaus wim dlafym kI inmb S
ImoIsm dost Rmam was fie apmd o No ** ..o
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Relations of Measure Applicable to Physica
from So, You Wish To Learn All About Economics?, by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

ince we are measuring increase of potential relative
population-density, we must begin with population.
Since the unit of reproduction of the population is

the household, we measure population first as a census of
households, and count persons as members of households.
We then define the labor force in terms of households, as
labor-force members of households, as the labor force
produced" by households.

We define the labor force by means of analysis of the
demographic composition of households. We analyze the
population of the household first by age interval, and sec-
ondly by economic function.

Broadly, we assort the household population among
three primary age groupings: (I) below modal age for entry
into the labor force; (2) modal age range of the labor force;
and (3) above modal age range of the labor fore. We sub-
divide the first among infaws, chiAMv wmrr sir .Jyr.ofag,.
"4it-adokescens., amd addescenj. We subdivide the second
primary age grouping approximately in decade-long age
ranges. We subdivide the third primaiy age grouping by
five-year age ranges (preferably, for actuarial reasons). We
divide the second primary group into two functional cate-
gories: household ar d labor force, obtaining an estmate
such as "65% of the labor-force age range are members of
the labor force.-

We assort all households into two primary categories of
function, according to the primary labor-force function of
that household. The fact that two members of the same
household may fall into different functional categories of
labor-force employment, or that a person may shift from
one to the other functional category is irrelevant, since it is

nr t s-e ,koil mvisiO& of the two fimcuianl cate-
gor which is more gificant fr us doan ie aul mar-
gun of a erwr Mr by dwovingmwgsd, cmi-
tent accountka produre fr ambiguom 1mm TsU
pimary flaciand assuoaew of houseld is bet wee the
opemsua and #11wgmA, pjw categories of snd empiloy-

Exrepredfmm 'So, You Wuh so Lwe AM Abw &inzmma?:
A Tan Ekfrm ay M muil Ecmoima (New Yort:
New &*mi FunkW Howe, M). * 73-7. For ai.-
sher wuney A win qfAt man xr Ok ,mm j" tAe
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meat of associted labor-force nemben ofthme households
At this point our emphasis shifts to the operatives' com-

ponent of the ttal labor force. All calculations performed
are based on 100% of this segment of the total labor force.
The operatives' segment is divided between agricultural
production, as broadly defiud (fishing forestry, etc.), and
industrial production broadly defined (manufacturing,
construction, mining, transportation, energy production
and distribution, communications, and operatives other-
wise employed in maintenance of basic economic infra-
structure).

The analysis of production begins with the distinction
between the two market-baskets and the two subcategories
of each's final commodities. The flow of production is
traced backwards dr ou nedim products and raw
materials to natural remaurces.

This analysis of production flows is cross-compared
with the following analysis of production of phyical-goods
output as a whole: 100% of the operatives' component of
the labor foce is compared with 100% of the physical-goods
output of the society (economy). This 100% of physical-
goods output is analyzed as fllows.

Symbol V: The portion of total physical-goods output
required by households of 100% of the operatives' segment.
Energ of Ae System

Syo Q Cap" goods coemmed by production of
physical goods, indudiag cots of basic economic infra-
structure of physical-god production. This includes plant
and machinery, mcaeeac of basic economic infrastruc-
ture, and a materials-ia-prop... inventory at the level
required w amm udham of capacity. Is includes
only tha -wd of-i- oqml~mmpait required as Emv-

SymbolI Ctmw p~w Ay* (ofthe consodated

T [- tsotalp py -gpodsoutpud - (C+).P

Sy mbe AW 1bml Equxm Th iavrudles con -
sumler goods (of bompds aisocia d with overhead
epe amgorm f emp V m of th laborfre plus
Capital SOOds coramoId by d it. esmoveh expense
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Economy

If we reduce Overhead Expense (D) to a properly
constructed economic-functional chart of accounts, there
are elements of Services which must tend to increase
with either increase of levels of physical goods output or
increase of productive powers of labor. For example:. a
function subsuming the notions of both level of teuhnl-
ogy in practice and rate of advancement of such tecw -
ogy, specifies a required minimal level of culture of the
labor force, which, in turn, subsumes educational
requirements. Scientific and technical services to pro-
duction and to maintenance of the productive powers of
labor of members of households, are instances of the
varieties of the accounting budgeter's Semi-Variable
Expenses which have a clear functional relationship in
magnitude to the maintenance and increase of the pro-
ductive powers of labor. Large portions of Overhead
Expense as a whole have no attributable functional
determination of this sort; in a "post-industrial society"
drift, the majority of all Overhead Expense allotments
should not have been tolerated at all, or should have
been savagely reduced in relative amount. For this rea-
son, we must employ the parameter S'I(C '), rather
than S'/(C+V+D), as the correlative of the ratio of free
enefgy of the system.

For purposes of National Income Accounting, we
employ.

Symbol S/(C V):

Symbol D/(C+V):
so cv
SYmWs'/(C+V):

Po u ,ity (as distinct
from "productive
powers of labor").

&xp rr Raio.

Rat q0WWki)

Tese ris eqmre the condition:
1. T hite market-baket of consumer goods. P -

a, for households of the operatives' segment of the
fbor firce, increases in relative magnitude and qual-

iky of content as Capital-intensity (C11) and Produc-
sieisy WC4') increase.

L That the social cost of producing this market-basket
declines secularly, despite the required increase in

i mand quaity of its content

3 ~t1 Nod~*y IPAC+ 11)) increase INor a
111sik~emRatio (DI(C+ V)J

cycle, to the effects of increasing the capia-imeensi, the
power-intensity, and the scale of the proem [sit &a,
p.141. The requirement of the constant 5 perent growd-
factor, serves as a rule-of-thumb standard, to ensure that
the margin of growth is suffKient to prevent the proem
from shifting, as a whole, into an entropic phase.

Those are the effective relations of measure charaw-
istic of successful national economies. Adopting those
relations of measure, to what aort of physical space-time
are we implicitly referring? l.,ok back to the earlier his-
tory of development of modern science; there, one
encounters some useful suggestions.

The founding work of modern science, Nicolaus of
Cusa's De Doca Ignomantia, introduced the notion in the
form of a self-subsisting process, the isoperimetric princi-
ple, to supersede the axioms of point and straight line.
This isoperimetric principle, in the guise of the cydoid of
generalized refraction of light, became associated with
the notions of "least action," "least time," and l con-
straint." From the referenced work of Romer and
Huyghens, through Jean Bernoulli and Leibnig, and
beyond, the notion of a principle of retarded prpagaton
of light, as associated with the isoperimetric principle,
etc., has served as the yardstick, the "clock," of relative
value for physical science in general. Now, noting that,
define the motion of a not-entropic economic process rel-
ative to the measure provided by the "clock."

As measured by that "clock," we measure, in first
approximation, the relations of production and consump-
tion in societies taken as integrated entireties. This is a
statistical beginning, but not the required standard of
measure. These first estimates must be expwesaed in a sc-
ond approximation, in terms of amer ofe uitqfaret -
oam of prmion and comurapti that, in aw, mm be

expressed as rases of increase of potmfnil vrksw p*.k-
te.oe-msity.

This, in turn, requires that we re-exameA t anim
of economic not-entropy. The conen of
is not meamured in term of the * CIA
of maket-baske obect and of dthe3 77
soc10 ipim Rather, thevaityo
performance in those market-basiet , m e ends
upon the coherence of that estimate with irase d the
potential relative popultion-density. In odm !00 a*-
nomic not-entropy, expressed a-, we ham I-10 I
statistl approx ation above, W ad w
the potential relative population-deasiw it im
of the potential relative popultia-Ade4- s,

So. instead of measuring distance in
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qualities of units, we measure that not-entropic effect
expressed as increase of potential relative population.
density. The value of the action is expressed iemi&Idy in
the latter measure. As we wrote, near the outset here: It is
the implicit social content of each valid axiomatic revolu-
tionary discovery in science or art, which defines human
knowledge: not Norbert Wiener's mechanistic, statistical
approach. That implicit social content, is the efficiency of
practiced ideas, to the effect of maintaining and also
increasing the rate of increase of society's potential rela-
tive population-density.

Consider the implications, for mathematics, of the
points we have just summarized.

The first step in constructing a "physical-economic
space-time manifold," uses the countable categories of
items indicated for such statistical studies. That second
step is to employ that data-base to provide a means of
measuring relations within the system in terms of the
estimated relative not-entropy of the ongoing economic
process as an integrated entirety. The third step, is to esti-
mate the rate of not-entropy, as checked with and cor-
rected by a comparison with the rate of not-entropy
expressed in terms of potential relative population-densi-
ty..The third step's results must be reflected, as correc-
tion, upon the standards earlier estimated for the second
step; that latter correction, must, in turn, be reflected
upon the valuation of the statistical categories employed
in the first step. Riemann's work provides a conceptual
guide for that multifacetted effort.

By introducing the principle, that relations of measure
in physical-economic space-time are governed by the prin-
ciple of rate of increase of potential relative population-
density, we have located the mathematical representation
of economic processes within non-Eudidean geometry, as
Riemann's dissertation defines the notion of such a geome-
try. To wit: In the graphs which we are able to construct,
using appropriate market-basket data, we have embedded
our standard of measui [sEE Appendix, p.2 2

In Eratosthenes' time, to the eye of the obaerver, the
Earth was flat, and, therefore, it must be measured
awwotogwhat pmed for princples of pine ouse.
try at tha tim . By showing that mho of -_ - unen
to lead to a devastating contradiction, if regarded in a
certain way, Eratosthenes required what became known
later as principles of geodesy to be employed--de princi-
ples gnw.rning measure in curved surfaces, in place of the
standards of plane geometry.

As we noted, above: Lter, during the last quarter of
Europes Seventeenth cestury, once the asu om ical
researches ofOle Rosnr had esubed a defise ran fr
roemde F iptk Witilig rA don the ca1iim work

of Huyghens, Libniz, and jean Bernoulli establishid the
neceity for replacing the naive, Sapi-Galileo form of per-
fectly coinnuous Euclidean space-time by a physical space-
time of five-fold extension, a space-time which, according
to Leibniz, was not perfectly continuous.11 In addition to
quadruply-extended space and time, the rate of retarded
propagation of light must be added as another extension.
To reflect that, it was necessary to adopt Cums notion that
the idea of triply-extended space must be subordinated to
what Cusa was first to define, what was later named the
transcendental domain, in which the isoperimetric princi.
ple, rather than axiomatic points and lines, defines the
hypW si underlying measure.

And, so on, in history since then.
In that tradition, aided by Riemann's work, we are

able to present the geometric shadow of the correspond-
ing n-fold physical space-time manifold of physical econ-
omy, as an image in a triply-extended domain. Which is
as if to say with the 27-year-old Riemann,34 that "an
abstract investigation in formulas is indeed not to be
evaded, but the results of that will allow a representation
in the garment of geometry.- The essential qualifications
are, that we must never forget that that is precisely what
we have done."

To understand the relevant contribution by Riemann
in the degree required for our purposes here, we must
return to read Riemann in the very special way this
writer re-read Riemann's dissertation back in 1952. We
must focus upon the specificity of that deeper insight into
Riemann's discovery which had been prompted by this
writer's study of Cantor's work.

Density of Disc dnuities
If the later bel$ is Georg Cantor's most impor-

tant formal contribution to mathematics, his most impor-
tant contribution to the pbimop of mathematics came

31 i " di e m t OfN4 m A um d Eider's Motim
3M761 " ALta-&- a ain Lou" K LEANtowb,Jr., *Apen& Xk R % as. mhe Sw~ubc of Imfimfie
DiM"VTy ,,d L , k," how I&si C*. is. &m.-
my Minm, D.-. S11M pp. 407-25.

34. Riemm w m bm Sq. 17, 10 (We p. 541)k the presenta-
tion of his habilia dm uia ocurred on June 10, 1854

35. If thm fact wMe am ma Ph som sdeams, and other "con-
ame." oemmwmi' umapm e makrwold end ww i be
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in writings during the middle IM80's, from the appear-
ance of his 1883 GahwonkSMw to nearly adecade por to
his 1897 Biftr . This includes a series ofcommnunica-
tions on the subject of the historical, philosophical, and
methodological implications of the notion of the tsrnmfi-
nite. From the Grundlkage onwards, during this interval,
Cantor addressed chiefly formal issues of the mathemati-
cal transfinite, but, also, if in passing, of the onseloicaltransfiit."

Briefly, among the historical-philosophical observa-
tions, Cantor identifies his notion of the transfmite to be
coincident with Plato's ontological notion of Becoming,
and his notion of the mathematical Abolute to be coinci-
dent with Plato's onsological conception of the Good. For
the application of this to Riemann's discovery, the rele-
vant issues are summarily implicit in Plato's Parennides
dialogue. The case in point is as follows.

In the Parmenides, Plato's Socrates lures Parmenides,
the leader of the methodologically reductionist Eleatic
school, into exposing the inescapable and axiomatically
devastating paradoxes of the Eleatic dogma. The paradox
is both formal and ontological, most significantly onto-
logical. In the dialogue itself, Plato supplies only an ironi-
cal, passing reference to the solution for this paradox:
Parmenides has left the principle of change out of
account. The functional relationship of Plato's implicit
argument to Riemann's discovery, is direct; Cantor's ref-
erences to Plato's Becoming and Good, are directly rele-
vant to both. Riemann himself supplies a significant clue
to these connections, in a posthumously published, anti-
Kant document presented under the tide "Za' Py rho/o-
gie mad Metapysi4. 40

The relevant aspects of the common connections are
. essentially the following.

Reference the stated general case of a series of theo-
- rem-lattices, considered in a sequence corresponding to

increases in potential relative population-density ofa cul-
sur. We are presented, thus, with a lattice of theorem-

, lattscM each separated from the other by oe r more

muie &mnisitis).Questiom Whot is she ordering
retiOm*bip amon the members ofmch a laic oftheo-

37. Georg Cmorer Grndlme iner aIeumeins MA I@m ''m16(Lepo* 183) Of igimAly publihd ns Oker -mMENNOAWA 0-- *06 A j- inaAM aur. *cit. pp. 139.MI

39. Z 1 'MObM m, LAre -= Tramsfuamm a, A-A..
41L fm 6lm Ubl M SWX My =%Vs. Dr Jam Ternaa~, ao -*a CFP. Gs... devrnsidle of~ g

rem-lattices? Consider this as potentially an onsologal
paradox of the form treated by Plato's idrs*

Some discnveries may occur, in reality, either prior to
or after certain other discoveries; however, they must
always occur after some discoveries, and prior to sme
others. This is true for discoveries in the Classical art-
forms and related matters, as for natural science. In otherwords, each valid axiomatic.revolutionary discovery inhuman knowledge, is identifiable as a term of the lattice
of theorem-lattices, exists only by means of a necessary
predecessor, and is itself a necesury predecessor of sme
other terms. This is the histrical reality of the cumnula-
tive valid progress in knowledge, to date, of the human
species as a whole. This is, for reasons broadly identified
above, the function which lIcates the cause for successive
increases in mankind's potential relative population-den.
sity. Question: What is the ordering-principle whichmight subsume all possible terms of this lattice of theo-
rem-lattices?

On the relatively simpler level, if the series of terms
being examined is ofa certain quality, the solution s thetype of paradox offered in the Pameuid is foresetal
If the collection of terms can be expressed as an ordered
series, or an ordered lattice, the terms can be expressed aseither all, or at least some of the terms generated by aconstant ordering principle, a constant concept of differ-ence (change) among the terms. In that case, the single
notion of that difference (change) may be substituted fora notion of each of the terms of the collection. In terms ofthe Plato dialogue, the Many can be represented, thus, bya One.

Cantor's principal work is centered upon the cam ofthe representation of the Many of an -iu4A .ed mathematical series, by a One. The trnmaes of thnotion of mathematical can y in this scheme orefir-
ence, leads toward the notion of the lkow traadhlmi
the Akrphs, and to the generalsim of** Am of
countingin terms of cardiA166- as "lresnd mo visib he id efa CARW

of valid axsomasc-revolusiof, Wdi
How is the latter Many to be releeaedby 0m6-structible, or otherwise cognizable One?

The notion associated wieh the wlsae to
lenge is already to be found in the we& F
notion of ahur hynoleir. Howev m -froim Riesnann's d isertation, the c~j
solution, actual knowledge of d"i asRm

0* from pene
Consider the case of the student wbho bo Sw. d
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0 0

Like LeibniZ before him,
Riermann's disc tery demon-

strates that formal mathe-
mata al phyisu-i schemes do
not embody the powntiadity
of a truth -doctrine. To find

truth, we must depart the
domain of mathematics, and

go ove into another domain.
the ,calrn of experimental

physic.

14 ic-;annJ~? (1826-I866

Carl Friedricz (au.t f V 5

ed that Classical-hum.anist form (of cdica.,tn. in %s hi, h

reliving the act of original axiomatic-re',,luti,,.IArs kh,-

coveries of pr inciple, is the only acco pted ,tani, i f. r

knowledge. "'hat student has the rcpcatel c\xqri i , c 4

applying a principle of discovery %%hich leads COI,5,t5

to valid axiornatic-revoltitionary discoeries. That r( PeA.t-

ed experience, that reconstructed mental act of drc ,\ cr5.

has been icndcred an object-an idea--acs ,b ,,I )- n

scious reflection, an object of thought. Like an% ,uch

object of thought, that state of mind can be recalled, and
also deployed. How should we name this quality- .. this
W 41--of thought-object?

Just as Plato identifies a valid new set of interdependent
axioms, underlying a corresponding theorem-lattice, as an
hypothesis, so he references the type of thnught-ohct to
which we have lust made referer.ce as an higher hvpciei.
The fact that the mode of effecting %iahd axniomatic-rc'olu-
tionary hypotheses may be itself improsed, signifies a p-,s-
sible series of transitions to successively superi-r (mure
powerfully efficient) qualities of higho" hipothesu, a st.te of

mental activity which Plato's method recognizes as hipcth-

41. Using the term 'type" in Cantor's ,enw.

How LaRouci
7 "sdy of Cantor's
ITwk on the subject of

the matdmatically transfi-
nite, especially his so-called
A&kp-seris pointed towarc
access to a deeper apprecia-
tion ofthe 1854 habilitation
dissertation of Bernhard R
mann. Conversely, Rieman
fundamental discovery
respecting the generalizatio
of "non-Eudidean" geome-
tries, showed how we must
think o(Cantor's functiona
notion of imphiidy enumer-
a*vkiy of manasacal

rS~a~ per dvbira~ii
chW a iliMfatoi.

Once one recognizes that
Camno's work s retracing d
discoiery made earlier by Ri
mann, there is an obvious
advan of choosing Rie-
mann's geometrical approac

(:';g :/t, ',/w, hypothesis. The latter is congruent W
('.I I',t ,,Pr I ,ral notion of the transfinite; in other wor

S ,ial state of Becoming.42

11 t11 1.. 'rhuiMously published paper, "Zr Pscholo

:,,nd 'fcr.,.r+k," Riemann identifies both "hypothe,
.And "higlir hypotheses" as ofa species he names Geis
,,.s ,.-'i ll term is synonymous with Leibniz's use
\,,ri ,l.' .{in the present writer's preference for
,iI 1i "', ,tght-object": ideas which correspond to
r5 pc., it t,,rmal discontinuities being considered ht
E'ery tx-ron who has re-experienced, repeatedly, v.
ax ima ac -revolutionary discoveries in the Classic
humanist manner refereum, is familiar with the e
tence ,, ,Uch ideas.

Ni%. that said, back to Plato's Parmenids. Cons.
the ti,,'. that the principle of change, the One, ordet
the gcno. r ation of the members of the collection,
\ans. is if the form of higher hypothesis. This is
c.1se, it the members of the collection termed the M.
cach to.prcsent valid axiomatc-revolutionary discovej

42 i, i,,1 necessary totrmhw sbaiwo Gn 'd ipthe5em
TrX. On that. see Lrba F. L& lmIeb fr.. "Th Tnu A'
"' ii ip,ral Eternity," FadA Vol.11ll No. 2, Summer 1994,pm
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Transformed Riemann's )iscovery

over the relatively formalis-
tic route used by Cantor. In
the design of productive and
relt processes in modern
economy, the conceptions
which underlie the design of
cien6ific experi-

nmnts, and of
derived machine-
wol concepions,
are intrnscaly
geometric in a
nature. To think
about production
and econrsy, one
must think geo.-
metrically, not
algebraically.

Hence, the pre-
snt writer's use of
Riemann's work
to address the
mathematical I
implications of his

own a I:cr ,ti,,crs cry in
rbi, if i1ik S. acquired the
btriinlgl) anomalous, but
precisely descriptive nane
of the "-lRouche-Rieniana
Method."

Georg Cantor (1845-1918)

Contrary to Kant's Czriqe.. "h, ri,81pie of valid
auormatic-reVoluti,,n.ir% d:o. ,, . .:n bl', and that
froma the vantage-p,,tnt alre.iad Jr ,:.- here.

Also, contrar% to Kant', ntr.., (',;!:aue of Judg-
ment, the same principle g,,%crn (,, forms of
artistic creativity: as in the hi,tor% ,,f the pre-develop-
ment of the method of noti% ic (mda ) th,,rough-com-
position. The disco% cries a,,cto.,tud %% ith this form of
creativity are exemplified b% Nl,iart i 7-86) and by
Beethoven's revolution in mtitiic through-composi.
tion, as exemplified by the late ,tring quartets."4
Johannes Brahms is also a master of that method of
oherMent musical creativity.

The immediately foregoing se eral summary observa-
ions serve to indicate the accesi ilit, of the notion of a

43. Chriq of Pare Re,.on 11711, P ",:'ic 2 :o .nt Future Mew-
pleji (1783). Critique (,fPat:,a/ Rea,,,. ,1". and Critiqw of
j tww (1790).

44. See Lyndon H. LaRouche. Jr.. ".irt 1"2-I7' , Revolution in
Muiic," Fideho. Vol. 1, No. 4. Wintrr .And Bruce Director,
"Wa Mathematics Can Learn Frn (Classical Music." Fdlie VeL

1L W. 4, Winer 1994. The Lte Beeth,%en %irng quartets refa
mW E46 maor. 0F 127,C-sharp mirnr. Op 131 .A manor, Op. 12
54maor ("Grofle Fuge"). Op- I13 .and. F ,or. 0 p. 135.

comprehensible orpring of a lattice of theorem-lattices
Relative to the economicheoretcal implicatio of 1ie.
mann's dissertation, the point to be added here, is that
this notion is not only intrinsically cognizable. This is a
physically efficient notion, and is ontological in that
sense. It is also ontological in a sense supplied earlier by
Heracleitus and Plato.
The question is at least as old as these two ancient

Greeks.

Once the ontological issue of Plato's Puemwxid is tak-
en into consideration, the following question is implicitly
posed. The subsuming One is a perfect expression fbr the
domain typified by the subsumed Many. Consequently,
does the ontologically intrinsic, relative impe rfecoem of
that Many signify that the ontological actuality reposes in
the One, rather than the particular phenomena, or ideas
of the Many? The One always has the content of cAuim ,
relative to the particularity of each among the Many.
Does this imply that that change is ontologically primary,
relative to the content of each and all of the Many? In
other words, is this onsologica significance of Heracekitus'
"nothing is constant but change" to be applied?

That is the type of significance which the term "onto-
logically transfinite" has, when applied to the formally or
geometrically transfinite orderings presented, respective-
ly, by Cantor and Riemann's dissertation.

Put the same proposition in the context of physkal-
economic processes.

Let the term "la',ice of theorem-lattices" identify an
array of theorem-lattices generated by a constant princi-
ple of axiomatic-revolutionary discovery: att higher
hypothesis. Then, that higher hypothesis is the One
which subsumes the Many theorem-lattices. Relative to
any and all such theoemn-lattices, it is that highe hypmh-
esis which is, apparently, the efficient cause of the ram-
entropy generated in practice. It is that higher hypimesis
which is (again: apparently) the relatively primary. efi.
cient cause of the -entropy. It is that hiher h m ,
which S. rlatively primry aasloiey

As Lewrd Easie, and, lase Fel KIN*'* AD

45. Feli Klein., Pen w . q4'bm, e i ,,su Gn m ).
tra. by W.W. Oman and DE Sthaed. by iC. Arh uiud
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take into consideration: Correlation, even astoni"nly
precise correlation, is not necessarily cause. The caus is
not thefowm not-entropy of such a lattice of theoem-
lattices; ie cus is expressed in tAose hermetically sosvM
cVatiue power ov each in4wid"l perwso mental pOSwm:
e kw l e ponti for senmhn& rivi1% MvP& u-

i, ad pwsa ixg efficieftly the azimatic-re'oi ry
di erie in science and Classical art-foim. This notion of
causation, drawn from "experience," is the crux of the
determination of a Riemannian physical-economic space-
time.

Mankind's success in generating, successfully,
upward-reaching phase-shifts in potential relative pop-
ulation-density, demonstrates that the universe is so
composed, that the developabe creative-mental poten-
tial of the individual human mind is capable of master-
ing that universe with increasing efficiency. On this
account, the very idea of "scientific objectivity" is a
fraud, particularly if expressed as an empiricist, or
"materialist" notion. All knowledge ii esseially s e-
tire; all proof is, in the last analysis, essemtially subj.ectiv.
It is our critical examination of those processes of the
individual mind, through which valid axiomatic-revo-
lutionary discoveries are generated, or their original
generation replicated, which is the source of knowl-
edge. This is shown to represent a valid claim to
knowledge, at least relatively so, by the success of
axiomatic-revolutionary scientific and artistic progress,
in increasing mankind's potential relative population-
density. It is through the critical self-examination of
the individual mental processes through which such
discoveries are generated, and their generation repli-
cated, that true scientific knowledge is attained: the
which, therefore, might be better termed "scientific
subjectivity."

Notably, valid axiomatic-revolutionary discoveries
can not be "communicated" explicitly. Rather, they are
caused to reappear in other minds only by indAs the
other pe em to replicate the proes of the Gril as
dodiscovry. One may march the medin of
carton for eternity, and never find a trace of the onigimal
communication of such an idea to any person. What is
communicated is the catalyst which may prompt the
hearer to activate the appropriate generative p rocesse
within his or her own fully autonomous creative-me
tal processes. The result may thus appear, to the "infor-
mation theorist," to be the greatest secret code im the
universe: In effect, by this means, the men oa oi-

calhuanstmode ofeducation, vasty manUmo
tio" s trmmid than the bud-pm is cqb d
conducting.

Thus, the following.

1 The cause of the not-entropic characteristic of
healthy physical economy, is the exercise of the
developable and sovereign mental-creative potential
of the individual human mind. It is the input to that
potential, which produces the efficient not-entropy
as an output.

2. The crucial social part of the process is the correlated
form of individual potential for being stimulated to
replicate the relevant act of discovery.

3. The human precondition, is the development of the
individuals and their relations within society to foster
this generation and replication of such ideas.

4. The efficient practice of this social process depends
upon the preparation of man-altered nature to
become suitable for the successful (not-entropic) appli-
cation of these discoveries to nature.

Those are the axioms governing that causation essen-
tial to the geometry of physical-economic processes. The
not-entropic image of an implied cardinality function in
terms of densities of singularities per chosen interval of
relevant action, is the reflection of those axioms and their
implications. The set of constraints (e.g., inequalities),
governing acceptable changes in relations of production
and consumption, must therelore be in conformity with
such a notion of a not-entropic cardinality function: that
set of inequalities must be characteristically not-entropic
in effect.

As was noted near the outset here: A mashednatical
oltwion (in she fiu nmxw) so be dsmkk bw a con-

cepul view uw ii.dispemb&r The most important thing.
is to know what to do. Above all, we must be guided by
these considerations mu defining the policies of education
and popuiar culure Which we fall" a employ for the
development of &he me a - :-hw poential of the indi-
vWiduln mceewpsl y the

Epilogue:
The Interaction Prindple

R p tiag the lmten in If th tw%, azlmaticati)
iaems~ mtt I-1 4Tel ho- uly"ip, linearPCA a~l~ et" wragdlim - II neomy wmossay-b.d p mussa the cbcelld not-

e re w, e- -" Wh -" mm ies

1. The two pOaCOR the noIeary-finandal parasitt



and the physical-economic process, are "symbiotically"
inter-linked, with the parasite dominant, but with
such constraints that a phase-shift of the economic
process into an entropic mode does not occur,

2. The two processes are similarly linked, but the domi-
nating monetary-financial process progressively de-
couples itself from the economic process; and

3. The physical-economic pro-ess is employed by gov-
ernment to regulate the monetary and financial
process to such a degree, that the latter becomes a sub-
sidiary institution of the former
The first, was what might be termed the "normal"

state of symbiosis within the industrialized economies,
during the several centuries preceding 1%3. The second,
is the presently, hyperbolically degenerating state of the
combined world economy and monetary-financial sys-
tems. The third, is the preferred arrangement, implicidy
defined by the George Washington administration of the
U.S. Federal republic: the so-called "model" represented
by the Franklin-Hamilton-Carey-List "American System
of political economy."'

The crucial issue of the interaction, is the role of the
sovereign nation-state form of national economy. "Expe-
rience," in Riemann's referenced sense of Erfahrung,
informs us that the achievement of the most desirable,
third form of interaction requires a strong role of a sover-
eign nation-state's government in the economy. The
U.S.A.'s historical experience clearly indicates what the

") outlines of those governmental functions, on several lev-
els, must be.

The national government must retain sovereign
responsibility for regulation of the currency and
national credit, monetary, and financial affairs gener-

) ally, and conditions of trade. This sovereign authority
must be applied most emphatically to intei national
affaits, and, as may be deemed necessary for nationalL eonomic security, in some limited aspects of domestic
commerce. Government, at the various natioal,
reewl,' and local level, must assume r itility
for providing essential basic economic infrastructure,
including measures to ensure adequate quality of uni-
versal education, health-care delivery, and promotion
of scientific and technological progress."

4&L See, for pe iip NI &4*wcmuy of ArAwrvm Remain-
ame&. by Naacy Spmm miad Cha'iupbcr WhUm (New YwkC-l---' so- Pu":='-ioss. 197M

47. %m U.S.A.s Federa- o meuuiea tradiim, die rqimal
UMhik kM pimmn wis die Pedal mo.keopem inum
im . im prieobe a Federal rpom y.

It is desirable that the p od, of rfamusing
economic activity be accomplished through privately
owned farms and other enterprises. The economic prin-
ciple governing this is encountered as early as the Fif-
teenth-century France of Louis Xl, and, more gerally,
in thc nation-states of western Europe. Exemplary of
those origins of the modern private enterprise, is the use
of governmental patents to grant limited-term monopo-
lies on manufacture and sale to inventors and their busi-
ness associates; this is the origin of the limited-term,
modern patent issued to inventors. The social finction of
private ownership, is to foster the application of the cre-
ative powers and intellectual prudence and courage of
the individual entrepreneur, as a persn, to the fostering
of the generation and efficient use of improvements in
methods and practices to the economic advantage of the
nation and humanity more generally.

The division of authority and responsibility between
the state and the private entreprenew, is defined cn-
tially by the nature of the social repo iie pcitly
assumed, or neglected by each. The delopme of basic
economic infrastructure, represents the requirement, that
a responsibility be met to the entire land-area of the de-
vant political unit, to the population considered as a
whole, and to those general matters in which only gov-
ernment can assume efficient direct responsbity. With-
in the framework of governmental fespomsibility w pro-
vide or to regulate, the private entrepreneur should enjoy
a broad, if nonetheless delimited authority.

That is not, as some misguided ideologues would
describe it, a "mixed economy"; it is the only une me-
struction of a modern economy.

The most effcient perfimnance of saeiol dmw
has been achieved through what President Charles de
Gaulle's France knew as "indicative planvis" 71 someemploys its comn opo--a of d& san and M
of economic oetn 6M
and growth in those popcsd

rate of we-babnced grow& of I M
The use of national credit, o faw b~ael ,am&
public works, and large-scale ,ciac-iver prgrms,

41 Naiimal wammpinem, .II gu hi
watrway d, w b Mal m .a mhd- t
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such as aereace development venarM, at yP cal of
the strategic um of conuentrating public credit tuv &'q,.r
the relatively highest rales of long-term growth ,.id
develop in th e ,omy as a whoae

A monapo on the crt of public credit, as pro-
vided by Article I of the US, Fedefal Coniuion and
the focussing of that public credit to foter fuil employ-
ment in combined public and private enterprises most
beneficial to the general interest in sutained techlogi-
cal progress, is the r iI instrument through which
the government fosters optimal rates of growth of
income, output, and tax-revenue base, in the economy as
a whole.

The general rule which ought to be applied, is that, in

the physical eommmy as sude s mu must foster rela-
tively high rates of aptal-inensity, power-intensity. and
scntific and Pechnolica progress. This is achieved.

ichtly, by de an of t immuives amd deployment o
low-cost public credk, to favor de recyclng of m!:ini
of relative free elergy" in .mic output into techn-4
opy-driver forms of roducive ad rePlate investment.

In short, the proMem of the inaeraction between th,
two axiomatically distinct kinds of processes, is almos
entirely a rnatter oft"de repnibi, by governments o
soveip national eonmics, to regulate monetary an'
financial affairm. The of such regulation must be ti
bring about and main third of the three possibl
forms of intractio im ifd hemeI

APPENDIX

A LaRouche-Riemann Analysis of the
Last 30 Years of the U.S. Economy
by Christopher White
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F~gsr 1. inoput-output moixj6 1967 (Pmmsag 4o oni

11ouere 4% 4% 1% 6% 14%
mombodn

ousehl % % 2% 6% 23%
Househoid 6goods

Househod 10% 11% 3% 14% 30%
-0-

Total 23% 33%

a 50X50 cell matrix approximaLelv. Pie
inputs were then recalculated cr, ,
basis of choosing the greater of prod',
tion or consumption in 1%7: wh-. .,.l

be required to produce what
sumed.

This first-level matrix was then
restated. Working t.ak2.wards from the
final products, houtchold goods. produc-
er goods, we reassembled the inputs into
market-baskets of goods and activities
required to sustain the flow into such so-
called final consumption. So, now we can
say, if you want to increase food con-
sumption, here's what you are going to
need to do, all the way back down the
line from the supermarket shelf, where
many think food is grown, to the semi-
manufactures and raw materials which
sopily the industrial products on which
modern agriculture depends. This
sesots in a much bigger matri.

That second-level matrix was then
restated in summary form. Figure I
shows the result for 1967. In the left-
hand rows wc have our four classes of
end-use: producers' goods, producers'
overhead, household goods, and house-
hold overhead, which I will come back
to. The column headings denote the
phases of the process, from final goods
back through intermediate and raw
material to infrastructure, economic and
social. The cells tell us what portion of

6*A~

h sum of the inputs is allocated to what
ti. vity. The column total, shows us
I-at part of the total inputs goes to

households and producers and overhead.
And the row total shows us what part
goes to each of the phases of economic
acti. ity.

The totals have to balance, in accoun-
tant-speak. and they have to balance all
the way back to the totals in the first
matrix prepared. This they do in the case
of our 1967 standard, to a margin of
error of rather under 2%, which is to say
that our calculated inputs, by product
and activity, produce a result which is
about 2% less than the reported con-
sk'-ption of those products and activities
for 1967. This is about 100 million tons
out of 5 billion. Or, just to point it out,
the error bar is about the same magr-
tude as the sum of the ins for fia
producer goods So, it's rotIubbm raidy.

So, now we can say that we know
what we are dealing with. We don't have
to use sophistical tricks like, this is going
down, therefore we can say the whole
thing is going down. We have an esti-
mate of the whole, and of the parts in
relation to the whole, both by fuaction,
and by the way the components of the
functions are produced. We cam say,
using this 1967 standard, if you woa o
produce producers' final goods by much a
margin, these are the things you will
have to take into account. Or if you want

to increase household -o0nsunyuim here
is what the effect will be oan de whole.
We can now compare this whole with
the organization of the population, by
households, and by economic activity,
e.g., employment.

We can do this in two ways. First,
taking the magnitudes themselves, we
can at-mrt the physical components of
society's economic activity amng costs
and expenses of reproducing the society.
We're dealing with a unified reprduc-
tive cycle of population in its household
consumption moment, and in is produc-
er moment. We want to isolae what part
of the total ought to go to househok by
different age-group of the population,
and what part is needed to sustain eco.
nomuc functioning itself. We wan to sep-
arate out the costs of doing that in physi-
cal terms, from the associated adminis-
trative and other, e.g., sales, overhead,
and from parasitism, speculation, and
waste. Then we want to restate the
whole, in terms of the ratios Laftouche
developed which underle his successul
forecasting method, in more analytical
statements about the prod'civity, or lack
of it, of the whole economy ISEE Bom, p.
141.

In Figure 2 we distribute the popula-
tion by age-group, and by function,
among the household, and allocate the
total product poponionaly- We am, first
of all, the dedine i cnmm. We ae
the decline of the productive pat of de
workforce, the increase of the rn-pro-

owl.-
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ductive workforce. The decline in non-
working adults. The decline in the num-
ber of children. The increase in the aged.

The so-called economic experts say
there isn't any systemic crisis, that
administrative measures alone will work.
Look, if the reproduction of society, in an
improved form, is the purpose, what are
they talking about? How are we provid-
ing for future generations, let alone pro-
viding them with a better future?

Look at this another way. In Figure 3
we have the total product, by principal
functiot t..ken per capita. Note, number
one, !., the decline is less. After all,
we're producing households much faster
than weare the peoplei them up. Note
the declining portion of the total going to
producers' goods and productive house-
holds. This ought to be the engine for
w -,,what is needed. It is shrinking
(noe dhm dte wbl The .ne is shown
pw bmmhu On Pawe 4.

ut wak a Mino. The ha Ibulds
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of 1990 are not the same as the house-
holds of 1967. The workers of 1990 are
not the same as the workers of 1967.
Look what's happened, as shown in Fig-
ure 5. We've lost about a quarter of the
population in the space of a generation.
The losses are the children who never
existed, thanks to the shift that occurred
between 1963 and 1967. And look at this
the other way round (SU Figure 6). On a
household basis, how many people
depend on one worker? From over two,
to just over one.

This takes us back to Gottfried Leib-
niz and the very beginnings of modern
physical economy. The costs of emplay.
ing labor are not simply the direct com
incurred as a result of the individual
directly employed. The coats of employ-
ing labor must include maintaining the
household which produces the labor. if
you don't do that, you are't Vieg a
have amy. Lader, we did iL Now.u wo
maeo na dqemdeI s inofm

one, which will not ever be reached fi
obvious reasons, we've gotten clear aw
from that. It's something those lil
Newt Gingrich and company, wh
want to wreck Social Security, have i
interest in understanding. If there is
contribution crunch coming because s)
tern recipients are going to be growir
faster than contributors, hey, it's time
start thinking about not only increasir
employment, but reversing the declit
in the birth rate. Away from the "n
generation," and back to basics, whe
people were more like people.

So, we have to restate these paran
ters, to make the whole consistent wi
1967. And, we have to do that in such
way as to account for the missing peop
and for the changed workforce. Obi
ousy, we are going to be at least 25
down on providing for households
1967 size. Here's what happens (sE Fi
ure 7). Let's apply the same kind of p,
cedure to the workforce. Let's assu.
that there are overhead functio.
administration, sales, etc. which are n
essary, but that we will confine st.
functions to the 56% or so of the wo
force that they comprised in 19
Growth beyond that level is unacce
ab So we can put together a "deflat
(SEE Figure 8), to answer the questior
what part of the transformatior
evmplyeast patterns, other than
redmtin of the productive workfi

PM in is attributable to the effects of
past-19 63 -6 7 slide into a counterculti
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56%

post-industrial society? What part of the
employment represents what, from an
earlier period, would have been called
nothing but parasitism and speculation
and waste? What part of the total prod-
uct is thereby excluded from any repro-
ductive function, because it just consti-
tutes effort down the drain? Figure 9
shows the growth of that part of the
product, which by 1990 amounted to
some 20% of the whole.

The effects of the parasitical growth
of overhead can be shown by restating
the inputs in per worker terms, i.e., pro-
ductive workers, plus overhead employ-
ment, without compensation. In Figure
10 you see the first big increase in over-
head employment, as the children of the
baby-boom generation move into the

FKXMZ 12. XrP ,1 of"tPN of
Arepam (oet 'IdAW puMAW).

iouma 9. Gmu afpw-i,.(k*X, 190-Ila.

workforce comes early on. The inputs
Per worker can be expressed as a percent-
age of the inputs per household, to reflect
the declining power of the workforce to
support the populIation (su. Figure 11).

Now we can restate these parameters
in terms of not only quantity of goods
and activities, but composition of house-
holds and workforce. to compare the
functioning of that part of the economy
which contributes to the reproductive
purpose of the whole society:

Figure 12 shows this result, by func-
tion. The whole assembly has been col-
lapsed to about 60% of where it was a
generation ago, with the productive por-
tions, as distinct from the remaining
overhead, collapsed by more than 60%.
The line graph of Figure 13 summarizes
the overall result to emphasize the steep-
nes of the slide.

There's one component of costs left
missing: profit. Figure 14, a summary
chart on surplus or loss,* is calulated by
,ciparing the performance of the physi-
cal fommy against a standard market-

FIGURE 10. I*pWt OWi
(AM).

V
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basket of goods, using the consumption
patterns of 1%7 as the basis for the com-
parison. It is the net result of comparing
what we are capable of prducin, with
what we ough io be ifum Aour
standard of living we
what it was a mere generation ago.
Assume, when there was groh in per
household terms, that the grow, ls
the shordall rm dwhei -7 i - p, .
resented the surplus avihlhW bemigb.
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vestment, subsequently, that the decline
plus the shortfall from the 1967 standards
represent loss. Now these parameters can
be restated in terms of laRouche's pro-
ductivity ratios [s( Box, p. 14:

Figure 15 shows how to estimate a rate
of profit for the whole economy, the ratio
between the net profit, or lows, and the
costs, producer and household costs, of
producing the profiL Note the transform-
tion, and the slide again. We can restate
this in terms LaRouche calls the "free
energy ratio" net profit, or free energy,
over costs plus necessary, i.e., deflated,
overhead expense (sEE Figure 16).

These ratios, in a healthy economy,
ought to be increasing. That's what the
history of mankind's existence teaches us.
And they ought et increase in such a way
that the market-basket standard
improves, in quantity and quality, while
the cap"ta intensity of produci ncres-
es faster. This can be approximated by
taking the ratio between the inputs for
producers' goods, and the inputs for

PO3m MC i eS4C.m.

ft0s ¢m m
M M in, 4 O+ if m

FIcai 16 R. Ow emm #9
emwl 49Ar em (F/E).
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household goods (sEE Figure 17). Mean.
while, overhead expenses ough to be con-
trolled, or brought down (SEE Figure 1)

These ratios can be restated, by sub-
tracting from the "energy of the system"
version that was stripped of countercul-
tural parasitism (si.E Figure 19. This is a
better way, perhaps, of looking at the
physical collapse, and the rate ofcollapse.

What Figures 15-19 show is, that the
ratios which meaure the real condition of
the economy, based upon market-basket
data, have been falling since the reversal
of the Kennedy-era growth policies.

The physical collapse won't change
until the policies which produced that
result are changed. That means revers-
ing the shift engineered beginning with
the assassination of John F. Kennedy.

What will change, is something else.
Let's say the overall drift, is a decline in
the rate of profit ofa bit more dma 2Ia
year over thirty years or so, and the
decline in the free energy ratio is aboit
half that What's happened an the momse-
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mry sie ofthi? Well, without worri
ing about prices, let's simply take th
growth ofdebt service and taxes. ovc
the sam period: 12-fold, or 1.200S-
about 401 a yew (sU Figure 20). Y;
mkdwm'suk. Rem this in tern
ddo pW dddt service per un
dohhw in do raw f pit as in Figu
21. T% is why, as LaRouche h.
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How Venice
RW ERigged

The First, and Worst,
Global Financial Collapse

by Paul B. Gallagher

ix hundred and fifty years ago came the climax of
the worst financial collapse in historv to date. The
193 0's Great DIcpression was a mild and brief

episode, compared to the bank crash of the 13 40's, which
decimated the human population.

The crash, which peaked In A.D. 1345 when the
world's biggest banks went under, "led" by the Bardi
and Peruzzi companies of Florence, Italy, was more
than a bank crash-it was a financial disintegration.
Like the disaster which looms now, projected in Lyn-

don LaRouche's "Ninth Economic Forecast" of July
1994, that one was a lohs -, ut of all major banks and
markets in Europe, in %% hi, h. hroniclers reported. 'Alcredit vanished together," most trade and exchang
stopped, and a catatrophic drop of the world's popu-

.4 polical prisoner in I 'irginia, Paul Gallagher is thAe a
of "Aescyhlus' Republican Tragedies" (Fiddio, VoL i1 . 2,
Summer 1993) and "Population Growth Is Cewmd yRenaissances" (Fidelio I bl. /. No. 4, Winter 199)).



tion by famine and disease loomed.
Like the financial disintegration hanging over us in

1995 with the collapse of Mexico, Orange County, British

merchant banks, etc., that one of the 1340's was the result

of thirty to forty years of disastrous financial practices, by

which the banks built up huge fictitious "financial bub-

bles," parasitizing production and real trade in goods.

These speculative cancers destroyed the real wealth they

were monopolizing, and caused these banks to be effec-

tively bankrupt long before they finally went under.

The critical difference between 1345 and 1995, was

that in the Fourteenth century there were as yet no

natiow. No governments had the national sovereignty to

control the banks and the creation of credit; or, to force

these banks into bankruptcy in an orderly way, and

replace fictitious bank credit and money with national

credit. Nor was the Papacy, the world leadership of the

Church, fighting against the debt-looting of the interna-

tional banks then as it is today; in fact, at that time it was

allied with, aiding, and abetting them.

The result was a disaster for the human population,

which fell worldwide by something like 25 percent

between 1300 and 1450 (in Europe, by somewhere

between 35 percent and 50 percent from the 1340's col-

lapse to the 1440's).
This global crash, caused by the policies and actions

of banks which finally completely bankrupted them-

selves, has been blamed by historians ever since on a

king-poor Edward Ill of England. Edward revolted

against the seizure -and looting of his kingdom by the

Bardi and Peruzzi banks, by defaulting on their loans,

starting in 1342. But King Edward's national budget

was dwarfed by that of either the Bardi or Peruzzi; in

fact, by 1342, his national budget had become a sub-

department of theirs. Their internal memos in Florence

spoke of him contemptuously as "Messer Edward"; "we

shall be fortunate to recover even a part" of his debts,

they sniffed in 1339.
A eie v*ad mythology has been de -- hogd by his-.

torians about these "sober, industrious, Christian

bankers" of Italy in the Fourteenth century-doing

good" by their own private greed; developing trade and

the beginnings of capitalist industry by seeking monop-

olies for their family banks; somehow existing in peace

with other merchants; and expiating their greedy sins

by donations to the Church. But, goes the myth, these

sober bankers were led astray by kings (acc wedpw'-
OMN) who were spndhrft warlike, and um- W66in~ a

payig .uwhich they had forced do hepl or
momentarily foolish bankers to lend them. Thus,

emerging "private enterprise capsadism" was set back

28

by the disaster of the Fourteenth century, concludes the
classroom myth, noting in passing that 30 million peo-

ple died in Europe in the ensuing Black Death, famine,

and war. If only the "sober, Christian" bankers had

stuck to industrious "free trade" and prosperous city-

states, and never gotten entangled with warlike, spend-
thrift kings!

The Real Story

Two recent books help to overturn this cover story,

although perhaps that is beyond the intention of their

authors. Edwin tiunt's 1994 book The Medieval Super-

Companies: A Study of se Peru=v Company of Florence

establishes that this great bank was losing money and

effectively going bankrupt throughout the late 1330's, as a

result of its own destructive ix licis--in Europe's agri-

cultural credit and trade in particular-before it ever

dealt with Edward Ill. "Indeed, the great banking com-

panies were able to survive past 1340 only because news

of their deteriorated position had not yet circulated." Just

as in 1995.
And Hunt adds a shocker for the historians, based on

exhaustive restudy of all the surviving correspondence

and ledgers of the Bardi and Peruzzi. He concludes that

their lending to King Edward Ill was done with such

brutal "conditionalities"-seizing and looting his rev-

enues-that his true debt to them may have been no

more than 15-20,000 pounds-sterling when he defaulted.

Mr. Hunt himself works for an international bank, so he

knows how such "conditionalities" of lending work

today. He probably knows that the true international

debt of Third World countries today is a small fraction of

what the banks and the International Monetary Fund

claim they owe. He definitely understands that Four-

teenth-century England was a Third World country to
the Bardi, Pemzzai, and Accieiauli intcrn i al banks.

They loaned Edward It a" Edward MI fakr les than
thir OF ba th ak - u hm b., dedfaf
added up as "ti mn*% bt. -- 119 with their

fellow banker Giovami V*lm.L
Even if we accept the highest figures ever given for

Edward Ill's 1345 default against the bankers of Flo-

rence, the debt to them of the city goverme of Flo-

rence (which they conmd) was 35 percent greater, and
those bonds were aso, dehud upow

More revealing is the lema work of the hiain of
Venice, Frederick C. Ls, AMY ad BDig in

FAwin Hui. k U SImn.CeuI~..iICA SmUytfdv qf
Can" *fAyrwm (LsdMhsbrir Uftkeni ftOW, M4W)
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Medieual and Rena..'sance Venice.t This work shows that
7,! it was Venetian finance which, by dominating and con-

trolling a huge international "bubble" of currency specu-
lIation from 1275 through 1350, rigged the great collapse

-)of the 1340's. Rather than sharing the peace of mutual
greed and free enterprise with their "allies," the bankers

- of Florence, the merchants of Venice bankrupted them,
and the economies of Europe and the Mediterranean

"'"aong with them. Florence was the Fourteenth-century
-- "New York," the apparent center of banking with the

world's biggest banks. But Venice was "London,"
-. maniplating Flocntine bankers, kings, and emperors

31 alike, by tig-kai financial conspiracy and complete
"Is m f d&e markets by which money was minted

As btapas d&e I5 i fiact, one historian--Fer-
RA a - --•- -y deamnstrated that Venice,

leading the Italian bankers of Florence, Genoa, Siena,
etc., willfully intervened from the beginning of the
Thirteh centu, to destry the potential emergence
of atinsd goveunments, "modern states foreshadowed
by the achievements of Frederick If."# Frederick 11

I CnaM d and CPAW,% F w. At 15 so she
IM CaftyNVi York Hmarr & Row, 1962) Vol Ill.

Soume: kkEvedy Wid JMeWs AMUeo fW Pbft faft

Hohenstauffen was the Holy Roman Emperor in the
first half of the Thirteenth century, an able successor of
Charlemagne's earlier achievements in spreading educa-
tion, agricultural progress, population growth, and
strong government. The great Dante Aligheri wrote his
seminal De Monarchia in a vain attempt to revive the
potential of imperial government based on Divine Law
and Natural Law, which had been identified with Fr]e-
crick's reign.

Wrote Braudel. "Venice had deliberately emnared all
the surrounding subject economies, including the Ger-
man economy, for her own profit; she drew hu mviN
from them, preventing them from acti ng ,,
Fourteenth-century saw the creation of -A
monopoly to the advantage of the 'I WIMP
that the embryo territorial states like Enghn Amet
and Spain necessarily suffered the consqlmcss. in
addition to what Braudel shows, Venice inmeeed to
stop the accession of Spain's Alfonso the Wose. a snmw
sor to Emperor Frederick If.

This triumph of "free trade" over the pmmmtdGr
national government, rigged the Fourteen-d c $qs
global human catastrophes, the worst meuh id
death and depopulation in history. It was
Renaissance created the French i
Louis XI, one hundred years later, and then INmsd
under Henry VII, and Spain under Ferdimd and

1400 1lm



Isabel, that the human population would begin to
recover.

Population: The Fundamental Measure

The clearest measure of the destruction wrought by the
merchants and bankers of Venice and its "allies" in the
financial crash of the Fourteenth century, is shown in
Figure I. What had been 400-600 years of increasing pop-
ulation growth in Europe, China, and India (altogether,
three-fourths of the human population), was reversed.
The wor'rs population collapsed. Famines, bubonic and
pneumonic plagues, and other epidemics, killed more
than 100 million people. Wars, dominated by military
slaughters of ci% ilians-as in Rwanda and Bosnia
today-raged throughout Eurasia; Mongol armies alone
slaughtered between 5 and 10 million people. This
depopulation did not begin with the 1340's banking
crash, however, although it accelerated after that for
nearly a century. The policies of Venetian-allied finance

were already reversing human population growth for
forty to sixty years before their speculative cancer com-
pletely exhausted what it monopolized, bringing on the
1340's rolling crash of all the major banks that had not
collapsed earlier.

How did free-enterprise finance, with no government
able to control it, collapse all the economies of the
Eurasian continent? How could banks concentrated in
one part of Europe-tiny on the scale of modern
banks-work %ich a global catastrophe?

A Cancer on Production
In the Eleventh, Twelfth, and into the Thirteenth cen-
turies, the growth and development of population both
in Europe and particularly in China, was accelerating.
China's population doubled in two hundred years dur-
ing the Neo-Confucian Renaissance of the S'ung
Dynasty, to 120 million; meanwhile, the population den-
sity of northern France and northern Italy began to

Population Grows Through Scientific and Cultur,
The basis of human economic progress is clear and

common to all three great monotheistic religions,
as set forth first in the Book( of Gesesis of the Hebrew
Scriptures: "And God blessed them, and God said unto
them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth
and subdue it" (Gen. 1:28). The human species' uneven
progress to fulfill this injunction has taken hundreds of
thousands of years; succeeding through scientific renais-
sances and the creation of cities and great nations
through which individuals could make their contribu-
tiom, to dimb from a few million to nxe thm 5 bilion

linory ' that whenever aanm wehimpl-
kW.vrhsgn, econic devlme, de.
rights, and general education-Abraham Lincoln's
agovernan of, by, and for the people-a ppulaton
and population density grows rapidly, even if its inhab-
ited territry ezpnds.

e Chiaa' population stagnated at 60 million for
eight hundred yean (A.D. 200-1000)o bt with the
Tenth- and Ekventh-centaury Neo-Confian Renais-
aw of iaienc and the unifiartin ander tde Vng
Dossy, Chime populai ,.d to ,m low
dred years, I*I mass by A&. IUL 1hi~uvwh
Chins spli into tham kingdoms and was conqueed by

the Mongols, its population growth ceased, and its pop-
ulation was only 150 million in 1700: a growth of just 30
million in five hundred yearsl

0 The populations of Egypt, Iraq, Turkey, Syria, and
Iran grew rapidly in the Ninth, Tenth, and Eleventh
centuries during the great Islamic Renaissance of sci-
ence, ph , and m, n t& Cip es efar
more powerfW, desly populaK and urbanized than
was E.ope. Their population fell when that renais-
sance of learning was ended in the Twelfth century,
leading als to Monoi anqu These mio only
recovered dter E-su e -w_ a levds in
the 1Weui"

slaes and set oa pop&&* pe which dwar all
other, in human hisewy. The of the Euro-
pean naons grew by 10.14 &w.in five hmidred years
or so, reaching dshe Mghe V & a densities, on
Earth

* But within 1p 1 Ausua'~pp to did not
grow Wit thC .. ~ ~~ m m oiia

itn O ~ a~.plaion
wpled wsthi*a c



approximate the levels these regions have today. As a
result of huge increases in the amount of agricultural
land productively cultivated, Europe's population had
been growing at a steadily increasing rate for seven
hundied years up to A.D. 1300, following the collapse
and depopulation of the Roman Empire from A.D. 300
to 600. In addition, there had been several periods in
which the rural technologies for using the plow, seeds,
animal power, water power, and wind power, leaped
forward. Classical education of youth in monastery
schools (oities) was spreading up through the Twelfth
century, when the great cathedral-building movement
arose in France. These advances spread particularly
rapidly, owing to the impetus of Charlemagne and his
English and Italian allies from 750-900, and then again
from 1100-1250, the period of the Hohenstauffen Holy
Roman Emperors in Germany, Italy, and Sicily, ending
with Frederick I!.

But about the turn of the Fourteenth century, the
growth of food production and of population stopped in

Renaissances
* Japan's population was 29 million in 1700, and

still only 32 million in 1850; but after the Meiji
) Renaissance and unification of Japan from the 10's

on, its population surged to 45 million in 1900,84 mil-
lion in 1950, and 110 million in 1975.

* India and Pakistan's combined population grew
only 50 percent in the Nineteenth century under

t British coloniial oppresson but has nearly qsinds#de
in the Twentieth century, in which their indepen-
dence was won.

9 The United States' popuatio grew by ten
"M is OM cntury after the Anerican War of

fmone ( s-m (N.ewkf

and seven of longitude, and has sweed (from
200000) to 2 million inhabitants, w: are main-

I . have
0 so offst Oat meowcchageinthe row

of d Stawe, to Uch we hm dd-

10 raW h Abraha

Europe (China's population was already being
ed, on which more below). There were major famines
(multiple successive crop failures or extreme shortag) in
1314-17, 1328-29, and 1338-39. One historian conchusdc
that "we gather from [the Italian chronicler) Vdlani's
statements, that a scarcity of more or less severe charace
put in an appearance about three times each decade.
About once each decade the scarcity becam so itnse, as
to assume the proportions of a famine." The mot prct.
ductive rural regions of northern Italy and northern
France began to be depopulated from about 1290
onward, while the population of the towns and cities
merely stagnated. (The Milan region was a counter-
example, owing to aggressive construction ofgovernm"e
infrastructure, water-management works, three thmu-
sand hospital beds in a city of 150,000, etc.)

The production of wool in England began to decline
from about 1310. English and Spanish wool were te
basis of European clothing production, although coma
cloth was just beginning to be prluced. -i England,beginning with the reign of Edward I (I.91-1310)

reaching a climax with Edward III, the Bardi and
Peruzzi had acquired a status that gave them a practic
monopoly of the procuring and export of wooL'

From 1150 onward, the famous Champagne Fairs
had been the hub of trading in cloth and clothing, iron-
work, woodwork, wool, agricultural implemen and
food for all of Europe; year-round fairs were held in six
cities in the Champagne region around Paris. Mer-
chants had been accustomed to make profits of3-4 per-
cent annually in hard-cash and goods trading her Th
Venetian and Florentine bankers inmervemeim th*w
fairs with large amounts of credi an bank brands,
and with luxury goods "from the Ea94" and tak thens
over. By 1310, an Italian banker from LAmw sd
that he could raise 200,000 Fr .........
credit on the spot at the Fair of
trade in physical goods at
Hunt's analysis of the scn
Peruzzi bank shows that the P
expected 8-10 percent annual pro& g ta tW 'T1is
was far above the rate at which the physia e-mane of
Europe was producing real surphMu ielrp
cal rate of production was fal lu.. T
expected much higher rates of profig #;IL
outlined below. "At the end of the
a slowdown in trade hit

asson Wfloon but As
dedine," w N rle! ..

In the lae 1330's, the beginning of t 6g m a gs
War between England and Prac h *do es



industry of Flanders-the main clothing production
region of Europe--being boycotted and completely shut
off from wool; by the late 1340's, ;his industry was in
complete decline, and was actually moving out of the
towns and cities into tiny "cottage industries" in the
countryside.

On top of all this, from the 1320', (in, there was a
"massive flight of silver oitremare 1ovn t e sea," that is,
to Venices maritime empire in the %fiddle East and
Byzantium-PBG], which upset th. equilibrium of
Europe in the mid-Fourteenth ce;'tury." Venetian
exports of silver from Europe from 1325-50 equalled
"perhaps 25 percent of all !he ti!;er being mined in
Europe at that time." Stanr,ad ;ilver coin had been the
stable currency of the Holy Roman Empire in Europe,
and of England, since Charlemagne's time. This massive
export from Venice to the East "created chronic balance
of payments problems as far away as England and Flan-
ders," and severe problems in making payments in trade.
France "was emptied of silver coinage." King Philip's
mintmaster estimated that 100 tons of silver had been
exported "to the land of the Saracens" (the Islamic Mid-
dle East).

Thus, production of the most vital commodities in
Europe had been severely reduced, and the trade and cir-
culation of its money completely disrupted, over the
decades before the 1340's crash, by Italian banks which
appeared to be making usurious rates of profit. "The Flo-
rentine super-coiiipanies resembled very closely in their
operations the huge international grain companies of
today, such as Cargill and Archer-Daniels Midland,"
writes Hunt. "They used loans to monarchs to dominate
and control trade in certain vital commodities, especially
grain, and later wool and cloth." Their dominance and
speculation progressively reduced the production of these

We can see this in more detail, but keeping in mind
thit the asry of de Florentine bankers and d Pew-
teenth-century crash and Black Death, Is itself a
coverup. These bankers were operating on an iema-
tional scale limited to Western Europe and some
Mediterranean islands. It was the maritime/financial
empire of Venice-and Venice only-which was qecu-
lating on the scale of all of the Eurasian hndmaw and
on this evidence alone, it had to be the merchants of
Venice who rigged the devastation and depepduien of
dhe majty of the human ramce in the Fowu0d cemu-
ry. The Prnte bankers wet dhrk simmin in
Venice's seas. The catastrophe of the Black Death in
Europe, so often described, was exceeded by deth rates
in China and Islamic regions under the homicidal rule

-

of the Mongol Khans from 1250, until nearly 1400. The
Islamic chronicler lbn Khaldun wrote: "Civilization
both in the East and the West was visited by a destruc-
tive plague which devastated nations and caused popu-
lations to vanish. . . Civilization decreased with the
decrease of mankind."

Venice was also the "banker," slave market, and intel-
ligence support service for the Mongol Khans.

The Black Guelphs

The Bardi, Peruzzi, and Acciaiuoli family banks, along
with other large banks in Florence and Siena in particu-
lar, were all founded in the years around 1250. In the
1290's they grew dramatically in size and rapaciousness,
and were reorganized, by the influx of new partners.
These were "Black Guelph" noble families, of the faction
of northern Italian landed aristocracy always bitterly hos-
tile to the government of the Holy Roman Empire.
Charlemagne, five hundred years earlier, had already
recognized Venice as a threat equal to the marauding
Vikings, and had organized a boycott to try to bring
Venice to terms with his Empire. Venice in 1300 was the
center of the Black Guelph faction which drove Dante
and his co-thinkers from Florence. In opposition to Dan-
te's work De MoaerAnA a whole series of political theo-
rists of "Venice, the ideal model of government" were
promoted in north Italy: Bartolomeo of Lucca, Marsiglio
of Padua, Enrico Paclino of Venice, et aL, all of whom
based themselves on Aristotle's Poisim which was trans-
lated into Latin for the purpoe. The mne "coup" made
the Bardi, Peruzzi, a eL Black Gualph banking "super-
companies," suddenly two or three times their previou.
size and branch structure. Machiavelli describes how b)
1308, the Black Gad* rA everywhere in northern
Italy except in Minn. wh"h remained allied with tht
Holy Roman .- _, -- -h m economicall%
dvo'pe~d and -A&~~. Psusend-centun~

The charter ofd( w CA openly claimed that I
was the party of the Puay and with Venice, the Blacl
Guelph openly pushed for the Popes to change usur
from a mortal sin m a vml (mimor) sin. Lane remark
that the Venetiaw memmi a moy an effective exemr
tion firom the oFbp' pint usury, and als
from their base I ulth e Selju
and Mameluak

A cMwy D ),ke) Ziani
Venice had pi te two leade,
of Christendom, the Pup smd d Holy Roma Empe
or, Frederick D aamramdaeero Fredeick I

..........



Doge ZW in time-wom Yamha s then personally
mediated the "p a( Comtmc" between the pope
and the Emperor. The Doge got his enemy, Emperor
Frederick, to agree to withdraw his standard silver
coinage from Italy, and allow the Italian cities to mint
their own cois. Over the century from that 1183 Peace
of Constance to the 12O's Venice estabihed the extraor-
dinary, near-total dominance of trading in gold and silver
coin and bullion throumout Europe and Asia, which is
documented in Frederick Lane's book. Venice broke and
replaced the European silver coinage of the Holy Roman
Emperors, the Byzantine Empire's silver coinage, and
eventually broke the fimous Florentine "gold florin" in
the decades immediately leading into the 134's financial
blowout-which blew out all the financiers except the
V'enetians.

Privatization
The Black Guelph bankers of Florence did not simply
loan money to monarchs, and then expect repayment
with interest. In fact, interest was often "officially" not

3 charged on the loans, since usury was considered a sin
and a crime among Christians. Rather, like the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund today, the banks imposed "condi-
tionalities" on the loans. The primary conditionality was
the pledging of royal revenues directly to the bankers--
the clearest sign that the monarchs lacked national sover-
eignty against the Black Guelph "privateers." Since in
Fourteenth-century Europe, important commodities like
food, wool, cotlng salt, iron, etc., wm produced only
under royal lim and tm bak control of royal

-evenue led &- privat o -o-- of produc-
tin of t mm is - d Mecond, the banks' "priva-

uization" and control of the functions of royal govern-nroima.

1y Wr1Mii t h F" n mi k owmedd s of

b* of the
i n iad a m King

- ... .- A b 40" g m mad aesai
sold dm the -ai flvom his kingdts They exld Robert

Alth &e Iiw 1111me Empire
d&n hebth Pra~ did

thd sau bek IF us',r of the beaker to King
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Philip IV, the infamous Franzezi bankers "Biche ad
Mouche" (Albizzo and Mosciato Guidi). The Bardi and
Peruzzi banks, always in a ratio of 3:2 for investments
and returns, "privatized" the revenues of Edward II and
Edward Ill of England, paid the King's budget, and
monopolized the sales of English wool. Rather than pay-
ing interest (usury) on his loans, Edward III gave the
Bardi and Peruzzi large "gifts" called "compensations"
for the hardships they were supposedly suffering in pay-
ing his budget; this was in addition to assigning them his
revenues. When King Edward tried forbidding Italian
merchants and bankers to elpatriate their profits from
England, they converted their profits into wool and
stored huge amounts of w(xl at the "monasteries" of the
Order of Knights Hospitallers, who weic their debtors,
political allies, and partners in the monopolization of the
wool trade. It was the Bardi's representatives who pro-
posed to Edward III the wool boycott which destroyed
the textile industry of Flanders-ecausc by 1340 it was
the only way to continue to raise wool prices in a desper-
ate attempt to increase King Edward's income flow,
which was all assigned to the Bardi and Peruzzi for his
debts! Genoese bankers largely controlled the royal rev-
enues of the Kingdom of Castille in Spain, Europe's other
supplier of wool, by 1325.

In the first few years of the Hundred Years War,
which began in 1339, the Florentine financiers imposed
on England a rate of exchange which overvalued their
currency, the gold florin, by 15 percent relative to English
coin. Edward Ill, in effect, now got 15 percent less for his
monopolized wool. Edward tried to counterattack by
minting an English florin: the merchants, orgpmia by
the Florentines, refused it, and he was deeaed. By this
action, the Bardi and Peruzzi themselves, in effect, pro-
voked Edward's famous default, and d'emonstatI his
complete lack of sovereignty at the U.

Even the famous accouwn by bnae sW,;%lsr
Gioiai Vlani of the d quko U
,- ad d- fal crah, -cdmh si.,W

Lardi and Peruzzi included bp.
already paid-just like the curiosm b d
i.M.E to Third World dewors today:. b 1ad Amd
themselves to be his creditors in more tan 180L00q-ms
sterln, And the Peruzzi, mom dm am q mu-
fin& w ... makes a total of uIiu
as much as a kingdom is wort This Wo inic ney
pw casmade toemby dahNisin40uI ,0h vthitmayhe... .Eve IwW rew ftm c q
colection of its church cantruims
John XXII, the Black Guelph Pope (rem I3.133 36
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"Papal tihe reaching the apparent value
of 250,000 gold flmins per year. AN were collected by
agents of the Venetian banks (for France, the largest
source of Papal revenue) and the Bardi bank (for every-
where else in Europe except Germany). They charged
the Papacy sizable "exchange fees" to transfer the collec-
tions. "Only they [the Venice-allied bankers) had the
reserves of cash at Avignmn [in France, temporary seat of
the Papacy for about seventy years-PBG] and in Italy, to
finance Papal operations. They transferred collections
from Europe, and loaned them to the Popes in advance."
Thus, Venice controlled the Papal credit, and hence the
continuing hostilities between the Papacy and the Holy
Roman Emperom.

Perpetual Rents

In Italy itself, these bankers loaned aggressively to farm-
ers and to merchants and other owners of land, often
with the ultimate purpose of owning that land. This led
by the 1330's to the wildfire spread of the infamous prac-
tice of "perptual rents," whereby farmers calculated the
lifetime rent-value of their land and ol A vale t a
bank for cash for expenses, virtually guaranteeing that
they would lose the land to that bank. As the historian
Raymond de Roover demonstrated, the practices by
which the Fourteenth-century banks avoided the open

.. crime of usury. were worse than usury.
In the Italian city-states themselves, the early years of

the Fourteenth century saw the assignment of more and
more of the revenues of the primary taxes (ebe&, or
sales and excise taxes) to the bankers and other Guelph
Party odholepr. From about 1315, dt Guelpbs abol-
ished the income taxes 6mi) in the city, but increased
them on the surrounding rural areas, into which they
had expanded their authority. Thus, the bankers, mer-
chants, and weAy Omelpi aiam s did sm pay tax-
ca--- adtq he ham s( ) is d city and

- g aI Fhm ,, r k the

deb, had wd 15 posem by 132; chy debt wm
lO0,00 ged w i ead n dlerical cmli gis
this usury were being raised. The gebW& taxes were
pldgW for six ymr im advance to the bus er At
dt point, Dke Wdber of Drienne, who had briefly
become dictasr of Flrence, cascelled all revenue
assignmens o de bkem s . defad eactly likeFAIWd IMG.

71m th w m a P djwe~ p of Iealy
a" img ..... lde haa Four-

teenth cenur. The fi& C (m y)of Pistoia

around Florence, for example, which reached a popula-
tion density of 60-65 persons per square kilometer in
1250, had fallen to 50 persons per square kilometer in
1340; in 1400, after fifrty years of Black Plague, its popula-
tion density was 25 persons per square kilometer. Thus,
the famines of 1314-17, 1328-9, and 1338-9, were not"natural disasters."

Some of the famous banks of Tuscany had failed
already in the 1320's: the Asti of Siena, the Franzezi, and
the Scali company of Florence. In the 1330's, the biggest
banks, with the exception of the Bardi, (the Peruzzi,
Acciaiuoli, and Buonacorsi) were losing money and
plunging toward bankruptcy with the fall in production
of the vital commodities which they had monopolized,
and which their cancer of speculation was devouring.
The Acciaiuoli and the Buonacorsi, who had been
bankers of the Papacy before it left Rome, went bankrupt
in 1342 with the default of the city of Florence and the
first defaults of Edward Ill. The Peruzzi and Bardi, the
world's two largest banks, went under in 1345, leaving
the entire financial market of Europe and the Mediter-
ranean shattered, with the exception of the much smaller
Hanseatic League bankers of Germany, who had never
allowed the Italian banks and merchant companies to
enter their cities.

Already in 1340, a deadly epidemic, unidentified but
not bubonic plague, had killed up to 10 percent of many
urban populations in northern France, and 15,000 of Flo-
rences 90-100,000 people had died that year. In 1347, the
Black Death (bubonic and pneumonic plague), which
had already killed 10 million in China, began to sweep
over Europe.

Venice, the World's Mint
"Venice," wrote Braudd, "was the greatest commercial
success of the Middle Ages-. city without industry,
except for naval-malitry muswules, which came to
bestride the M A. -,w,,wo* , is control an
empire throug omw edwsS a i. In d Four-
teenth century she was a the to her greatest
periods of success and power"

And most importantly, Frederick Lane writes,
"Venice's rulers were less Fan-ermed with profts from
id,s than Wit proFm u,, u,,s& be nres
that valued gold and siver dffe ulyj."

Between 1250 and 133, Vaud financiers built up
a worldwide fnaca - m s rreces and
Sol and silver bwasIh bw hu, pculative
cancer of"derivatvs e s" t&. Thi ultimately
dwarfed and controlled the speculation in debt. corn-



modities, and trade of the Bardi. Peruzzi, gt &a It tookall control of coinage and currency from the monarchs
of the time.

The banks of Venice were deceptively smaller andless conspicuous than the Florentine banks, but in facthad much greater resources for speculation at their dis-posal. The Venetian financial oligarchy as a whole,which ruled a maritime empire through small executivecommittees under the guise of a republic, centralizedand supported its own speculative activities as a whole.The "Republic" built the ships and auctioned them tothe merchants; escorted them with large, well-armednaval convoys of their empire, with naval commandersresponsible to the ruling "Council of Ten" and the mag-istrates for the convoys' safety. This same oligarchymaintained several public mints and did everything pos-sible to foster the centralization of gold and silver trad-ing and coinage in Venice.
As Frederick Lane demonstrates, this was the domi-nant trade of Venice by no later than 1310. like today's-- "mega-speculators" in currencies and derivatives, such asthe Morgan- and Rothschild-backed George Soros andcOMarc Rich, the Venetian banks and bullion-dealers werebacked by large pools of capital and protection.' The size of the Venetian h'illion trade was huge: twice,, year a "bullion fleet" of up to twenty to thirty ships"under heavy naval convoy, sailed from Venice to the east-"'krn Mediterranean coast or to Egypt, be.-,ing primarilysilver; and sailed back to Venice bearing mainly gold,

'I

including all kinds of coinage, bars, leaf, etc.
.*, The profits of this trade put usury in the shade,although the merchants of Venice were also unbridled inslthat practice. Surviving instructions of Venetianfinanciers to their trading agents in thes fleets, specify-,t they expected a mmus , rate of profit of 8 percenton each ix-month voyage from the exchange of- g- and'%&; ah-ec 16-20 percent annua pr0. One amhia ,- speech to the Councal of Ten by rl,,TOMU Uenm ins 8 dc Or thle 1I4gh AR0-C~ eath, g fwbth Caugmat the mapitude of thesefwre to those diooumed earier for the Papacy, for Eng-ln and for Florence (keeping in mind that the Venet-
an stancd win, the gold duca, was roughl, ,.,,We to th Flmwain gol florn -in pac-"on this city
the l "a W ith ship NW gans, so tl" th IN, of,
export is Z milioa, the pro , of inaport is2 mNi.,
exon anW import together 4 illion (from the two

4" OA O M I ns$ O -4Sj. . aMh.,.m* sa e. vwey r I.M 0 ingld , I 0, indve, of w i j,=0 mark (20,=00 ducats) go ianona

to Egypt and Syria, lr',000 to Your places on th main.land of Italy, to your places beyond the sea 50,000 ducats,to England and France each 100,000 ducats. ... "
How was this possible? Not by private enterprise,but by imperia! Venetian "state usur." The gd fromthe East was being looted out of China (until then theworld's richest economy) and India by the murderousMongol Empires, or being mined in Sudan and Mali inAfrica and sold to Venetian merchants, in exchange for

greatly overvalued European silver. The silver from theWest was being mined in Germany, Bohemia, andHungary, and sold more and more exclusively to Vene-tians with bottomless supplies of gold at their disposal.Coinages not of Venetian origin were disappearing, firstin the Byzantine empire in the Twelfth century, then inthe Mongol domains, and then in Europe in the Four-teenth century.

The Crusades and The Mongols
The so-called Christian Crusades (the first in 1099, theseventh and last major one in 1291) had had only onestrategic effect: expanding and strengthening the mar-itime commercial empire of Venice to the East. Veniceprovided the ships to take the Crusaders to the Middle
East; Venice loaned them money, and Venetian Do#often told them what cities to try to capture or sack.Through the Crusades, Venice gained effective controlof the cities of Tyre, Sidon, and Acre in Lebanon, andLajazzo in Turkey, and strenghened its dominaon ofcommerce through Constantinople. These were thecoastal entry-points for the "Silk Rouses thro theBlack Sea and Caspian Sea regions to Cha an India,During the Mongol Empires (1230-137M these roueswere virtual "Roman Roads* naintaiag by Memocavalry.

The empir of the Mosgo Khsnsque*,

of the worlds ---- ation destroy al dthe I pcities from Chia west to Iraq ad north "- -- samdHu--, .m-- a the trading cvi, m am, wm,.tio bothoered Venice. The straftgic Amw b .Venice and the Mogl Khans, up ft a" th
financial collapse of the 134014 has
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the decades leading to the financial disintegration of the-

Fourteenth century.
The Mongols, in their genocidal rule of China, l(xted

all the gold of S'ung China and of the part of India under

their control, replacing it with silver currency, and for the

lower castes (i.e., the Chinese), with paper money. Mon-

gol middlemen met Venetian merchants at the Mongol-

ruled Persian trading cities of Tabriz and Trebizond, and

the Black Sea port of Tan., amd maded SiW for silver
from Europe. A large4cale uade in dave froam Mongol
domains was associated with tis currency trading. This

was the so-called Otanga Pg.," from the anShi or
uncoined pieces bearing the ad ide ManMO Khans, as

well as bar and leaf gold. Th s& ve in amall Vene-

tian ingots called xomns, which 'were the common medi.

urn of exchange throughout the Mongol and Tatar

The Mongol Empire

lthough the empire of the Mongol Khans was for a
century the largest empire in human history, the

Mongols were a people who "had no idea of the social

function of a city," according to the historian R. Grous-

set. "All they knew was to destroy it and massacre its

inhabitants .... The value of agriculture was unknown

to [them). Crops, harvests and farms were burned.

Towns were plundered and then destroyed, along with

theii linfrastructurall works."
In the Thirteenth century, the Mongols' empire con-

quered all of China, the most populous areas of India,

from today's Pakistan west to Syria, all of Russia,

Turkey and the Balkans, and eastern Europe. In 1242,

they were moving on western Europe when Ogedei

Khan died and the Mongol commanders withdrew. The

Mongols themselves lived at a very low standard of diet,

housing, and productivity, not to mention education and

literacy. Their culture allowed only a very low potential
oand their alies on the steppes

never exceeded two million in population, and were far

outnumbered by their horses, which grazed down huge

The ongol oa O.tt, aimply, to inpoe this low pop-

"ds a siyan al Ow peps de conquered, taking

do*i we"i aed bw sad "cAin the down- by
msmcnhving only traders, artis, mitry engi-

emrs, translators, and others they wanted-usually as
soldiers. For example, speaking of Mongol rule in
Afghanistan and Iran [Khoraml, the Islamic chroni-
cler Ibr Khaldun wrotc 'Towns were destroyed from
pinnlMe Po cellar, as by an earthuake Dams were simi-

lary destoyed, irrigation channels cut and turned to

I s0"1 s burnd, fruit u swed w stump. The
wmam of trees d had smod betee the crop and
m by the thm t meS wL ... This was

ind , a afte so commic camtraser the death of
heearth, md Khmo was new wholly to recover."
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Khanates .... (Tihe demand for silver in the Far Fast
was continually increasing," writes Lane. "The Venetians
were able to raise the price of silver despite the e.istence
of record quantities" coming to Venice from Europe.

The Crusades also consolidated the alliance of Venice
and its allied Black Guelph-ruled cities, the Papacy, and
the Norman and Anjou kings, against the lloly Roman
Empire centered in Germany, which Dantea nd his allies

that Venice Controlled
Mongol Empires In the 13th-14th Centuries
-mm Ger4* Ow~u - 11Mw Kh (Tsmbudain.)
... Km (Gr 1w) - - -han(OMM Horde)

<3:

V/// Swow

Wisscy to be their intelligence against courts and
nd d oer Eurmasa Under Doge Sanuto and then a
s d Dp Zani, Venice iv~W the Mongol corn-

m ,as o which major cities to destroy, and which
a bae ose. At the top of the Venetians' "hit list" were
the biggest producing and trading cities on the North-
South rivers of central Europe: Kiev and Pest

dN The Mosgols completely destroyed these
cites. hig their entire populations. Later, a Papal

ol f ly a few houses staMning in Kiev's loca-
Sby Venetian merdants

eft-6 -Is IfMo1pl partnership vasdy increased
ul Se. The largest trade, involving

d uman beings over more than a hundred

were struggling to restore to its potentia. By the late
Thirteenth century, the Mongo were a conscous pmrt of
this Venetian-led alliance, and the Mongol rulers o Per-
sia even proposed Crusades to the European kisp and
the Popes! Pope John XXII granted Venice the sole
license to trade with the infidel MaWuk adoa oE;lElyp
in the 1330's. This was over-valued European silver and
Mongol slaves for gold from Sudan and Mali

Left Veme depd ir's,*8dais eew .~gw~
oak "~t Me Ea-*fi mw*&VW*
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depopulated whole areas seds &C
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FKR 2. Rate q[pofit th/ough th F,', ,,tza nenury

Thus, in the late Thirteenth and Fourteenth centuries,
Venice provided all the coinage and currency-exchange
for the largest empire in history, which was looting and
destroying the populations under its rule. Venice had tak-
en over the currency trading and coining of what
remained of the Byzantine Empire, and also of the Mam-
luk Sultanates in North Africa. Venice, over this period.
took the East off a gold standard and put it on a silver
standard (it was the richer region of the world, and being
more intensively looted). It took Byzantium and Europe
off a 500-year-old silver standard and put them on gold
standards.

And the Venetian financiers and merchants were
making annual rates of profit of up to 40 percent on very
large, overwhelmingly short-term (six-month) invest-
ments, in a world economy characterized at its most pro-
ductive, by perhaps 3-4 percent annual rates of real physi-
cal "free energy": surplus wealth [SEE Figure 2. The oth-
er Black Guelph Italian bankers' operations were sub-
sumed by Venetian financial manipulations, but they
were also realizing rates of profit far above the rate of
physical reproduction of the economies of Europe.
Because of the dominance of these speculative cancers, all
the major real physical economies were shrinking.

What was the effect of this Venetian global currency
speculation on the European economies before the 1340's
crash and the Black Death? It was the short-term vise
that caught the other European bankers and rigged the
crash itself.

From 1275-1325, the ratio of the average gold price, to
the average silver price, steadily rose, though with contin-
ual short-term fluctuations, from about 8:1 to, finally,
about 15:1. In this period, Europe's large production of
silver was looted through Venice's command of McnqgP
and Afican gAL Venwe had the central pooi as de
wordks bullion mark writes Iane, "aW rd *o
the Riam [Venie's *WA Soreet--Pil the au

onof buying and selling stimulated by the cbm.~g
prices of the two precious metaL" From 1290 iwo the
1330's, prices rose sharply for the most crucial comnodi-
tics.

In this process of quickening speculatios, Venice
"ensnared all the sronigeconomies, ioddmbg the
German ecoomy" where production of silver, W. md
iron l wa ccenrawtL By dhe IS, Vet-
ian anerduan so huge eve travel to Gesuse wo
im 0 4ey mpdV Gmr MaNOM a"d mo i
to cowe to Venice an take p lodgings ne e be
Foxe di Tedewsi ("Warehouse of the German")

10%

Anul rate ofpm in trade
in real phycal

econoay

Annual rate of Annual rate of
profit in profit of Venetian

Florentine speculaion in
bankers "bils goild and silver
of exchange" airrencies

where their goods were stored fir .1e. \'c:ictian bankel
on the Rialto (and Venetian bankxra .iI,,nein the world.
this time) made cashless bank transf~r amrnng mer
chants' accounts, allowed o% crdraft. .,a% c -rcdit lines t,
the spot, created "bank money." ind tptlatrd with
They did this not out of cleverness. but b% simple contr
of currency speculation worldwide: they Ila(] the reserv

In fact, the famous "bills of ex,,hnge" of the Florei
tine bankers, were really a crude f rm ,4 the "derivativ,

romtusKUs" of the speculative cancer of the 1990's. T!
rdi e A charged fees to those inolved in trade, f

e t currencies, since there were so many region
M elty curencies. These exchange fees were a cost 6o
ed soof ale produciion and trade, and a usurious pro
to the bankers. But the banker made the "bills
exchange" even more expensive, to hedge against th,
own potential losses in currency fluctuations beii
manipulated by Venetian bullion merchants. Thus bi
of eadbge in the Fourteenth centurN cost 14 percenti
Jarage worse than borrowing at interest (usury).

Vemie switched Europe to gold by force of looting s
w g. Iland, for example, from 1300-1309 importl i

AS~ pun -trling in silver for coining; but frol
1-1339, it was only able to |mix)rt 1,000 pounds. "B
in Venice there was no lack of silver at all in the 1330d:

'Derivatives'



The Florentine bankers, with their famous gold florin,
enjoyed great speculative profits in this process.

However, from 1325-1345, the process was reversed.
The ratio of gold price to silver price, dominated by
Venetian manipulation, nowfeU steadily from the 15:1
level, back down to 9.. When the price of silver started
rising in the 1330's, there was an unusually large supply
of silver in Venice! And through the 1340's, "the interna-
tional exchange of gold and silver greatly intensified
again," Lane shows, and there was another wave of sharp
commodity price increases.

Now the Florentine bankers were caught, having
loans and investments all over Europe in gold, whose
price was now falling.

After Venice triggered the fall of gold with new coins
in the late 1320's, the Florentines did not attempt to fol-
low suit until 1334 when it was too late; the king of
France did not follow until 1337; and last came the
pathetic effort of the king of England in 1340, mentioned
above.

As Lane shows: "The fall of gold, to which the Vene-
tians had contributed so much by their vigorous export of
silver and import of gold, and in which they found prof-
its, hurt the Florentines. In spite of their being the leaders
of international finance... the Florentines were not in a
position, as were the Venetians, to take advantage of the
changes that took place between 1325 and 1345."

Venetian super-profits in global currency speculation
continued right through the bank crash and financial

' , market disintegration of 1345-47 which they had rigged,
j and beyond.

In the period 1330-1350, the Black Death had spread
through southern China, killing between 15 and 20 mil-
lion people, as the Mongols' looting process came to

i exhaustion. The Mongols' "horse culture" (they grazed
Shuge herds of horses for hunting and warfare) had

duetryed the infrastructure of agriculture wherever they
vat. It had also moved the populaton of phague-carr-
ig rodet from the small area of motw t Chia
wmR kItbd bem olad for centuis down iwo soth-
erm Chim and estward all the way to the Black Sea.
In 1346, Mongol cavalry spread the Black Death to

towns in the Crimea, on the Black Sea, and from there it
was carried by ship to Sicily and Italy in 1347, and spread
trOugoutEurope. The European population had stag-

wood for f years whil e becoming more oncentrated
a ties, where water and sanitation infrastructure had

dw~e InFlorence o example, all the citys bldas
! ban bit im the Thiteenth cewuy, ame in de

lNu .ritiN al kvel had alea Wemas grain
pwdiction declined. During the Crusades, the practice of

/~t

Classical education in monasteries had ber. viciously
attacked by the "preacher of the Crusades," Bernard of
Clairvaux, and his Cistercian order. In 1225, the Papacy
had finally forbidden the presence of young student--
oblae--n monasteries. Europe's broadest form of edt-
cation had disappeared.

After the financial crash and the entry of the plagu,Europe's population fell for a hundred years, from per-
haps 90 million, to roughly 60 million.

No More Venetian Methods
God allows evil, so that we will become better by fighting
it, said Gottfried Leibniz, who founded the science of
physical economy in the Seventeenth century. The Black
Death in Europe gave the lie to the idea, later popular-
ized by Thomas Malthus, that fewer people would mean
better life for the survivors--against it, came the Remis-
sance idea of the dignity and sanctity of each individual
life. The chronicler Matteo Villani wrote in the I360s: "It
was assumed, on account of the lack of people, that t&'re
would be an abundance of everything the law produces
But on the contrary, because of man's ingratitude, every-
thing was in unusually short supply . . and in some
countries there were terrible famines. It was thought
there would be a profusion of clothing and of evetytng
the human body needs besides life itself, and just the
opposite occurred. Most things cost twice as much or
more than they did before the plague, and wages
increased disjointedly to double."

The marked price rises in the aftermath of the Diack
Death and subsequent epidemi lsed more do a -
eration. This then led to a sharp efhro and adqm of
wages from about 1380.

After 1400, in the years which led to the Glden
Renaissance, political forces turned aaimthe Rm d
of the Italian "free enterprise" b@m m. Im 141KI Kd
Martin N of Aragon. (Spain) expfhd #pm-
ry IV of Eg d pobla &d sia
any way in his kingdom. In 143, Phadeua ""
and then expelled Genoese ankem. In 1410, d h"dim
merchants were expelled from Paris. When LOui XI
became King of France in 1461, he oraind aWa
forces to make it the first Stong aN sorlaupe.
state. Along with the devopent " por, seek ad
support for the cities, Luis Xl imid am a s Sa-
dard national currency, created d ONSsro o f
crown. For both Louis MI a s%"%dthe sm paise "mec fn '-
alism were combined with a pro amed h a . ial-
ian techniques ofcredit and clariag."
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The Question of Motivic
Thorough- Composition in

Schiller 's
Poetry
by Helga Zepp-LaRouche

he answer to the ancient contro er-

sy, whether music developed from
the rhythmical movements of

dance or from Classical poetry, leads direct-
ly to the similarly epistemological and
moral decision, whether the domain of sen-
sual experiehce and manner of expres-
sion--hence the Dionysian--or the capaci-
ty of the human mind to develop and com-
municate ideas, should be appealed to
through music.

It is easy to demonstrate that a simple
Classical poem alreody contains precisely
thoe rules of -cinmdmh must also
be the ba s . i.e., it must
have a poet M , wbkh in its Frh S

development m ls i a paradox or a
sries o i* bod i hmtions, which are finall%
resolved on a hgh level

It is this poetic il its development and its conclu-
sion, which in Ch . quite dearly and without
needlessf ril d oe s &e beginning and end of the
poem, a principle v" be bee consciously abandoned,
for eample b MP te 5Mi~ md the Modernists.

For Frim"dpkbf-.. m oher hand, the identity
of lm -. ,was 2 theme on

which he repeafdl jl Thus did he speak of the
"dark toto idaaed tw mica inspiration, which pre-

chillerm Wemar.

., tit ! -, - , ::r. f, r l iCCf ,

lIntr . In trymi, , . I .,n , ti hirtl, at one
ln V,-lt '"

N',r *:it I I -,c', ! ... il 1 lcch the elab

ticn, but t,. 's, hill r 0, r i Jbubt thit the same
tulness uxidtrLII c, 11l ,,iin in fl, ,-ins (dt art. ,!nce it
terw thi i n.imc \% hn it ,x-k,, t(, tht highest quail'
the hm , m iin, , , d, t,,r r 'a,,,n: "in fact
. , . r,. , . .. . .i . ip ,,tr l-n also
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type of musical wsorkand subee. t th(in t;~ in t \te lit tI

a tone and, in a way, alsott lIM1,ill.itl'1 W, l ;, I
echd poem the unty~i the eight ftim in te

the musical standpoint rin n i liec %%ache lie

demand that each poietic 011 pmill t [,,ni, i5 1eit A Illhi i
its content expresses, at the sainv tiniv tiur' -(,41 it,.
be an imitation and e'sprctss(n I c fce iti .,:~ i

work on us.
Now, however, the vvhole i-h ivt ;'.i-

and not '-nly pleasant art) ee'irt. iII ., ci i

rendering perceptible to the senwe. th( hi ;I r1' l!
of the spirit, by means ofa nig 1,, I( It tmina I;; ei, I,;, rit,
Now, since those
inner movements
(as human nature) tif h u gproceed according I g
to rigorous laws of uonte seneo
necessity, thus the oio ton'epcl.
necessity and cer- Behvn iemsr
tainty also pass oserq

through which they lt' amndsdl
arc expressed; andI
in this way it
becomes intelligible Maytg he.T l
how, by means of lashvtisni ,
those symbolic acts. ataspoedn
the common natur- m sclieo h -al phenumena of
sound arid of light fna etlpicp
can participate in
the aesthetical dig-
nity of human nature. Nows if the c neee rlel~
9pe painter enters into the secret idtf s( !.mi ,hie.h

Me the inner movements oft humian heart,. andi it
hie s the analogy, which occurs be-tween thc-~ niose-
=M ifda spirit and certain external (,currenies, then
hs ~hvme, from a sculptor ofc 'mmni in riature, a true

F panirof souls. He steps out of the reaili 'It kiprk.' It'',
&herealm of necessity, andi mayi, %% iiheelt 1A,~ C'2
haSelf on the side, not of the p'Lastic i:~. .V.

a dAwwaman his object, but 'if the p t_1 -r 'A h, ci tlhe
abim is theinnzer man.

-Thecon poser and poet are thuchf et'( ir"'C . ;
-~ u~hr maner, artists, who can trac~e tiit lass '4 th.

WNxemnts of the human hearts,," %., inen tht~irr ~ There must accordingly be Seemetthing. in the
e ~inof Classical potry o)r mui. h I h 'rrc

isu 1 4lee ti !tl ,~ le I t 1C 0 11,,Ie

\nel .e is II 1 4 ill ,
e',s '.

rICI I i, A l

*li1 C.I Il it I I C 

ip m l tle tit 11) 1'

4'''e e the J1e 1I.- 1,% lile II

t it ii Ie, Cf C it e ql it

lie e I I e l ik e C ic

*ua creti0. 0S thsmehdo

11vas t -as eveope byA~oArtan

ve sam prnil prvisa a

a t the on "thein Onthe ad thee ee ian ss Ich
etss tha whe Iis l the Oltrrnes whcet d the 7

oprand the ;eaefteperfosss rein ~uarthen mthebl

thm iet. Thirts onceptint ofr~ tnlharer e ich or
aborCCie a nd the Cl\conclion isf thhnae ih

Ti ofc Clssicl. ompoitin.t1 m h~aeh e

kJ N III 0 ' h l. the le l 'I huaK : i e . l' ii thi-

(it ii It- Thij Ntee r.ri i *:thre l s in parrich-
p ~rc~ titic illCtht t hitf.i r ank.e th au nesd

11the hirr.% .~it tit p, tKieses are similar, te n tel
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which is in no way inferior to the r wo lical om-
position since Mozart's discovery of this pr

He placed as the motto of the poemi so lo speak, the
following words: "Visw soo. Mortw pleW. Fdgur
fmrno." ("I call the living. I mourn the dead. I break the
lightning."). The use of the first person for the verbs
points, in the first place, to the personal haracter of the
bell. It is a reference, moreover, to the inscription on the
bell of Schaflhausen, with which Schiller in all likelihood
had been familiar since his youth.

The poem itself is a recitation, subdivided into ten
speeches, by the Master, who comments on the construc-
tion and completion of the bell, and attaches to this his
reflections on the coherence of the casting of the bell with
human life. [The full text of the poem appeas on page 64.1

Walled up in the earth so steady
Burned from clay, the mould doth stand.
This day must the Bell be ready!
Fresh, o workmen, be at hand!

From the heated brow
Sweat must freely flow,

That the work may praise the Master,
Though the blessing comes from higher.

The form of all ten speeches ofthe Master is identical,
with eight lines composed, respectively, of the first four
lines, which are trochaic, with four accented feet and
with alternating end-rhyme; two short lines with three
accented feet and a masculine ending; and finally another
couplet with four accented feet.

The tight forr; of the short lines always corresponds to
the orders or instructions of the Mase, or his questo (in
the sixth speech of the Master), or as relief (seventh
speech), or as cheerful admiration (ninth spewX), and pro-
vides thereby the content of a orepnn expresion.

If we wish to depict these stanzas, w h represetm, so
to speak, through the exact nine-fold evpttioof shp-
c om, a mrsf anchoriing for die &* .&mm-A---

streaming poem, in scemP atic dwaim dw dawit

In the line "This day must the Bell be ready!" r-
motif begins to sound, from which the poetic id-a,
developed, to which the entire composition is de, 'ted
the process of Becoming, according to which the proces
of casting the bell becomes the metaphor for the course of
life and the construction of the state.

In i h: subsequent first "reflection," Schiller :stablishes
the levet of self-consciousness over the process of bell
casting.

This it is, what all mankind graceth,
And thereto his to understand,
That he in inner heart so traceth,
What he createth with his hand.

These four last lines of the stanza allow a beloved
theme of Schiller to begin to sound. "What graceth all
mankind," and distinguishes him consequently from all
other creations, is his creative mind, which outlines the
plan in accordance with which the realization LdZ then
ensue in the material realm, whose validity is verified not
only in the realm of sensual perception, but which is also
traced "in the inner heart."

This is a variation of the conception in the poem
"Columbus":

Genius stands with Nature in everlasting union:
What doth promise the one, surely the other fulfills.

What Schiller meant by this, is the correspondence
between microcosm and macrocosm, between the lawful-
ness of creative reason and the laws of the universe.
Genius brings forth an adequate new idea--4hus in the
mental realm--which then causes a change in physical
nature, which in the case of Columbus, led to the lawful
discovery of a new continent.

In the poem "Hope," it is written:

It is no P 1 011 ning decit.
Dept in duwkmufa jumBrod medmdimhagPa, dnd is dw baon is it:
We are born fa rt wich is better!
And what the innermost voice conveys,
The hoping spirit ne'er that betrays.

This unwavering cultural optimism, that it is the
reason-begotten ideal that is responsible for every
advance, because it skewh, tbe vision which inspims
everything occiardeg is rday-tiss a pbosopbical-
poetic f dam f h rso "nds in a whale
series of Schille p~emy aad writings. The "inner
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voice," the "genius," as that which differentite manfrom all other living creatures, "adorns him"; hence hiscreative reason, which constitutes his being in theimage of God, is, in a manner of speaking, aMouisfithrung among the various compositions, which itunites together in a greater arc, precisely as one finds

this in specific motivic ideas in the compositions of
great composers.

Schiller's poem on the bell, to which he referred
repeatedly in the twelve years between the first idea of thepoem and its completion, as the planned "Be-Casting
Song," treated the working world as the concrete expres-sion of the perfectibility of mankind. Caroline von Wol-zogen stated in her biography, Srh&'r Life, that during
his first visit to Rudolfstadt on December 6, 1787, he hadalready expressed a lively interest in bell-casting. In 1793,he himself then visited the Neubert bell foundry in Lud-
wigsburg.

The precise knowledge of the various steps in bell-casting, which Schiller demonstrates in the ten speeches
of the Master, reveals an intensive occupation with thepractical side of work procedures. He also found a thor-ough depiction of this, and the corresponding technical7 terms, in the then very famous Eo ic E ie ofDr. Georg Kfunitz, Vol. 19, in which a detailed workf primer was given.

While the first reflection was dedicated to the corre-spondence between the plan in the human mind and the
actual casting of the bell, in the second reflection a sec-ond theme now sounds, namely, the idea of the bell asthe companion of man throughout all the phases of his
life.

"What here Weow to son terrestr'al
The ever-changing fate doth bring,
Doth strike the crown which, made from metal,
Uplifting it doth sound it rin&

Th two firs reflections were written in iambicv~,- , -- d o,,,- -- , , 16 *dh-war and Absrs mogi eadr~e InAquw mmad m jofuy m the bith of d bdmdhl& Ro dai-ed by the bell, is eevad to the omWmeo first love. The lively, joyu mood will, throughonstant shifts between rhymed couplets and alternat
P., ebmes One and culminate finally in the jubi-

Ohl geode loning sw INet a'The um a diame d AINdmuOTheqdtm thenu is' mp

Ohl That it lants forevwegaias
The beautous time oflove's begion

In the fourth spee,.h to r.e Master, the Master givesthought to whether, i div alloying for the "eel-mgi," amixture of the first-heated copper with the quicklyliquescent and therefore later-added tin, will produce theright compound.

If the brittle with the nimble
Join together 'tis good symbol.

Now the same idea is transferred to anote voice,namely, to the level of reflection on love and nmariage in
human life.

For where the rough is with the supple,
Where strong itself with mild doth w leiThe ringing will be good and strng
So test therefore, who join foreve,
If heart to heart be found together!

Not only does the transfer of this lea frou one to
another voice create an interesting ambiguity, but inthis fourth reflection, the form is especialy beautiful,
but rigorously fits the content. At the beginning theiambic quadrameter still stands with the festive mood
of the wedding changing the meter to trochic while
with the mood change in the fifteenth line, "The pas-
sion doth fly./Love must be enduring," it goe or toamphibrachic.

The lively portrayal of the aidunijoug eift
man and the love-filled work of the wi. fudhr in
amphibrchic, leads the way into a woodessfdy Bowing
rhythm and finds, with the two-footed iamb-"And
resteth never"--a splendid cloku whkdb is e,hols fan the movnem..

In thestptof &C raw
metansae.c

% to I V I i
And the father with joyful glnc

" " I "" I -- ~ I
From the house gale's view dhl,71,

This is followed by lines with a
dactylictrcaic bwm-

I l



Then goes over to a pure trochaic:

I , / I - / I

Yet with mighty fate supernal,
Is entwined no bond eternal,
And misfortune strideth fast.

It is informative how Schiller in this last part of the
reflection, not only content-wise but also purely in the
form, constructs here a dramatic tension, which is also
reflected in the relatively swift change of meter. Joy and
pride reach a high point over the fruits of their own pro-
duction. Yet then it comes to the first real discontinuity,
to an anomly in the poem.

Up to this moment, the course of things was found in
a joyful construction: The casting of the bell, 'he life
course of the family--cverything strived towari its per-
fection. Yet now a dissonance sound,, in a ..-- : .c,- with
Schiller's belief that man is the archited . las own for-
tune only to a certain dcgrc., that dtil. i,- greater des-
tiny outside the will of man, ovci whi..h he has no influ-
ence:

Yet with mighty fa.c k. na.
Is ent4ioed no bon- c(crnal
And misfortune strideth fast.

A mood chan ge enters. Dark clouds brew together
over the idyll of happy family life, an unearthly higher
power is suddonly present. At this point in every poten-
tial musical composition, a register change must occur,
and in whatever form "The Song of the Bell" is recited in
performance, at this point the reciter must bring another
dimension into his delivery-perhaps that he suddenly
turn aside to direcdy face his listeners.

In the following fifth speech of the Master, the action
turns back indeed yet again to the ostensibly practica.l lv-
el of bel-castng at which nevertheless it comes, dirCty
at this moment, to a dramatic sharpening ' The actu
casting of fire-hot fluid, a moment of hilhest dang
'God protect the house"), occurs.

With the subsequent reflection, Schilkr now reaches,
with the p..inting of the fire's passion, a heightened dra-
matic escaltion, which is moved skillfully forward
through metrical form in the tightest fashion.

"Benef'cent is the might of flame," the beghning of
this section, is in iambic, but since the dissonance in the
preceding reflection, the positive assertion cam also
never agia be brought to mind without abiay.
Yet already with the cries of woe, the meter sb to
trochaic, and at this point, "Woe, when it is liberated,"

a register shift must occur once again.
It is no accident that precisely this phrase -"W,

when It 1, liberated"---has become one of the numem,
bewinged words (Ioilasen) which originated WI
Schiller. and which even those know, who have no 'd
from whence it comes. For it represents the principle
destruction, of unleashing, of senseless force, experienc,
at some time by every man.

In "The Sung of the Bell," it is set against the constru
tive theme, which is transferred through all three voio
as counter-theme, so to speak, which is likewise trat
ferred through all the voices. In a behavioral sense, (,
could consider the constructive theme as an interval, at
the destructive as a second, and the entire tension in t'
poem results from the ambivalence at the time betwe.
the two in the various phases of composition in which
transformation occurs.

In his descriptim of the catastrophe caused by the fir
longer four-foot lines and shorter two-foot lines are inte
changed, three of them consisting of only a sing
word-R"iven (giant-tall), H,ffitmngd (hopeless al
LeerSgbmant (all burnt out)-and confer through di
change and a supporting onomatopoeia an absolut
gripping rhythm, for instance, through the alliteration
the "w*-uwcjviud ohne Widvaund (Growing such th
none withstandY, the generation of fear through the "u
vocalization-Tm (tower, Saw, (storm), Blur (bloo,
Flut (flood);, or flight, through the use of assonance of di"i" vowels--lirre (quav'ring [literally, clinking
Kinder (children), irres (wand'ring), Tiee wimme
(whimp'ring cattle literally, animals whimpering]; at
the alliteration of the *r and t--4les r snet, rett

flachm (all as rusmAug aIg flying)
But it would not be Schier if this exquisite depicti,

of wild terror, ad of the s unearthly horr.
faced with the burad R 1 de, weren't followed .
anotherf, brha l ms m4 e ams a last look bal

memberusI
AM here,.w il e fear to unexpect

cheerfulnem, a qnlw t is necessary, because
important new ide& suld be convey d, which is r
expresed in w*or. bit ri c dsmd come forth mtsiI wea inuch in the psst, t

entire joy of the SWy ad th r ie Was located MtI
work of earnift wad& and the improvemt,

Cmiii md mltfy%%%elomshis destiny in asoverei:mnner-S. j~ 4,a o~tl



in the following sixth speech of the Master, the shorter
lines with c-c rhyme occur for the first time in question
form: "Should the cast not take?/Should the moulding
break?" in order to lead then to the fearful, ominous
lines: "Ah! perhaps whilst we are hoping,/Harm is us
already gripping."

If one has the entire leading ideas of the poem in one's
head, it is obvious that this is one of the points where,
with respect to the content, it applies on each of the three
levels--on the immediate level of the bell-casting; on the
level of the family's life process; and on the level, which
has not yet been introduced at all, but on which this
theme will be more significandy and dramatically devel-
oped: the process of the construction of the state.

The reciter of the poem must bring to expression these
three-fold possibilities of interpretation, through a corre-
sponding alteration of inflection; a composer could per-
haps indicate the different dimensions through allusion
to the possibility of modulation at this point to more var-
ied keys.

In the sixth reflection, which commences with iambic
quadrameter, the sorrowful tone begins to sound the

C'\ death of the mother. The modulation to deepest sorrow,
"From cathedral,/Anxious, long,/Bell is sounding/Funeral
song," occurs in trochaic.

\9 It is truly masterful how Schiller does not in the least
need today's modern psychological style, yet brings about

101 an astonishing insight into the ability of mankind to cope
with the most frightening blows of fate: After the
account of the tragic loss of the belovel mother, the
return to concrete work and the well-d% .eved rest in the
bell-casting are also comforting for the reader or listener.

The seventh reflection paints a small idyll, in which
man and beast conclude the day, and, leading to the pre-
supposition on which the peaceful life of the citizen
depends, the words "Holy Order, blesshd richly,/Hcav-
en's daughter ... " now creat a transition to th third

all. evd of e th d rmutmoft state. TIce
ofwud leaves no doub da &e poet mm the order

-ich i bmd mat sd 6w. It is also notewtinh that
be depicts love of the fatherland as the most important
rlationship into which man can enter.

The two last lines of the eighth speech of the Master-
"If the Bell be ns w awoke,/Be the frame in pieces bro-
km'.-4nd the first two lines of the eighth reflecim--
"The Master can break up the framing/with wuen'd
band, at rightful hour,'--ouch on a universal theme
with Schiller, namely, that every expansioN, every

SW..%structu of Ware o noge be deol jse
sad replaced with new, more perfect ones. But he was at

the same time also deeply convinced, that such a loosen-
ing of old ideas could never happen by simply throwing
existing rules overboard, but rather that a change of laws,
in a lawful manner, had to happen.

As the self-liberating, red-hot bronze brings destruc-
tion: "Where senseless powers [literally, raw powers
senselessly] are commanding," so does this Aso hold true
for the events in the affairs of states. Schiller leads once
again from his first theme of bell-casting to the third, of
the state, whereby the "raw powers" hold true for both
voices.

Schiller's historical point of reference was clearly the
Jacobin terror of the French Revolution, which abruptly
disappointed the expectations of the republican-minded
contemporaries for a constitutional alteration of Abso-
lutism, and buried the hope, which the poet had still
characterized in the "Letters on Don Carlos" as the
"favorite. subject of the decade," namely, the discussion
about the construction of the state with the greatest possi-
ble freedom of the individual.

The transition from the previously described idyll and
the peaceful order to disaster and tumult-from the line,
"But woe, whene'er in brooks a-flaming"--must be
expressed once again through a change in the delivery or
a register shift in the composition. In this passage the ten-
sion of the line, which is kept in iambs, grows dramati-
cally.

The meter of the line, "Liberty, Equality! Men hear
sounding," bursts the meter adhered to so far (nearly
every syllable is stressed!) and supports thereby appropri-
ately the contents of the description of the tumult. The
lines follow, which at least until the educational reforms I
of the Brandt era were familiar to everyone in Germany.

Then women to hyenas growing
Do make with horror jester's art,
Still qumv'inn punsher's we&c am$yi
They rp aethe ewffyobow-e~ holy is thee a.0 adhs*e
Are &nid of pio 'm , sdm
Thegood as placto bad ileavi 1&
And all the vices govern free.
To rouse the lion, is dang'rous error,
And ruinous is the tiver's, bile
Yet is mat terrible the teno
Of main his deluded nat.

Isnods '-! d heof""the

image sdN wtoday? And does not something mmdig lie
p in this exact dscripto a ' futh w1re

4+. , +., . +



Andreas Romberg's Musical Setting of 'The Song of the Bell'

O n February 25, 1805, four years before AndreasRomberg (1767-1821) completed composing his
well-known setting of "The Song of the Bell," Christ-
ian K6rner reported on a recitation performance of
the poem to his friend Schiller:.

I have news o give you, as Baron Racknitz here recent-
ly organized a performance of your poem "The BelL
During breaks in the recitation there was instrumental
music-a chorale (not sung) and single pieces from
opera and other larger works of various masters, as well
as one from a local chamber musician, composed espe-
cily for the event Only a couple passages wre sung ian
chorus Opitz performzed the Master and Hmrwigs the
rest. ... The music w a colorful mish-mash, which
formed no whole, was not always appropriate, and
imserrupted the reciamon at the wrong times. However,
I don't bdieve it to be impossible, to handle the "Bell' in
such a fashion skillfully. Only, the whole must be delib-
crately composed by one person.

Schiller answered on March 5, with remarks on the
musical construction of the "Bell," which are often cit-
ed today as the justification for the Romberg composi-
tion-an assertion which, however, can in no way
conceal the inadequacy of the Romberg setting (espe-
cially if one thinks of Schubert's efforts, or
Beethoven's, to set Schiller's texts). Schiller wrote:

I believe, with you, that the "Bell' is very well qualified
for musical presentation, but one must then alo know
what one intends, and not carouse about. A srong char-
acter must be given to the master bell-caster, who carries
the whole and hods it vVeth. The musk must never
pin words and mem islf with peu t yme rpaner,
i must foow oa the spirof dhe poetryasa wle.

Ranberg however, attempted to provide a simplk,
frequently returning, word-for-word melody for the
Master's speeches. From the occasional performances
staged today, one hears how the bass voice of the Mas-
ter has a "familiarizing, cohesive" function through-
out. But, at the same time, the essential 'pivots" of
development are flattened out in the Romberg set-
ting--a result of the composer's musical tradition,
which was dose to that of the Berlin Schoo. Lacgh
any effot to ri above the text, the musical -
dOOs'bstiouu4ec& 0- treatment, with its alnerI'd
-solo and choral voices, just cannot do justice to the
multi-layered natured of Schillerian poetry. But,

thanks to the fact that Sdllr's "Th Song of the Bell"
is well-known, the Romberg setting is the only one of
his numerous compositions which is still occasionally
heard today.

By way of example, Romberg handles very
schematically Schiller's oft-returning theme of
aprogress" by alluding to that which is enduring and
to the *perfecting act of rcomistruction' in his transi-
tion from the conclusion of the Master's eighth
speech-"If the Bell be now awokewl/e the frame in
pieces broken'-.o the following, eighth reflection (in
Romberg, this is the end of the fifth and beginning of
the sixth section):

The Master can break up the framing
With wisen'd hand, at riht hou.
But woe, whene'er in brooks a-flaming
Doth free itself, the glowing orel

Romberg sets the Master's speech with the tradi-
tional, well-known emXw melody of the Master-bass.
Romberg then changes key and tempo (lego), and
has the choral tenor voice enter first with the passage,
"The Master can break up the framing/With wisen'd
hand, at rightful hour,' with leaps of thirds, fourths,
fifths, and sixths (in pimo), and then, in the bass choral
voice, moves into the important transition point of
"impending harm," with de sme sequam of notes,
only slightly varied aw by being plad in the minor-
The subsequent lines.-'But woe.. .,'--are per-
formedfirte by al four choral voices in staggered
entrances. By this sein Emm g f6feits the oppor-

sIdr V ngft 7  7~w k en
pens the eatitee W~ * hi .".issed.
chance height e n w i n%~.' U&mJalc of
musical Ensionam _= i l. w becm more
marked as th piee draws so a cloe. That is the price
which Romberg had io pay for his..aem F to present
the poem's entire OW WNW.IV wi14Kut a muial
idea to eo "wbd." Pr O's plainly evi-
dent that ds d y pppt ufcb-eeping
in mind dtb tis MI, ~ etoefor

ofbhis
lops

%==hmow se



bearable, by the fact that a name has been given to it?
Yet already in the following ninth speech of the Mas-

ter, Schiller has man speak already once again on the
luminous height, which is his alon "Jaoy unto me God
hath given!," proclaims the first line, which reveals the
successful casting of the bell, and with which a new regis-
ter shift is appropriate.

The joyful voice defines the entire ninth and final
reflection, whose last eight lines represent a coda, so to
speak, for the poem.

Her tongue to destiny is lending
Herelfhas heart and pity not,
With nothing but her swing attending

The game of life's e'er-changing lot.
And as the ring in ears is passing,
Sent by her mighty sounding play,
So let her teach, that naught is lasting,
That all things earthly fade away.

After the entire "Song of the Bell" has traversed all the
phases of man's very rich life, and the poet has cultivated,
so to speak, all the registers, these lines fulfill the same
objective which the coda achieves in musical composi-
tion. The poet makes us once more consciously compre-
hend what we have previously heard to a very detailed
extent. And thus is generated a higher degree of self-con-

--. sciousness about the poetic composition, and the process
of Becoming, of perpetual change, for which the "Bell"
also stands as a metaphor, is once again made quite
directly the theme.

Now the reader or listener knows that what he has
7) experienced and suspected during the entire poem, has

been brought to the point. In this poetic completiom lies
itllctual beauty; it would not be Aps47mu- uaid the
pottic idea is now realized. With *& ww dg* ?,vwd-
AW (joy-peace), the song ofdthe rhoa *i~Comm-

•he unity of poetic composiam an ne
only in the cohierence of tepr .actuddaoediffer-
ent levels and the transfer of ideas associted with the
various phases from one level to another, but alo this
unity springs above all from the ripgw ontdv-c thor-
angb-compositin, which is the hgher A* de poem

7Uhe pr P es of Becoming. duwvi g h i~o th ings
emohly fade away," this c-im-mn' A,

Ow Mows necessarily from &e pi __.mtw the
poem the compactness which a.st.ngul*b&s a ClaMal
work. What makes the "Bell" so perrmft l aie to the

accord of content and form, is the concrete working-out
of a principle, of which Plato speaks in his Parmenides
dialogue, that is, the principle of Becoming and of
Change, ,which drives from one element to another. This
succession is the unity in the multiplicity, it is the self-
same development process, and indeed on all three levels,
bound one with the other, which expresses the poetic idea
of the poem.

The rigorous form in which "The Song of the Bell"
is written, also clearly reflects the fact that the "secret
of the laws which rule over the inner movements of
the human heart" consist of not less than the principle
of motivic thorough-composition, for the creative
mind thinks in accordance with this and no other prin-
ciple, and is conscious of the "inner voice." Schiller
succeeds, in this poem, precisely in rendering transpar-
ent the "analogy which exists between these emotions
and certain outer appearances," and for this reason,
"The Song of the Bell" is of a perfection which seeks
its own example.

In a letter to Caroline von Wolzogen, Schiller wrote:
"It is somewhat myster ious in the effect of music, that it
moves our innermost, so that it becomes a copula
between two worlds. We feel ourselves broadened,
heightened, devout-what is that called, other than
drawn into the universality of nature, toward God?
Music is a higher, finer language than words. In
moments when, to the heightened soul, each expression
appears too weak, when it despairs of capturing the fine
nuances of its feeling in words, there begins the art of
music. Every first song had this foundation."

Schiller's poetry is best captured under the caory of
song. The bell-casting song represents now especially the
proof of the thesis, put forward at the outset, that music
has developed from Classical pomr, and no from dance
rhythms. becu e, as it has be a o , pvdoe of
the two ar he sw.

It is Andrea Reamerg. whei UM A 1 I tmiNi-
Cal compo in to "The Song l'd, ," 1kiisg d-
it for having attempted at aB to cnmpose as compln a
work as Schiller's: But he did not mlike use of the
method of this poem, which already embodied in itself
so completely the principle oft motivic C mrm -
position, to himself now once more motivicly dho-
ough-compoe.

The basis for doing so lies in the rdectie whih
Bethoven ommuicaed to dl Cd
Schinr'rs poem &re of te m at, h llr

music. The compoer must know t.w so Weevae himsl
far above the poet. Who can do this with Mlr? Wt
Goethe it is much easier."

~. *2~*
~>
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In Celebration of
Ludwig van Beethoven's

225th Birthday
by Anno Hellenbroich

number of studies have been published recend)A on Beethoven's late works, taking up
Beethoven's creative thought process in a radi-

cally new way. with the aid of examples from his late
quartets. These include: Bruce Director, "What Mathe-
matics Can Learn from Classical Music" (1994)'; Lyndon
H. LaRouche, Jr., "On the Subject of Metaphor" (1992
and "Mozart's 1782-86 Revolution in Music" (1992); Ide-
na Wjaskowa, "The Initial Stage of the Creative Process
in Beethoven: A Study, with Sketches of the First Move-
ment of the Quartet Op. 130" (1988)"; Lyndon H.
IaRouchs Jr., "Beethoven as a Physical Scientist" (19)W;
and ohes 6

If, today, 170 years after the debut performance of
the Quartet in A minor, Op, 132, one listens to the leg-
endary Amades Quartet's recording of this work, and
if ame gc ovr it frately in oae's mind, it cannot
fat Mi aw I M - over greater wole--. wholk

Al m" a mymtiy di atiso.
tic actuality of the creative process
in Bethoven-attempts such as
thus of d* am i up through
Wsapn ,.e the hedr Uand, to
formalis his woek, WW mh as has

s creative accomplish-
A s-rna s atteqm, when judged against the

lhees grtness of hi. "spais sa a

confirm for himself, remain just what they are:
waste of time.

The Classical Id of Beauty
In the midst of crating his A miaor Quartet, Beethov,
wrote a letter to the rledin lyt and critic Ludw
Rellstab, dated May 3, IM, aukig fRestab to convey
greeting to Cad Friedich Zelm, 'the staunch defend,
of true art," and ended with his poamtcript: "I rema:
extremely weak dwiag my ersa@mcrnwe; please acce
this small tokn s o mimmd of your frien
Bee t o - ' w-(hue t ~ Beautif
Added W the eg '~6v

Anyone today who * to properly understan
the Is

ter y~m l e this then

Wt d Wowa

thiil::lla t ish tle

wi th t

and mankirwe of
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The Late Works andthe
Musical Unit-Idea
Jelena Wiaskowa writes in her paper on the sketches for
the first movement of the Quartet Op. 130, that
"Beethoven belongs to that relatively rare type of com-
poser, who 'record their own process of composition,' i.e.,
they set down on paper every thought which has
occurred to them, every doubt, every variant--the entire
course of the 'thought process' necessary for the realiza-
tion of their intent." Concerning this creative process,
Lyndon LaRouche wrote in his pioneering essay
"Beethoven as a Physical Scientist": "It ought to be obvi-
ous that Beethoven's last quartets, beginning with the Op.
127, and including the Grole Fuge Op. 133, must be
treated as a unit-series of exposition of the same species of
musical idea, in the same sense that the Op. 106, 109, 110,
and Iil, must be viewed as a unit-idea series. This
sequence of unit-idea series, in Beethoven's last period of
composition, begs comparison with a succession of stages
of valid scientific revolutions. Each unit-series of compo-
sitions is much more than a specific musical composition;
it is a musical scientific revolution, from which music
must not turn backwards. Hence, the occurrence of these
so emphatically in clusters of closely related compositions,
even much more so than in Beethoven's earlip- publish-
ing practice."

This question of the "sequence of unit-idea series,"
ruled by the Classical ideal of Beauty, as the central
theme of any work of Classical art, and of its aesthetic
effect, was addressed by Friedrich Schiller in his philo-
sophacal essays. Schiller introduced a concept of "bound-
ing," which later came to have an increasingly important
influence in the development of geometry, and especially
in the mathematics of Georg Cantor. Cantor defined
"generative principles," as well as a "principle of bound-
ing or constraint," in the determination of infinite mani-
folds of increasing power ("cardinality"V

Since Beedte's lwr works inrma1gly hw "sew
musicl odutions" n "sccemmive diNce ries" of mw a-

ectim. mwe ,, e ,ek, fm ow pi 1-day 4m
to reAcae this i of liSher Types of muicW
nmnifods" in our undertdMJing of Beethoven's cmupL-
sitional method-without, however, raising any claim
that Beethoven explicitly thought in toe terms. Ye that
is, in fact, the way he compoed. For example, the central
importarnce of the develomt of the C-minor fipue-
the -Royal Thwee from J.S, Bach's Mw~i Qrig-i
giving generations of Cla composers, espacily
MIn md O em, die challen so offer em Mddr

mwW m mi , hrs- has been show&$

In this comection, Schilleres notion of the "movercom-

ing of constraints," or, in musical terms, of the creation of
new orders of lawfulness within the well-tempered sys-
tem, is of crucial impormnce for understanding the laws
of construction of Beethoven's late works. In a much too
little noticed essay against Kant, "On the Estimation of
Aesthetic Magnitude," Schiller writes:

A certain maximum ciagnitude is prescribed to every
thin either through isip ,s (if itsa work of nature), or
(if it is a work of freedom) through the ewLOvutw arising
from its underlying cause and purpose. We employ this
measure of magnitude, more or less consciously, in every
observation of objects but our perceptions are very differ-
ent, depending upon whether the measure we apply is
more fortuitous or more necamry. If an object exceeds the
idea of it species-magnitude, it will to a certain degree, put
us into a sMate of L__ "i vwf We will be surpised, and
our experience expands, but insfar as we take no interest
in the obiect ielf, what rmains is s ply a fein that the
magnitude which we expected has bn exceeded We have
derived this measure merely from a series of empirical
experiences, and there is no necessity whatever at hand that
it must alwm fit. If, on the oder hand, a product of free-
dom ezceeds the idea which we evablished for ourselves
about the constraints of i cause, we will no doubt feel a
certain sense of dminmo. What startles us in such an
experience is not merely the exceeded expotation, it is at
the same time that the constrain have been (,--, al'. "herc,
in the earlier case, our attention simply remained on the
peuuM which was of indifferet concern in iielfi here, our
attention is drawn toward the g arowfrm, which is
moral, or is at least associated with a moral being, and as
such it must necessarily interest us. This interest will
increase j*ust to that degr that the force constituting the
active principle s the more noble or more weghty, and the
consorain which we find exced is the more diffKut to
cwercoine.'

Schiller's observation here, that in the case of composi-
tions ("works of freedon"), the creative output ("genera-
tive force") in the overcoming of the bounds of given
musical rAe-w the orn dd e 1Ly "e I replace
the major-minor sysam (she 'cast*a off of cos-
nMm --peducm omd uinqit, peisdy

descraim Beethoven's own working princles in his lar
works.

Opus 132 and the Lydian
Le us use a concrete xam le w epicaft the foregoing
-om Numem aumts bane bem made w explain the

A mi Quart, aqecial in dird movmaia. wh
bearn the insr klpu Gms-
sesim an die Gsdsii fdunr b~m e T "m (-A c. ...

valescesrs holy mig of thans to the Deity, in the Lydian
mode" Many desriptiv msi" ca m m I of the
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• ' "old whooi hive ascribed this work, "prograinrnatical-
ly," to Beethoven's successful recovery from a serious ill-
ness on April 25. A more serious approach, however, isofferd in a study by the head of the Beethoven Archive,

Sieghard Brandenburg. With the help of sketches, and
also from verifiable information about the state of histori-
cal knowledge in Beethoven's musical tradition, Bran-
denburg has been able to present some of the background
to the question of the "chorale" and of Beethoven's deal-
ings with the "Lydian."' 0

But it was the work of Bruce Director et aL, that first
pointed out an aspect of the "Lydian musical interval"
(meaning, narrowly defined, the interval between F and
B-natural), which yields a much more far-reaching
understanding of the internal composition the entire
quartet, as well as of Beethoven's much more complex
conception in the opening bars of the first movement.
The construction of the entire quartet has been shaped, of
course, in a "vocal-recitative" manner, and connections to
the Ninth Symphony are quite apparent. But from a
compositional standpoint, here in this quartet Beethoven
has created a "unit-idea" of the "Lydian interval," whose
far-reaching significance has not been adequately recog-
miaed heretofore. Already in the eight-measure exposi-
tion of this "multiply intertwining thanifold" (Asai
son m/io), Beethoven, in his juxtaposition of the four

instrumental voices, which are united by the 'cello's play-
ing of the basic interval-idea---a fifth A-E "constrained"
by half-steps on either side (the "leading tone" GI
upwards, or, in inversion, F downwards)-produces, on
every beat beginning with measure 3, an ever denser
number of "Lydian intervals"---if we consider merely the"vertical" juxtaposition of the voices. If one then consid-
ers the further unfolding of the first movement has a"succession of increasing manifolds" of musical unit-
ideas, we see that Beethoven has created a "generative,"
but at the same time "constraining" principle (in the wm
of the Lydian interval). Thus, as is demomtr in
"What Mathematics Can Learn from Caausim hf,"
the sequence A-B-C-B-A-A-G, w is actuall pro-
sented in the 'cello's upper register, can be "repkiue in
the mind as the first "derivative" of the preceding "work"
of the first ten measures ISEF Figure I]. This tone-
sequence has much the appearance of a "motive" or"theme" developed earlier by Haydn and Mozart for
thorough-composition; but Beethoven compod it on a
new "plane" of manifold lawfulneues, creating thereby a"new metaphor." This creative rproeu in BePtho m an
be better understood today from the standpoia daw
knowledge of the development of the Canr m i-
mann's "theory of manifolds." To put it in the wods of
Georg Cantor (whose 150th birthday was ocebroad this
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year in his hometown of Halle. Germany):

"heory dffUifid& With this tMm I desrbe a very cam-
paehensive pedagogical concql which, up to cow, I have

only anempted to elabate in the special form ofa theory
auiim or geometric areptes. Namely, by ~'nuold
or -anrepe I genray mean that Many whih can be

thm t of as One--i.e, that totality of determina ele-
enwI which can be united ino a wle by mean of same

lawr. md with this I believe I am &fni omethig rmted
to the phmic eiw or 'ft, and to what Ph6t in his dia"

lague v ,4 dw. T HVAu r ca w,&, To this,
Plto €unierpome the qe i.e., the Unlimited Indefi-

nke--which I, for my part, call the non-genuine infinite-
as wal nsPm i.e., boundary, and declares the former to be
an odere "mixture" of the latter two.

'The Whole... Inside My Head'

It is striking that Beethoven's later works are increasingly

dominated by the paradox of "that Many, which can be

thought of as One," as the "totality of determinate ele-

ments which can be united into a whole."
Beethoven himself, in a number of remarks, referred

to the significance of the "whole" in the creative process.

Thayer-Deiters-Riemann report in the celebrated Lafe of

BeethowaI that among the sketches for the Quartet Op.

95 (circa 1810) one finds the following entry in

Beethoven's handwriting. "Sich zu gew6hnen gleich das

ganze-alle Stimmen wie es sich zeigt im Kopfe, zu

entwerfen" ("Get accustomed right away (to] the

whoe-sketch out all voices, as it appears in my head.")

Thayer (Riemann, Deiters) comments on this: "This

surely means (the comma after "Kope" is mising in the

original) that in the future, Beethoven wanted to accus-

tor himself to jotting down not only the melody lines in

his saddxoks,- but also the harmony or conry voic-

es-d1he bi as at sounded within his ow umagmation
Apusdi, ha e lny Wa thoi-spi o dot when

dhe emtm idea rem ega~~din his; ruin
thi~qsr ppwe al ~~~ IU was

bothernme to him.*'2 It is certaily indisputabl that

memo y is emential in the creation odmew worms Yet this

commentary fails to acknowledge Beethoven's crucial

€ n at of the Platonic es or -which

Be I expresed in this am w bhb

Th e metiod a 1 OdCaes Neate

(a.£ngisb pianist 8Ando prm l ssr. eethoven's
wuuhsa. ata. of. CIOSVUImbb& Imi with

-eeks 11. - - -, W

Smboy (No. 6) by insis tt Iuathoven had a
grt gift for "drawing musc pc .' Beethwven,i

entirely different meaniiNg to the word "picture"---
ly, in the sense of the eA the thought-obict: "1 al

have a picture in my thoughts when I am composing.

I work toward it."'3 Here, as in his work on the Qtc

Op. 95, Beethoven had in mind "the whole" in the

ative sense, and thus the One, in the Platonic st

which guides the creative process. We are remind

the correspondence between Schiller and K6rner or

musical itting of poems. where Schiller insists that'

music must never just paint words and concern

with petty games; rather, it must follow only the spii

the poetry as a whole."
In 1814, Beethoven wrote the following in a lett

Treitschke, who had assisted him in the arduous tal

reworking his opera Fidrio for a second time: "No

course, everything has to happen all at once, and I

more quickly write something completely new, thar

the new to the old. The way I am accustomed to wr

in my instrumental music, too--[ always have the v

before my eye but here, my whole has been divide

all over the place in a certain way, and I have to thir,
way into it all over again."14

Beethoven's Working Methods

Too little emphasis is generally given to the careft

and constant scientific curiosity which charactt

Beethoven's way of working. Even a superficial s

of the subjects and themes which Beethoven jotted

in his sketches (according to Hans Schmidt), gives

reflection of this Entries include: exercise studies

CAE. Bach's Ey a tae Tre Art of Pkiyong she C
figured-bass exercises, counterpont studies and

&udes, experiments in the old church modes, list

sequences in F major, AUesia ofthe Ge, wn Langs&
Voss, etc. Of the numerous works of others'

Beedven a€oied m by hand, the following ar,

notable:H. adds N sk somnets by Petrarci

Bach's Chomf FPs" Mmmasts G minor

a .o, a .wadde IMM mo ad B-flat
fugues r m Bach W -le Cbieu Bach's
the the vocd quie from the first act of N

pera T1 Mvc ft and Handels Fugue in G n

In his e ske nhao& entries from the period w;

was working as d A miawQuartet in 1825, on,
alongside ewq wk mr- such as his worries ab

nephew and tboss an current political even'

eomm had a simcal rdig imerests as w'

"Mu ~ S O roho*mp ok Cover
mmthe.ApiMW lU5ulhec inital'
es (or the A msmr Quotm, One particular entr
rev at seeSs n was " a p intng wit
aqiam h abu w .U he WNWs wine "Do. r,"



Dorian mode. The same
page also contains an entry
about books for sale: "I.H.F.
Meincke's Handwrterbuch
drr Metrik etc. [Pocet Dic-
tionary of Metrics) Leipzig
1825." His nephew men-
tions the price of a book
Schilier's Life. Following
this are further sketches on
the quartet's "chorale" sec-
tion. Below this is a copy of
an advertisement from the
Wiener Zeaig which gives
prices for books, including
"i parnasso italiano la diV-
ina commedia di Dante
alighieri-la gerusalemme
liberata di Tasso etc." These
rather arbitrarily selected Pctwc , a,;,) pi I ) , ; 1.1 e

pages give some idea of the
literary interests which Beetho%-'n had thi,,,: ... .
adult life-along with Plato. Shakcspir., nit 1 ..

And, scattered between the lineh. ire ,,n r, V. it

where one can find the best red %ine in t. ,,

advice to Beethoven to stick ti-, a health, .hr \t

lunchtime, instead of stewed bccf, ,, ,
steak brought to you, which greatly ,tr t r., n ..
Further on, his nephew rcp,ort, on the ad 1 . r, V
Dr. Braunhofer, who treated Bccth,,cn ,: I ,,
ous illness in April 1825: "You sh,,uld (,it
that the wind gets pressed out of %ou," and. ,,. ,
there is an admonition to eat only "steak fr ltnh- i In
May I, 1825, having recovered frin hi, -llis.
Beethoven sent a letter to Dr. Braunhifcr. o
canon "Doktor sperrt das Tor dern T,d, N,,tc lilt .,i;, h
aus der Nota ("Doctor, bar death frmn m% i,,tc, !I-,,Cs
hep one out oftroube, too") [SEE facsimile .ib( hse I.

And n me finds notes in Beethos en's hand ,,,n-
00 Iq ig aiphew Karl: "I see Karl has gotten % cry
pae ecold mountain air must be at fault for th.

eeding" sThe a few notes on mundane ,fttairv "p.iicnt
pen nib by Ginsekiel etc.," another notc hlit iit 'he
Waishauer High Market [one can obtaini , I it,
by Ming with Schiller's portrait etc. pa-rb." --,i N) ,
wid hs nephew apparently did buy for him later ,n.

D1e1Etbve Research in Russia
i01111111!111111 wid the story of how the A minmr Quta r tet
O" 12 w composed, reference is frequently inide to

eethoven' entries in the later, so-callcd "'\,,,c,,j
Skatchbook," which, like the sketchbii,,ks ind 1...sc

S_ ' sheets at the Beethovenhaus
4--E in Bonn ("De Roda,* etc.),

contains sketches on this
- ,. quartet. The entries in the

Moscow Sketchbook are
mostly related to the later
movements of the quartet
(they also contain sketches
for Op. 130). As mentioned
Aimvt at present there exists
' u complete transcription
A& d piesentation of all the
sk :tches for the A minor

4 (3jartet, and thus no com-
jrehensive discussion of
how this quartet came to be.
(In 1988, Mrs. Wjaskowa
mentioned the existence of

.. a plan for such a study, but
so far it has not appeared in
print.) In 1927, this sketch-

.. p , ublished in facsimile form, along with a
:i of its content, by Prof. M. Ivanov-Boretzky in
;., c P/dung (Moscow). In his introduction, Pro-

:. P-1 cr/ky writes: "it has been known for a long
Pl' •en circles, that somewhere in Moscow there
, "h, ,en sketchbook in private hands. In 1910,

I- scholar of ancient Russian church music
'\ ...... ri,ky published an article in the RWiscle
., ..-< ..:, ,ntaining the news that he was in the pas-

a a remarkable original manuscript-
I, 1. n1 sketchbook." Smolensky wanted to publish
t. li- \ idently did not do so. Boretikythen rep
. ,ir',.r dti.i.v entries by S. Taneyev, which sh a bit

7 r 1: t1t ,,n the history of this sketchbook, which is
n, ",A k, pt at the Glinka Museum in Moscow.

11., little ,tory tfrows a spodig ana Beethovn tia-
, itt -n in certain Russian cirduI v"wIb a vea y sci
significance from our 199 M c i, mm AN
l.eningrad has once again bm &, l iit g.

The late Beethoven schiAh _Pl I
i in h, '. the son of Prince Gaktzi took the
ti,.i i!mt, rtpt, of the A minor Quartet and of the Op. 130

Iirti r rin his estate and presented them to the great
s ,ln,,t IJoweph Joachim. tis kms the Pri leioW
r, is itch Galitzin (1794-1U8i, winas a g 'nl-

list. '.i111e into contact with Nea e in11A Od in a
Icttcr to( him, offered him 120 dom I*to *a f
string quartets-an offer -bi Nbs.V. m h
Rcith,,\ en dedicated the
I 2. al well as his Overtureh4% OW
, ,uc )p. 124, to Galitzim. It wa - "i UMain

(I Sltt,i n. % ho interceded with Tow aider I Webain

\0l

ess

om
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aprepayment to Beedmven for a fair-copy of the so
t',,,t,,.,tof the Missm Sokms64 and the prince himself a

I,,,,.ph I ,,hm subscribed for an additional copy, which he receii

in late 1823. It was also he who set into moti
preparations for the first full performance of i
mass, which occurred on April 7 (March 26 old c
endar), 1824 in Petersburg.

As Fischman reports it, the autograph copies
these quartets were not the only items sent to Rus
but also a copy of Beethoven's very first string quar
This score apparendy reached Russia tia a friend
Beethoven, the violinist Karl Amenda, who trpve
to Courland (now western Latvia) in the summer
1799 on family matters, and later settled in the L
vian city of Talsen. Fischman comments that th
quartets "were there [in Russia) long before they I'" . ''.' Beet/awn's ever appeared in prinL This sheds light on a chal

putrm. nm teristic feature of the Beethoven tradition in Russi

Ni&# Gelia the beginning dthe last century: The earliest one
partake of Beethoven's creativity, were amateur p
ers of string quartets." (For example, in 1804,
String Quartets Op. 18 were played by a fan
ensemble of J.. Wilhorsky [1753-18071, one of
founders of the St. Petersburg Philharmonic Soc
Seven years later, the Op. 59 quartets, dedicate
Prince A.K. Razumovsky, were performe
Moscow.)

Galitzin and Joseph Joachim

On June 21, 1825, Galitzin wrote from Petersbu
Beethoven in Vienna (in French): "Yesterd
received your last lter of June 4, just as we
playing yawur mew q wt and I can my: with pe
tion, since ML Lipiosky was playing first violin."
itzin was speaking of the Quartet Op. 127 in

,ofmut major. lie had received the manuscipt of this

loeph Joa,hm from Denm im ad 165h I and one year lat
mma emo sh oer two quarwt dedicat
him N soI n f*~ wo) ad Op. 130(
msur 1% to hla-i mwapnu rmained i
famlys pimo f 36 yeamr On March 16,
Galitzin's me, the orcheta director Yuri A

lyevitch, while he wm in LAndon, attended a c
pear foofu dy qmm fawring keph Joa
The wsgdy b ewime dis lettef o Joa
"lha iso mhe -y dm I am exprem to yt
joywW,,k -hb I f dw ro perfornmnces,)
day d s o A . r Qinm by Beethoven

sw -a ,mauie S
is a ofm~ 3Nem, aiPd aso
own haes-&u & h is, of couse, a sacruloom Do shotius preclid why I cosdrit the t



toig1 do, to place it s Iu*MM JociISLO A Mweript Wo
"s kr also indkates that along with the xw rapb of

the Quartet Op. 132, Joachim algo received from J.N. Gal-
itzin the Quartet Op, 10 In 1889, Joachim took both man-

uscripts to the newly-nded Beethovenhaus and present-

ed them as a gift. Fisclman, in his review of the Beethoven

autograph manuscripts in Russia, also mentions sketches

for a Ukrainian song (WoO 158I1, No. 6), and sketches for

the adagio movement of the Hammerklavier Sonata for

Piano Op. 106. The second page of the latter book contains

notations indicating that in 1844 it was in the possession of

J.B. Streicher of Vienna, son of Johann and Nanette Stre-

icher, who were good friends of Beethoven (and also of

Schiller).

Beethoven, Joseph Bihm, and the
Vienna School
Prince Galitzin's son's presentation of the autograph

manuscript to Joseph Joachim is testimony to an extraor-

dinary understanding of Beethoven's works and to a -liv-

ing" Beethoven tradition, traces of which can be felt

down to the present day. Consider what happened at the

Austrian debut of the first quartet dedicated to Galitzin,

Op. 127. lJder the direction of Ignaz Schuppanzigh, the

performancc, on March 6, 1825 went unsatisfactorily; it

was merely a "weak 5ucCs d'estime," as the violinist

Joseph Bohm reported later. The conversation books

from that time show that Beethoven held his friend the

violinist Schuppanzigh, who had led the Quartet Associ-

ation for years, as chiefly responsible for the flop.

Beethoven and Schuppanzigh got in; a nose-to-nose

argument (the following reproduces Schuppanzigh's

written side of the conversation, with dashes for

Beedven's veb i a _ios note that cuppanzigh

addresses Beethoven in the extremely formal third per-

son, as "h," "his," and "him"Y.

Sdspur hb nib raml ddlt. I saidlm I wol
M~ peMW it WeiJ~ q4Wat iW rualy PAkDML -

Ho cm be thintk die d or af I ba %lly

utm S de M two* adietm e--- h it

d 4 of us. - - T1s a depicable S. - - 1T's sily
bbliam rm mt capk ofsayil ch a thi -- I w as

sniwimdenfI lid* Ih ddn't wu0n w 0li s a 6i he
fMbiin u it's s em aw a wmdoicu

sy? I hav't am hig b mhr maM the qsusl. - -

WO1101sa WOOhWANmd11111? - 0W*M M mi~pt 0
a . ad =mawe m m m Wi km wa
ms b a i ww.&m fawbin. A 0 8 Whali
-m db m bim wh~es *Wto r My
me wham it asis wsainm tidisii, *Wdatya

e B6hm amily and
Georg Cantor
fO *ne of the remarkable aspects of our 11d61W onkm

of Ludwig van Beethoven's 225th birtma, ia
the fact that, from our present-day van .

important affinities in the domain of the i

ideas, also show amazing historical family

tions GeorgCantors pieering accompli anmls

creating the theory of manifolds ("theory of aw.
gates") are rather well known. Earlier in his W

however, Cantor had great enthusiasm for aui

an artistic career. He was born in 1845 in SL Ps.m
burg. Since 1834-35, his father had had a uwci
brokerage business there. Cantor's mode, A"
B1ihm, came from a very well-known famlp, Her

father, Franz Ludwig B6hm, was director thbe
Imperial Opera in Petersbu; g. And beginim as

1819, Franzs brother Josef, born in Hungrq"Ift
professor for violin at the Vienna Conse-aiuy:-i=
same person whom Beethoven called upon w 1

E-flat quartet. Georg Cantors brother is dd m1
been a proficient pianist; Cantor's daughter Es
became a well known singer and music i-Acu .

anywhere near me, and , the) come around, inkcd with
such piggishness, it's all from the BOring Conservatotial
Appendix (Schuppanzigh means Pieringer (the -InA vio'
linist) and Merk, who were employed by the cawavuiry
and who were performing quartets along with Bbmi -

- Just let his brother tell me that to my face. - - Swe, I
have played it often. - -- It's certainly not any mos f

cult than the 2nd or 3rd [quartet. Mon isn't caplk of
playing his quartet right, I insist. ... The pulic qUmt
perfomances go as well together tat way, as they od
possibly go. There aren't any mechanical dficulties in

there, it's only the originality that makes it difficudk which
you can't grasp at first sight. - - If i=lm Iik W hi
enek I havc nmhing else adl;but ofwAtiams M id

j give it thk w n me Wn ad Ip s -ni -PRL
- 1* smumet iuie tha it isly wonC 4

1.4' at d*me kw rehearalI *VM qit MA ' ft
asoluely not saying that it wite pe mcd. -- I Joe MWk
that I can't be angry at hn over the (tact dik em ity
is just his brother's stupid babblings."

But despite Schuppanzigh's pleas, Ieedhevma, finly

fed up with Schuppanzigh's evidenty sapdb 11 I'll
entrusted Joseph B6hm with the task of u his

quartm Ba&hm later reports, very pwiely:

When he heard dhis, Deeduove lew ina a
the public and the performers were tdea Iwo
harsh wark Bethoven could mx rest val mm sad

to

to.*

It-

,tn

trn:
due

rt



ben e d . wst for nm very eady in the mmui In
his usual bruique mam=, he old me, "You mum pay my
quartet--and that was that. Further commeaW, wand
thoughts were of no avail: what Beethoven wanted, just
had to happen. There was diligent study, and frequent
rehearsals under Beethoven's own watchful ey e And I do
not ay "under Beethoven's watchful eyes" lighdy. mce the
unfortunate man was already so deaf by then, d he could
no longer hear the divine sounds of his own omnpositi
But a rehearsal in his presence was still no easy matter.
With unbroken attention, his eyes would follow the bow,
from which he could discern even the slightest unsteadinem
in tempo or rhythm, and could correct it munediaely. It
was this quar that had a memo asmw at the end, which
seemed to me to weaken the effect ofthe whole. I therefore
recommended that at the rehearsal, the tempo should
remain unchanged at that point, which was done, and
which indeed did make a better impression. Beethoven,
meanwhie crouched in a corner, not hearing it at al bun

watching with unbroken attention. Then, after the final
stroke of the bow, he said laconically, "Can stay that way,"
went to the music stand, and crossed out the memo swe in
all four parts. The quartet was finally pirformed, and was
received with a veritable storm ofapplause."

Professor Joseph B6hm was a much sought-after vio-
lin teacher, whose "Viennese School" later produced gen-
erations of great violinists and also influenced Joseph
Joachim. When one listens to a performance of
Beethoven's late works by the Amadeus Quartet, one can
also hear, in this ensemble's forty years of work on these
late works of Beethoven, something that has been passed
on directly, from 'person to person, from B6hm's personal
work with Beethoven, via such teachers as Jakob GrOn,
Joseph Joachim, Max Rostal, Carl Flesch, to the
Amadeus Quartet's first violinist Norbert Braiin.

On the debut of the Op. 127 with B6hm as first violin-
ist, the T'eeameit'g wrote on April 28, 1825: "A stal-
wart friend of art and noble connoisseur put on a new
production of this quarm by the above-m ioned gen-
deten, but with e first chair occupied by Pic km,
since m the meaamc he had played dw mew quam
with great mccam befoe a smaller ommdme of amsic
judges. This profeor presented this wonderfu quartet
two times during the same evening, before the same
quite numerous audience of artists and amaseurs, in such
a way that nothing more could possibly be aked for; the
veil of clouds disappeared, and the magnificent work
beamed forth in full glory."17

Rediscoerin Beethoens hadm
It 0 mowm artistic im do hm
among great physicists, to view one's own aco--plish-
ments in the light of one's own teacher-a line which
often sethe hck acros nmany rw -mms o/hf&e mue

"schooV" sch as can be seen with the tradition of the
Vienna Schoo of violin-playing down to the present day.
Within the historical Cassical intellectual tradition, chis
is even more strongly anchored in people's consciousness,
than it is with the "modern schools." This is yet another
confirmation that "schoolbook knowledge" is merely
dead knowledge-as opposed to having bccn educated
by a teacher who assists the student in "reliving" previous
discoveries. For this reason, Beethoven's late works,
when they are performed in the Classical spirit, never fail
to be a treasure-trove of new discoveries.

Norbert Brainin of the Amadeus Quartet described
Beethoven's artistic significance for today in the follow-
ing terms: "It is my view that Beethoven, during his last
ten years of life, was the greatest artist who ever lived,
regardless of his particular artistic field. No one has ever
even come close to him. He stood completely alone. This
is shown especially in his last six string quartets, which
are reaily unique. Nothing comparable has ever been
composed, written, or fashioned. And for this basic rea-
son, people such as myself and others, have devoted their
entire lives to the task of mastering the art of string quar-
tet playing, so that we can play Beethoven's six late quar-
tets. That's really what it's all about."
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Reviving the
Classical Ideal in Slovakia
bv llisabcth I leilelnbr+(ich

nI, an h,,ur's dri% e trorm the
Sl,.,,akian capital Bratsla,.
stands D,, na Krupa Castle,

the t;,rmr ,un mer rciden.e ()f the
Rrun,, %ik \thic hh %.,,, nthu-
, ritial in l .ul,,.s ',.,n 1'., t> ,.,c i'

artistic ctt,rts. lhcre. ',n Spt. "I-2.
sfinthing t...k pl.ace that \kill g,
d, ,%n i n the .irial, f thc ht,,r% t

"I\.ctitth stntur\ IT) tl%1C.

The first \ ,ldinist 4t the leg-
endary Amadeus Quartet, Prf.
Norbe'rt Branin, had his first ,ppor-
tunit, ti, hih, m.,,tcr Jiscs %k th
tWA, Iradi.ng quartets,. during \,,:- ch

he "rmiic % i , iI. '  I I( ' tI, Ti t ial
pi-In,- |q1c, , t' I , ,t1% k. th,. ,r ug -:,p

.. .tt ,, it i In , a

(IrI

gien by Dr. Brainin and pianist
Dr. GUnther Ludwig in the Psia-
tial Palace of Bratislava, was spos-
sred by the Schiller Institiae, the
SloIakian "Slupatricnost" Founda-
nn, and the Slovakian Schiller
F, ,undation for the Protection ofL We
and Human Rights. The inspiration
ftor this musical seminar, howme, as
Schiller Foundation head D. osef
MikloWko emphasized in his glit-
ing, came from Lyndon L&Alche,
who one year earlier was t1 fea-
tured lecturer at a week-long udet
,cminar with 150 1)oung peoplerm



eastern and western Europe, who
met in Smolenice, a town not far
from Dolna Krupa. Miklosko said
that it was LaRouche's hope that this
project would develop into an insti-
tution of quartet master classes for
young artists from East and Wes.

Anno Hellenbroich of the German
Schiller Institute presented an
overview of the purpose of the three-
day musical seminar. Following the
production of an initial documentary
film of a master class held in 1993 by
Norbert Brainin with the German
Henschel Quartet on the principle of
motivic thorough-composition in
Haydn and Mozart, the task now was
to document this principle more
extensively on film, using as examples
Beethoven's String Quartet Op. 59,
No. 2, and his late Quartet Op. 127
in E-flat major. This should provide
an opportunity, especially for the
young artsts present, to comne to grips
with the crucial questions of the
nature of a Classical work of art and
its adequate interpreution--a kind of
knowledge that we are in danger of
losing altogether.'

Beethoven scholar Dr. Ballova
reported on the close connections
between the Brunswick family and
Beethoven (local legend has it, that
Beethoven composed his "Moon-
light" sonata in Dona Krups), and
drew a compelling pictre of Bee-
thovn's influence m n
in Slovakia. Soch i i -i
Beethoven's dose CRl IRim wA
Nikolias Zmehakl, and the ihmmt
efforts of the Pressburg Liturgical
Music Association in preparing a
good rece'ptio for BeehoVen's &M
Sok,,m;.

Ma44k"ng Motivf iilm

Professor Brainin then took the
stage. Actuy, the reason why I -
bt, is tomakestio fur b i 
to you. This question h. always

EfW&Arm 040WI&OP

been very close to my heart. For a
long time I have been carrying it
around inside me, and for a long
time this idea found no echo with
anyone else." The one person who
did grasp the importance of the
Mo.ifAnasg of Haydn, Mozart, and
Beethoven, Dr. Brainin continued,
was Lyndon LaRotiche. "That is
what unites us and brought us
Vopther. . . . Lyndon has under-
stood the importance of Motia-
y~bruag in Haydn; Mozart under-
stood it-but when we look at the
output of present-day Haydn and
MoSart scholars, we must conclude

U..'h
that they haven't the slightet- under
standing of the prublem. Yes, the
have written a lot a6,ut it, but the

are not dealing %%ith the question r
an adequate wa."

Motitfihrung, Brainin explainec

is a watershed in the history of Class:
cal composition. What is meant b

this term, is that the work is oriente
to one single idea, thereby lendin-
unity to the composition as a whoh
Haydn, in his Op. 20 "Sun" Quar
gets, had Motitfihrung preconsciousi"
in mind; but this only first becamn
fully conscious to him in the six quar
tets of Op. 33. Mozart, who inten



Left. u.,A the
Moy Quar.

Rtht and belou:
Prof. Brainin

coachesikhe
Istropolitan Trio

from tk Braatlava
Cot*Ie of Msic.

ively studied Haydn's quartets,
adspud this MotivffiArun method
and developed it further. "Beethoven
adopted the method from Mozart,
and once said of himself: Before I
knew this method [of Moriqjksg],
I could not consider myself to be a
fully developed composer." Motiv-
junot according to Brainin, "is a
u01i" revolution. It has implications
o s ence, poetry, political policy,
md pbilosophy in general. Haydn,

samuat, and Beethoven comprehend"
ad it on the basis of their own inner
creative knowledge. For, composers
ae indeed scientists-not scribes-

and they are great philosophers."
Two works by Ludwig van

Beethoven were the focus of the fol-
lowing master classes which, ending
each esering with a concert, Brainin
held with the leading Slovakian
Moyzes Quartet (which has been
together for t, enty years), and with
the quite oung, but extremely
promising, Hungarian Auer Quartet.

The master classes began with
Beethoven's Op. 59, No. 2, impres-
sively performed by the Moyzes
Quartet. This is a product of the
"middle" period of Beethoven's cre-
ative life, and, as Brainin remarked

in an interview, for the first time
reflects Beethoven's "conscious"
work with the principles of
MolivfAhrun that he had adopted
from Haydn and Mozart. At the
same time, this work clearly points
in the direction of Beethoven's late
string quartets, all of which are
built upon "a single foundation"
and are connected to one another as
a "mutivic unity." In the Op. 59,
No. 2, Brainin emphasized that
everything can be derived from the
very first measure-from the very
first interval, a fourth. Whereas the
second movement must be played
correctly with an articulated £!uO,
Brainin especially pointed to the
third movement, with its "Russian
theme," a theme which, as it were,
met Beehoven's own idea half-way.
Using passages from the Op. 59,
No. 2. Brainin showed that
Motitf'4rung is derived from mutu-
ally related variants-"derivatives"
of a single Moriv)rmig idea that is
heard in the initial measures and in
the "Russian theme."

For the afternoon session, Brainin
held a second master clas, working
with the Moyes Quartet on H'ydns
Op. 33, No. 3, and Schubert's
"Death and the Maiden" Quartet (D
minor, D. $10). and quite visibly

ticer
aColeg of M11 p~ji d I the

eteio do rwm wr k th
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put it* be atm wihis stai
bounds.' One -ay 6shvidk ina
certain sense, yet freely at thie same

A youag t in dm she hva
College of Music, whis the
evening perfermed weaU ofthe

them
On the wecod day, Irainin

worked wish a maa an
Beethove v' s-1-,, , 17
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in E-flat major, which, in the open-
ing measures, marked nuesoo, pre-
sents, as it were, the motivic e psi-
tion for the entire cycle of late quar-
tets. Brainin, referring to the motivic
kinship of the work's movements, let
the Auer Quartet play the entire
piece with little interruption, since
the excellendy educated young artists
presented this exceedingly difficult
piece in such an impressively artistic
way.

To give unity to the course of
thinking over the three days of semi-
nars-the audience included guests
from Slovakia, a leading musician
from Austria, and guests of the
Schiller Institute from Germany.
France, and Italy-the renowned
first violinist took out his beautiful
Stradivarius and, using exanmples
from the Op. 132, the Op. 130. and
the "Grotle Fuge" Op. 133, delivered
his own presentation of the principle
of Morit'fiih rung, demonstrating
practically all the instrumental ' (,ic%
on his own fiddle, and also singing in
order to indicate crucial contra,, rital
figures. "These compositions."
Brainin said, "are all built on the
same foundation, as a single house. If
they had had separate foundations.
the house would have been con-
structed illogically." Plunging into
the Op. 132, Brainin showed how all
motivic elements-i.e., the Motiv-

j wV of the entire work-are con-
uie within the first sizeen mea-
S ifS. I showed that beginning
with the first violin's lime, which
resolves upwards with a half-step,
followed by a leap of a sixth (D$-E-
C-B), "derivative forms, and finally
intervalic inversion of the motivic
elaemt are taken up in the work-
mg-through of the piece'

Whle the mond theme was sim-
ilarly worked throgh nmotivically,
Draimm Anowed in the third move-
ment, subtided "A convalescent's
holy "ong of thanks to the Deity, in
the Lydian mode,* that this is trans-

formed, In a ,, ntr,tpu nta l % Aitcrrd
form, into the ke ,t ) maor .-...and
so is subtitled "'Fecling new
strength." Beethiosen is no%% work-
ing with the intcr ()ai ,f the fifth.
This is, as t % .ere, "hi, ,I tc Ii-cnise
to restort to I r . In the
Andante ton muto ,via Pon ooppo
("Feeling new trcngth"). Beethosen
wrote cantabie nwtv ',e.s; io ,nlv
over the first \'ioun part; the inos e-
ment ends with a nolto adagio,
played by all four ,mces and subti-
tled "With the most inwardly
intense emnti,,n.'" This is fiilimed
by the fourth mi mert, an alia
marcia assai ztitace, %% [crc it is partic-

ularly striking that the recitative
played by the first violin contains
echoes of the Ninth Symphony.

Brainin followed this up with a
demonstration of the Op. 130.
"You'll notice where the similarities
are," Brainin said. and commented
that the first movement, adagio ma
non troppo, is often performed much
too off-handedly. This is followed by
the second movement presto, the
third movement adagio ma non trop-
po. the fourth movement dansa
tedesca, and finally the fifth move-
ment, the famous Cavatina. "Origi-
nally the 'Gro1e Fuge' was intended
to be the final movement. But
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Sr "It third day,
H . , l, .I. c. 1tounder of

the Schiller Institute, and Slova-
kian Schiller Foundation head
Dr. Miklolko, presented the work
of the international Schiller Insti-
tutes. Friedrich Schiller, in his "Aes-
thetic Letters," stated that improve-
ment in the political realm is only
possible through the ennoblement of
the individual human being. For
Schiller, this meant that each person
must be made into an aestafic
human being-which is especially
important today, given the brutaliza-
tion of our society. "There were two
reasons for our organizing this music
program right here in Dolna Krup,
a wonderful place, also in the spirit
of Beethoven," Mrs. Zepp-aRouche
said. "The first is the question of
Monifi/rwg as such. The second is
the musical tradition of Slovakia,
which especially distinguishes this
country. This tradition has to be
invigorated anew. The 'Vienna Vio-
lin School' originated not far from
here, proceedirg from Joseph B1thm,
the friend of Beethoven, who devel-
oped a quite extraordinary violin
technique. Norbert Brainin is one of
the leading masters of this technique.
and we wanted to comribue to com-
municating this method to young
artists."

The high-point of the seminar
was a concert given by Norbert
Brainin together with pimi Me-
thief Luwi of dwcbw.* i
Conservatory. at the P!11
Palace of Dradia
260 gues, The pogm ambmd
of works by Mozart, Brahms, aM
Beethoven. In their performance,
the two artis in asking
the ideas of these the lram om-
posers tramsparea to d lwnsems!
minds, serving up the amic with
the greatest and 'msl lawsdy
intene s.mma" 'i
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degrees of professional learning often lack competent
insight into the mot important considerations in the real
history of idas. As a case in point, consider summarily
my own single fundamental discovery, known today as
-The LaRouche-Riemann Method," effected over the
course of the years 1948-52.

Prior to 1952, 1 had made what has turned out to
have been one of the most important scientific discover-
ies of this century, a fundamental principle of the sci-
ence of physical economy. This discovery has been sum-
marized in Various locations over the years, most recent-
ly in "Why Most Nobel Prize Economists Are Quacks"2

and "Non-Newtonian Mathematics for Economists"
ISEE p. 4, this issue]. This discovery led, in turn, to a
fresh view of the discoveries of Georg Cantor, and that,
in turn, to a fresh view of the most fundamental discov-
ery of Bernhard Riemann, as set forth in his famous
"Hypotheses" dissertation.3 In short, it was not a study
of Riemann's dissertation which led me to my discovery
in economics, but, rather, my discovery in economics
made possible a revolutionized view of the implications
of Riemann's discovery for economics. It was as if Rie-
mann had written his "Hypotheses" dissertation as a
contribution to the application of my discoveries in
physical economy. Thus, my work is known by the epi-
thet "LaRouche-Riemann Method," rather than "Rie-
inann-LaRouche Method."

Similarly, just as my discovery in economics revolu-
tionized Riemann's discovery, so, it was Norbert Brainin's
discovery which revolutionized my knowledge of music.
My earlier understanding of the implications of Mozart's
reworking of Bach's A Muical Offering as in his K.475
Fantasy, or Beethoven's Opus Il I Sonata, was the rela-
tively commonplace knowledge of all qualified musi-
cians. The addition of one ingredient, Brainin's identifi-
cation of the implications of the germ-principle in
moavic thorough-composition, transformed everything
w&h I kmw of music up tothatime.

Nerbut Braisin's ft ioiouag my knwled of
mwk, in dim way, lke my own etolsstis-iai-I of de
mplieati ns of Riemann's "Hypodses" dissertation,
involves the addition of a fundamental principle to the
implied set of axioms underlying an existing body of
know The addition of one principle revolutionizes

Bri4y then, the following qualifying remarks are to
be added here

Eeyeffrt so rereet an existing body of knowledge

Woametwith one another, and abo, consistent with an
madeilyi s of axioamanalogus tothe axiom ofa for-
mal dauuoom geometry. Such a set of axioms is known

0
among literate persons as an kPo Aeig this is the Me of
the term "hypothesis" by both Plato and Bernhard lie-
mann, for example, in contrast to the illiterate ue of the
same term in Isaac Newton's famous "hj& omfin-
go." Any change within the set of axioms associated with a
specific hypothesis, produces a second hypothesi which s,
absolutely inconsistent with the first.

In rigorous scientific usage, the distinction between an
ordinary discovery and a fundamental discovery, is that
every fundamental discovery represents a change in the
existing set of axioms, and, therefore, the generation of a
new hypothesis. In mathematics, such a change in hypoth-
esis marks an absolute mathemati4al discontinuity (con-
trary to the mystical, reductitmist slight-of-hmd, reqpet-
ing discontinuities, of lonihard Euler, Cauchy, the Bour-
baki group, eta.). Thus, for me, Norbert Brainin's prmn-
tation of his view of Motuf Afrw represented a sweeping
discovery, a new axiom, and, therefore, a new hypothesis

Of all such discoveries, whether one initiates them
oneself, or learns them from another, one echoes
Archimedes, crying out, "Eureka!" AD is changed, as if
in a single instant.

My distinctive advantage in receiving this knowledge
from Brainin, lay in the fact, that unlike most who shared
my earlier knowledge of the musical side of the matter,
my prior discoveries in economic science supplied me rel-
evant knowledge of the human creative-mental process-
es. Thus, my first published presentation on this subject
appeared as the second of a series of articles on the princi-
ple of metaphor in science. So, I have situated the impli-
cations of Brainin's representation of that pinciple of
composition since.

Thus, whatever the B kkMo&Ait mig think of&mm
matters, we who treat ideas eriomsly, prefe fm be preise
about such matters. That is the difference in point of
view between the person whose woold-outook, 1ike my
own, is shaped by a Clsia-um it 4W~ PWil)
outlook, and the less, foumae Feb as wbunqm
been shaped by a texbook -oemd 6 Mo
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ANSLATION

The Song of the Bell
(1799)

Friedrich Schiller

I call te itin * !jmow th dead • 1 bwkv e khting

Waned up n the earth so steady
Burned from clay, the mould doh stand.
This day must the Bell be ready!
Fresh 0 workmen, be at han!!

From the heated brow
Sweat must freely flow,

That the work may praise the Master,
Though the blessing comes from higher.

OuR WORK in earnest iepafo ,
Befineth weU an ears word
When jined by gody cnvea"
Then flows the lo r forWd.
So let us now wih cafe consid,
What through a frail power spring forth:
The wicked man one must have scorn for,
Who ne'er reflects. what he briar fordh.
This it is, what all mankind graced'
And thereto his o undersad,
That he in inner bean s uare'.
What he creamth with his and.

I
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Take the wood from truA of spnce tree,
Yet quite dry let it abide,
That the flame compressed so tightly
Strike the gullet deep insidel

Cook the copper brew,
Quick the tin in, tool

That the glutinous bell-metal
' 1owing rightly then will stdle

W€ HAT IN the dam's dark cavern dour
The hand with fire's help did mould,
High in the belfry of the tower
There will our story loud be tohL
Still will it last as years are tolling
And many ears will it inspire
And wail with mourners in consoling
And harmonize devotion's chair.
What here below to son terrestr'al
The ever-changing fate doth bring.
Doth strike therown which made from metal,
Uplifting it dods sound its ring.

Bubbles white I see creating,
GoodI the mass doth flow at last.
Now with potush permeating,
Let us hasten quick the cast.

And from lather free
Must the mixture be.

That from metal pure abounding
Pure and full the voice be sounding.

Foa wIH its joyful festive r g6ng
It dothte child beloved gret
On that firm step his life isbringing,
Which starts in arms of slumer sweet;
For inu the womb oftme's anamng
Pur, fa -mi dIc. as be isp..dq&

•rt nodmuld- edsop I

And im lie so wild d"as .m
Throughout the world he wauder widely.
As m-r. e his faters hn,
And &ufisam is youd&M siw
Ube cmte em ,ue vh,' m&.
WidAh& mmodW. sy d mdw

so bigh eyes the W easku lig

His brothers' ranks s wild he Gem
Her steps he blushingly doth flow
And is by her fair greetinghlested,
The fairest seeks he in the meadow,
With which by him his love is drawd
Oh I gentle longing, sweetet hopiM
The fist love's time of1dePnesl
The eye doth see the heavens opniw&
So feasts the heart in happimess-
Oh! that it last forever greening
The beaut'ous time of love's beginning!

I low indeed the pipvs am browningl
This small staffdo I dip in
When its gla',' to us is shin4
Will the casting time begin,

Now, men, lively bel
Test tl-: mix for me,

If the brittle with the rvi-Ar
Join togther 'tel gv-'u i)ibl.

FOR WHERE the rou J " i w h M he ump
Wherc strong iti. d d couple,
The ringing wI i ",, ad strog
So t-st therefure, wht. ;umn forem,
If heart to heart be found togethe!
Del,1,-n is short, remore is ong.
In the bridal locks so lovely
Plays the virgin's modest crowv,
When the churchbells pealing brigty
To the festive gleam call down.
Ah! Life's fairest celebrating
Doth the May of life end,sse
With the girdle, with the veii
Tears delusion fair in two.

The ion doh fly.
Love must be ebdurin
The 01044uafade bye
Frust mst be matur .
The man must go
In hostile life living,
Be working and striving
And planting and ma%
Be sheming and tak
Through hazard and &
His fortune eaaug
Them stream in she
Th Sao is filled1
The rooms amegows
And indoors nrkth



The housewife o nmodest,
The mother of children,
And governs wisely
in matters oE'family,
And maidens she traineth
And boys she restraineth,
And goes without ending
Her diligent handling,
And gains increase hence
With ordering sense.

And treasure on sweet-smelling premes is spreading,

And turns 'round the tightening spindk the threading,

And gathers in chests polished ckanly and bright

The shimmering wool, and the linen snw-whit

And joins to the goods both their spkldo and shimmer,

And resteth never.

And the father with oful glance

From the houe gable's view oh so v's

Surveying his fortune's enhance,

Seeth the posts of trees that are tow'ring

And the rooms of his barns o'erflowing

And the silos, bent low from the blessing,

And the billows of corn unceasing'
Boasting with haughty mouth:

"Firm, as the soil o' th' earth,

'Gainst all misfortune's pow'r

Splendid my house doth tow'r!"-

Yet with'mighty fate supernal
Is entwined no bond eternal,

And nisfortume rMeth fai-

Good! now be the can begming

Finely jage is the breac.
Yet before it Strt to 0ming

C,, . pioVrns Pms&
blaee W*,

Suawkir4 is&mm&bdk
Stow wit fim bre mwid Wow.

BiE'cSNT is the might of ame,
WhAm o'er ma .dMh wmcWar.Wdn

And whaa he bumh,4 vlb mok
For this he eav'gy powmbe ku
Yet frisbtq IS'* pswr d be

hAM 11 is Chbs k~* Bn.

We, wbm nit is H a amd
Gl sudh ~nummd

Gvg edq&M M WAN

For by elements is hatedThe creation of man's hand.

From the heavens
Blessing's teeming,
Rain is streaming;
From the heavens, unforceeen.

Strikes the beam!
Hear in belfry whimpers form'

That is Aorm!
Red as blood
Heavens broil,

jt is not the daylight's flood'

What a rnmil
In the COuS&

C the fire column glowing,

Through the steets' long rows it's going

Forth it goes with wind's speed grovhing.

As in jaws of ovens cooking

Glows the air, the beams are cracking,

p tumbje, windows ciaav'ring,

Chldrn wailing, mothers wand'ring.
Whisp'ring cattle
Udr mbbe
All is fmaiW% saving, flying,

tas day the night is shining.

Tfoho long chain of hands, not resting

Flies the bucket, lofty bowing



1 j% out., hc 6: ,untain. %,*, t .r tl, ,xing.
I1 L l:n omies the storm i-tl ing.
\Whk h dtth ,cck the r,,.ring flaimes.

tackhng In the %vell-dri-d grains,
I ,lls it. :n the r(-.m% ilo.

ii[ th , ,,d oft rafte r hllow.
%.1 i, It-it wouldb% bhy s b ing
With itelfthL earth's full %%cight
I )rag it. in Its si'lent flight.

Into Heai en's summit growsing
Gi ;tan tall'

I ,It,-ss all

Yilcds the nan 'fore GJs great powers,
Idle sees he all his labors
And amazed to ruin going.

All burnt out
Is the setting,
Of the sas age storm's rough bedding;
In the empty window' op'ning
Horror's living,
And high Heaven's clouds are giving
LAxoks within.

Just one peek
To the ashes
Of his riches
Doth the man behind him seek-
His w'anderer's staff then gladly seizes.

Whatever fire's rage has cost,
One solace sweet is e'cr unnm*4&
He counts the heds of his bo
And see! not one dear head is l

In the earth it is receiv6d
Full the mould is happly made
Will its beauty be perceiv~d,
So be toil and art repaid?

Should the cast not take?
Should the moulding brek?

Ah! perhaps, whils we are hopin&
Harm is us already gripping

TO HOLY earth's e'er-dark'ning bosom
Do we entrust our hands' true deed,
The sower doth entrust his se
And hopes, indeed, that it will blosso
To bless, as Heaven hath decreed.
Still costlier the seed we've buried
With sorrow in the womb ofeam&
And hope, that from the coffin carried
'Twill bloom to fairer fortune 16r&

From cathedral,
Anxious, long,
Bell is sounding
Funeral song.
Earnestly its doleful toll doth cary
Some new wanderer on the final journey.

Ah! the wife it is, the dear an,
Ah! it is the faithful modr,
Whom the swarthy Princ ofShadA
Carries off from arm ofhuubm@
From the group of children dew
Whom she bloming to him baft
Whom uhan her! 1mta on:"
Watchedmipeme

Win sfi-Mo eermwebe
For in shadowland she's ivi
Who was mother of the hose,
For her faithful rule mow am%,
No more keepeth was&k hw f" r
Henceforth in the orpb.m
Rules the foreign,loveleseu.

A the bird in Iva ke
M AY eaich Feu P

qL



Nods ,m to %,

Hears the lad &e vopts swmMg
For the Master toils abomnding.

BRISKLY hastens he his p
Far in forest wild the wandrer,
To the lovely cottage-plaes
Bleating homeward draws the sheep herd,
And the cattle
Broad-foreheaded, flocks so glossy,
Come in lowing
To accustomed stalls they're going.
Heavly in
Shakes the wgon,
Harvest-laden,
Colored brighdy
On sheaves sightly
Garlands lie,
And the young folk of the reapers
Dancing fly.
Street and market-place grow stilkr,
Round the social flame of lighting
Gather those in household dwelling,
And the town gate coses creaking.
Black bedighted
All the earth be
Yet the burgher is affrighted
Not by night,
Which the wicked has excited,
For the watchful law's clear eye keeps sight.

Holy Order, Mls richly,
Heaven's dauglwt 09sb has she
Free and light and glad connected,
City buildings hash eareedWho h r mcntyd ho

Love for &sl ' 'SW u

Thousand busy hads in motion
Help in churid 16
And in finym i
Will allO fr "pIce
Master and dmw = a m

Labor's pr is a bebin

Honor kings by royal wition,
Busy hands m honor besL

Peace so gentle,
Charming concord,
Tarry, tarry
Friendly o'e this city bet
May the day be ne'er appearing,
When the rugged hordes a-warnng
Through this quiet vale are storming.
When the heaven&,
Which the evening's blushes pretty
Paint so fine.
From the village, from the city
Wildly burning frightful shine!

Now for me break up the building.
Its intent is filled a-right,
That our hearts and eyes be feasting
On the most ccessfdul h.

Swing the hammer, swing
M the mande spring!

If the Bell be now awoken,
Be the frame in pieces broken.

THE MA ER can break up the framing
With wisen'd hand, at rightful hour,
But woe, whene'ef in brooks a-flaming
Doth free itself, the glowing ore!
Blind-raging with the crash of thunder,
It springs from out the bunte hout s
And as from jaws of bell asmnde
Doth spew m intm nmmam
Where senseless pes a e
There can no strumm yet be smadi.
When peopls do themselmes fm
There can n commes Wm 1w,

woes"bmain

There to the Bell its sp-csrd pdm%
Rebellion, doth it how smd
And, hdlowed u b
TO Vialence dmuoth ! 114410.

T mand  wit h - -----
Then women m _-to _... .
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Still quiv'ring, panther's teeth emphyiq&
They rip apart the en'my's heart.
Naught holy is there more, and cleaving
Are bonds of pious modesty,
The good its place to bad is leaving,
And all the vices govern free.
To rouse the lion, is dang'rous error,
And ruinous is the tiger's bite,
Yet is most terrible the terror
Of man in his deluded state.
Woe's them, who heaven's torch of lighting
Unto the ever-blind do lend!
It lights him not,'tis but igniting,
And land and towns to ash doth rend.

Joy unto me God hath given?
See there! like a golden star
From its husk, so blank and even,
Peeleth out the metal core.

From the crown to bas
Like the bright sun plays,

And escutcheons' decoration
Builder's skill gives commendation.

CoMwc mN! Come in!
Ye workmen all, do come ye close in,

.?' That we commence the Bell to christen,
Comcordia its name he given,
To concord, in an intimate communion,

• - The loving commons gathers she in union.

' And be her purpose thus fulfiled,
For which the Master did her bid&

On high above low earthly living,
Shall she in heav'n's blue tent mnfurud.
Be thunder's neighbor, ever-pending.
And border on the starry world,
A single voice from high she raises
Like constellations' band so bright
Which its creator wand'ring praises,
And leads the wreathid year a-right.
Alone to grave, eternal singing
Her metal mouth be consecrate,
And hourly with all swiftness winging.
Shall she be moved by time in flight,
Her tongue to destiny is lending,
Herselfhas heart and pity not,
With nothing but her swing attending
The game of life's e'er-changing lot.
And as the ring in ears is passing
Sent by her mighty sounding play,
So let her teach, that naught is lasting,
That all things earthly fade away.

Now with rope's full power bringig
Rock the Bell from vault with cave,
That she in the realm of ringing
Rises, in the Heavens' air.

Pull ye, pull ye, heavel
She doth move, doth wave.

Joy be she this city bringing,
Peace be the first chime she's ring

---rim u cd6y &-i Win sm
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'The Ycai ofI)ccijsl

LaRouche Mov icnw t Prepares To Shape History
SAOeuw Lynwd H. LaRw,,. Jr.
4eynwg LAbw D qr.

, i

.: :! . ". " ' ' n ba ttle
... . .. , .. . . . .. . ... s a n .c c

i n r V ne ' n-
A . • " ' Prioca-

tile SJ h e J . . I to tell iflntvlh g,.r , R--. A " ......... . . . l..iRouche
The fear ,t ,-. .. ideas," in

..: c the false

pcri-od from t, , t . " i"'Ic of the

U.S. government in the direction of the
bankruptcy reorganization which he
has outlined.

The moral demands on the citizen
who wishes to prevent a collapse into a
New Dark Age, were next addressed
from a different perspective by Helga
Zepp-LaRouche, in her keynote
address on 'Hisory as TraSedy." She
chose Shakespeare's play RicAhed Ii to
exemplify the principle of oligarchism
and corruption of character which
must be fought, if the evl which is so
prevalent in the world today is to be
defeated.

"Shakespeare makes this point
emphatically, that it is the character
which defines the action," she said.
"Friedrich Schiller and von Humboldt,
especially after the French Revolution,
were abwlutely convinced, that only
throug the on a mebkst o dhracter,
could de be mp i vemat in pob-
tics. Only through the emmblement of
each indvdmmi could ther be a politi-

~sgu~r73
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Independent Hearings Investigate
U.S. Department of Justice Misconduct
Independent hearings, facilitated by

the Schiller Institute, to investigate
allegations of gross misconduct by the
United States Department of Justice,
were convened Aug. 31 to Sept. I in
Northern Virginia.

The hearings were prompted by the
refusal this pau summer by the -louse
Judiciary Committee probe of the inci-
dent at Waco, to hear evidence of ram-
pant corruption inside the permanent
bureaucracy at the U.S. Department of
Justice. Initially, those Congressional
hearings seemed to be driven by broad-
based, bipartisan concern that the Waco
case, along with other pertinent cases.
was a predicate of a continuing pattern
of behav ior by certain elements attac hed

\0 to the Justice Department.
But, once those hearings mcre

"' hijacked by a group of Republican Con-
gressmen whose only objective Was to
pillory President Clinton, the result %%as

a massive coverup of the flagrant Justice
Department corruption the Congress

-, had promised to investigate.

Members the Pael
The icdependet panel, which declared

) that it would investigate what the House
s m refused to hear, included

"> fome Cokwrssmian James Mann of
,$adi a11lm (wbo, wbile n Congress,

I .p most nmember of the
411mmisee Senators
Ii66RFd ad Maggie Wallace
G ofd Sm Carolina State Sen-
ate; Reps. William Clark and John
Hilird of the Alabama House of Rep-
reseautives; Reps. Toby Fitch and
Ho Ued H of the North Carolina
as = of .auves; Rep. Ulysses
Jm it., of the Tennemee House of

n Rep. Prmy Watson of
Houme of Representa-(3esw oe of the

Rihslawyers in Amen-
m Wmi, and Msgr. Elias El Hayek,
CM lisbop of the Maronite Church

Panel members hear u'ttes, Ie-t;,,,z at i',ype :,-t I.a",; gs.

LaRouche Exoneration Drive Expands

A s of Nos ember I, th. numtberof current and former U.S. .nd
Puerto Rican state legiat,,rs " ho
have endorsed an Open Letter to the
President of the United States, call-
ing for the exoneration of Lndh,n
LaRouche, has grown to fi'.e hun-
dred and ninety-sesen (597).

The Open Letter has also been
signed by twenty-nine former U.S.
congressmen and such leading Civil
Rights activists as Amelia Boynton
Robinson, Rev. Hosea L. Williams,
Dr. Wyatt Tee Walker, Rev. James
L Bevel, Rosa L Parks, Rev. Fred I.
Shutdesworth, Benjamin F. Chavis,
Jr., Dick Gregory. Dr. Dorothy 1.
Height, and Mamie Till.

Stan in which more than ten leg-
islators have endorsed the Open Let-
ter include- Alabama (26), Arkansas
(17), Idaho (19), Kansas (20), Ken-
tucky (IIX Louisiana (11), Michigan
(20), Mississippi (36), Missouri (10),
Montana (35), New Hampshire (40),

.es Mexico (is), North Carolina
1191, N,,rrh Dakota (35), Oklahoma
14), Penns)lvanta (13). Puerto Rico
i15). South Carolina (22), South

Dakota (22), Tennessee (31). Utah
(16 ,, Vermont (17), West Virginia
12). and Wyoming (12).

The text of the Open Letter
stresses that, while Lyndon
La Rouch is currendy free on paole
"a terrible crime still goes uss-
swered. Not only was an iotaen
man framed, convicted, and wr
fully imprisoned for five years, but it
is now clearly the case, documented
b% six %olumes of unchallengeable
evidence, consisting chiefly of pv-.
eminent documents and admission
of government-led 'task force* offi-
cials, that the U.S. government kew
at all relevant times, from 1979 inid.
present day, that Lyndo....H.
LaRouche and his co-defeadaus
were innocent of the false chargs
for which they were convicted."

'5
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and professor of law.
International observers included

Dr. Josef Miklolko, former Vice Pre-
mier of the post-communist Republic of
Czecho-Slovakia; Dr. Kofi Awoonor.
former Permanent Ambassador to the
United Nations from the Republic of
Ghana; Marino Elseviff, a prominent
attorney from the Dominican Rcpublic;
and Amelia Boynton Robinson, of the
Schiller Institute.

The panel focussed on cases where
there was evidence of politically moti-
vated targetting of groups and individu-
als by a concert of private organizations
outside the U.S. government, working
in tandem with corrupt officials inside
Federal governmental law enforcement
agencies.

The Testimony

The testimony was organized around
three panels: the harassment of African-
American elected and public officials--
the FBI's "Operation FhknkAsuwhemk; the
conduct of the Ju.-ice Department's so-
called Office ., Sp:cial Investigations
(O.S.I.), particularly the cases of John
Demjanjuk and former U.N. Secretary
General and President of Austria Kurt
Waldheim; and the Lyndon LaRouche
case. the largest-scale single case involv-
ing the same corrupt Justice Department
apparatus that operated in the 0.1. anA
"Operation FahimesMe" cames.

Congressman Mann also read into
the record a request he had received
from Gen. Manuel Antonio Norieg of
Panama. who is curredy inarrasedI
i a Federal pnm isn Misa dthat
prdu, at NW f ,tre dafm m idur
eidence of justice Depnmuems aim
duct and human righm violations that
pervaded his American triaL

The proceedings opened with a
Memori Tribute and momnt of ualem
in memory of Rep David P. Richudson.
of Pauylvana Riardon, wbo wnm
have served on the pond. died suddenly

jta week prior to d (a l~e
of th ewinp HtEk mdwIi Sm pw-

emr dabesd tow ] odhm n
kghhsoe rA dw* trentybo Ia
of distinguished public service, was a
national leader, and one of the o

S

in the battle against "Operation FriA-
nmwhen." He was forty-seven years old
at the time of his death.

The Presenters

Testimony on "Operation Fnrknmuwhea
was presented by Sen. Theo Walker
Mitchell (former), Sen. Herb Fielding
(f), Judge Tee Ferguson (f), and Rep.
Frank McBride (f), all of South Caroli-
na; Judge Ira Murphy (f) of Tennessee;
Councilman Roosevelt Bell of Alabama;
and Patricia Moore and attorney Ollie
Manago, of California. Testimony on
the O.S.I. was presented by Yoram
Sheftel of Tel Aviv, Israel, the attorney
who represented John Demjanjuk in the
latter's death-penalty trial before the
Israeli Supreme Court; Dr. Hans
Koechler, of the International Progress
Organization, Vienna, Austria; and
William Nezowy, of the American

Ukrainian Political Action Council of
the United States.

Testimony on the LaRouche case
was presented by Odin Anderson of
Boston, who has served as LaRouche's
attorney for over a decade; by Lyndon
LaRouche and Helga Zepp-LaRouche;
and finally, by former U.S. Attorney
General Ramsey Clark.

In cast after case, decisive evidence of
rampam Justice Department corrupion

prosecutorial misconduct, withholdi,
of exculpatory evidence, and consc.,
perjury and fraud upon the court, pol
caly motivated and designed to depri
th American citizen of effective repr
senm6ma, was presented, not merely I
the good word of the witnesses, but I
government documents, records, ai
memoranda, first suppressed and lat
obtained by FOIA and other leg
Actmiom.

At the close of testimony, the pan
under the joint chairmanship of Re
Mann and J.L Chestnut, ruled that
sumnary statement could capture t
shocking and dramatic nature of the t,
timony itself. By unanimous decisio
the panel is now preparing a series
writte and videotaped presentations
the proceedings that will be produc
for broad, international circulation,
well as submissio to every member
the United States Congress.

One by one, the panelists express
their confidence, given that the natu
of the evidence they had compiled %
so compelling and so indicting, tlh
Congressional oversight hearings in
the matter, as well as other governme
tal action. would soon be forthcomir
"Justice," said Congressman Man
"um fafly be returned to the Depa
ma of imedee.'

N..dCW~igI~amwwA lL Ciw
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of. Support

Forier Congie sona n la,,ri .fa, n, ( .. ,zz . ,z
Independent traz] g',. ,r,":.. or

NN. ). , t

• . , . • h

( , . . , 1' rina

cd ,n th ' l iJi.,t ndcnt
I|t.*r:ng, ,,i \ :'.. nduct

bs the, 1, 's 1' . i! 't

1 ~ ~ ~ " 0)01 RCltii' iat n't t us,,., and

in!tn ,, the Il'ntted

I F. ,,.r,,inics. Editor
,- , ,t. 5 ,, ,,:umented,

:2- ,. . r in. th, declise of the
., ist thirty years

i.'. ithesd~sed by
S.... V" ,:. er , a LaRouche

r.n in this past spring's
t , , i .!, nti.l electlons. Che-

• it breakthroughs
" ,.. ,r.:,,n h teen Pre-

''. ' .r. ,,nJ ('lInt,,n, situating
this :r, h- (,,rttcxt of the economic
r, l ,t,,ns ite sdoped between Presidents
de Giull" and Kcnnedy in the early
1, 4), d

Nrwt's FE.sism
I '.- '... i..rel ,f the confe ,-r.e was

the threat ot fasci,,i today,
.,r:lng .ith l.mdon's Newt Gingrich.

It vs as,, -)% N1- nc,, pannaus, who
T-,,k Wn (,nngrich's prctv.nsions to an
agcnda (,t "sa'ing .-Anrican civitiza-
ton." anl ,howed them to be a thinly
,.etled os-r for the oligarchy's "free
trade" and New Age, "esery man for
hiniTs t w',li, -s that threaten genocide
,,n a g!1 ,b, ale



On Eve of Million Man March

Concert Celebrates the Fight
For Justice, Truth, Beauty
A n estimated 2,300 people attended a Rights Act. Today, she said, you ha cthe NAA(I .,' "p .r

Schiller Institute concert at Wash- responsibility to run for office, and make ca~i. and Thc. ,. :",' k -I
ington, D.C.'s Constitution Hall October the necessary changes. Cd ,t .... , i
15, on the eve ofthe historic Million Man Former Se Senator Theo MStlihell, thing
March. Entitled "Let Justice Ring," the an African-American who might well The Rc, I P I,, 0,: i
concert was conceived as a musical trib- have become Governor of South Caroln- t,,r )t L)r N, 'I v I... r K : .
ute to the movement for justice and na had he not been politically targetted organiz 7d ! c ( ": . N :ch

atoncmenL in the courts, spoke of the need to rally Birmiighr. y'"k :rl P c .
The concert opened with an invoca- against jim. architect of ,hc c: ,cpr atnnn

ton, and th perm ofthe Lord's Mihel wasfB wed by Mel Evans, used in the Million Man March. "
Prayer, by de Rev. James Cokicy (tenor). hod. Cf l Omm, Miss. chapter of the Rev. Bevel spke (t .,at,:cment. desel
Greetings from Schiller Institute
founder Helg. Zepp-LaRouche were
read by Dennis Speed. the Institute's
metheast coordinawr. Her mesaage

ephasized th te of smmu
mith diseu res of

Next. SAer Iiu vice-1haimaN
Amelia Boynton Robinson was intro-
duced as the person to whom everyone
in the romm owed his or her freedom,
because she had invited Dr. MaNia
lher King um Sehn Ahbama man
thA thirty years a. Mrs. Robiasoe
spkem se& &d th r*W to I*V8

sdid bum&a phs in se u

*l which opened the door to the V 6 C~mwqft,&y lwsud Sch dr In, tj tuk choirs, di Pe, -ed b Joh n 5igv son.
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I ing the concept that God is

Ahe Father of all, and that we
are all brothers and sisters. If
you are not reconciled to each
other, he said, you are not
reconciled to God; this is
what you have to atone for.

The Rev. Richard Boone
of Alabama, another Civil

Rights leader from Dr. King's
time, then greeted the audi-
ence and invited them to sing.

Musical Program

The selections of the musical
program were chosen with
two themes in mind: that of
atonement, and that of the

search for, and liberation
through, the Good.

The concert began with a
series of choral performances
of freedom songs. The chorus
opened with performances of
"Lift Up Your Voice" and
"Oh, Freedom." Verdi's
"Song of the Hebrew Slaves"
from the opera Nabucco %%as next. fol-

lowed by two Spirituals. "Steal .A\ a%"

and "Standing in the Need of Pra'er
The chorus combined the efforts of the

Nevilla Ottley Singers, and the Schtllcr

Institute Leesburg, Virginia and Wash-

ington, D.C. Community Choirs -

under the direction of Charlene Moore-
Cooper and John Sigerson. Appearing as

guest soloists were Michele Fomlun,
soprano; Aaron Leathers, bass; and
Chaes Williams, tenor.

ft0imamce of a series of arias from
wom de eMeorge Frederick Han-

di hed, u by a group of Classi-
al *Ws %a plvifted the audience
wA baty and drama. Bringing the
Cr modieir feet was the musical elder
statesma, the world-famous baritone
William Warfield, who presented the
aria *Why do the nations so furiously
aW w "erP' from Handel's Messzah.

A number of younger artists sang
atw aia from the Messiah. Osceola
D k a ahatir soprano, performed

~(koowy," and "He shall feed

1h!W1.S1he1 a joined on the second
piwe by mezzo-soprano Lorna Mta"e

U

\ \ \V\ Ml 1 10 k I 1\11 I "I BOOK b

I 1 0 iih -l adi/ a1d Registration m 1"
Frm iI0'. s.,.jc t, hL. BcIctho0en's Ninth Sympbwmy wai1lho
as ' the thcmc the t ,jtn for human dignity, he.. .

Beetho% cn's \%,,rk :- rhe highe,t c\pression of Classiad
firstc time. a S, hiler lINIMCituc rm of musicians andl
Statec m an and phil fi..ophcr I.\ndon It. [.aRouch e, )I, ......

tej(h the tun r .l prirutplcN Ahiuh
undcrle the -f:c . . it \r.ur x,' ks of

$30 Pus s sc s a~az"

Schiller Institute, Inc.
P (). B0\ 20 .44 \\JI:,'zt i )n, i) .
2Wu4 1 M244

or Lai Ben Fraikbin H,.k.dkr-

ViSa a-4 Mast1erf~ar &cc(.CeC f!,ootnt~S
006%0. adc 4 51 saki 'a'

oratorio ldesa Mactdewk.
sung by bass Aaron Goodiu
and tenor Curtis Rayam.

All of the soloists were
accompanied by pianist
Dr. Raymond Jacksn, a pro-
fessor at Howard Univenty.

Clascal Beauty

The second part of the pro-
gram featured a slectima of
solo pieces from a number of
genres, including opera,
German ider. and Spirk-
als, performed by theas
named above, joined by bos-
baritone Kevin Short and
tenor ReginalW dkLigbL

To underscore the coher-
ence of Classical music and
poetry, William Warfeld
recited 'When Malindy

Sings," one of the bestloved
works of the Nineteenth-

i .PS S,.a LOW* century African-American
,, ii . " : , . ,' , '

poet Paul Laurence Dunbar.
The concert concluded

I I h rto group selections. First, all the

* ~..,,its performed the Spiritual "Great
a. Then, they joined with the ama-

! ur choruses to sing the -Hallelujah

.hrus" from Handel's Masi as the
:rand finale.

V... . ..

'1 , 1', - " I

I I ' " " .. .

I
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Nigei ia. delegation I, ri
,onf,(Tne (left to ,I,10) Chir
(A1umrege u -Oust,'u, Chief

,,n + enlh, Snato, 'harif
-1/h. and. l bedi. w O aadihpip.

p, c'de nt o]'the .Niger Ian
Par iots.

lraders from different parts
the p itical spectrum- Chi
.4nenih (top) and Chief ('uki,
(bottom) ---are unitedfor a
peaceful trawlton to cvilian
rule.

Aim. .

Schiller Institute Sponsors
Nigerian Delegation to U.S.

O n" ,. a dclegation ofN i f'trts hosted by the
Schillcr I 4;ttwre ,.1%c a press conference
at th- F Kno o.. R R H,,tel in Vashing-
,, n. D C t \| p,,e thise international
p,,litci r, r1 . ntrcsted in destroying
this ke\ Alrican nation.

The delegatirn, led by two men from
different parts of the political spec-
trum--Chiet Ton% Anenih. chairman
of Nigerias S,,cial Democratic Party,

and Chierf ( )dcniegssu-Ojukwu, former
President of the Republic of Biafra-

united in support of the peaceful transi-
tion from military rule to a civilian-led

federal gooernment, as proposed by the
Nigerian Constitutional Conference;
and in opposition to the destabilization
of Nigeria, thro-ugh economic boycott
and p-,litical manipulation.

Chief Tony Anenih, who led the dcl-
egation with Chief Ojukwu, had been a
strong supporter of Moshood Abiola
before Abiola began his operation to
prosoke civil strife in the country. Abio-
la would be released from prison,
Anenth explained, if he were to doesist
from open provocations, but he refuses.
" beliese in peaceful coexistence,"

-nenih sad.I 'A . , ,
to see mN o.in , i .1, 1. ' :1 .P- t Arf

,hou dn't go to 5 it %%. -f .. v. , 'I 'i".0
Chiet ()l:Uk- 'I , !, ,, , .

side f,,r( vs s fc '.., ,,i'- .If: :g the

"We are .i ssre that in F.i, ,n !e Cre is a

-,cry str(ng ins,)e t-,r rc\ ,I,,nt atton.

Oiukwu -.aid. 'You \%! !I the leader

of that nicnncs rnt i hr nIc, of

Royal [)utuh Shell. 'Pc r arc thc |-etople
who msant to kee'p .\tr c,i as a ,afari

resort," he wsent on. "Thc nane of the

game is destabilization Nigeria repre-
sents the pole around %% hich an alterna-
tive can be organized in Africa Tlhoe
who wish to maintain a unipolar world
where their rule Is ,upreme, see the exis-
tence of Nigeria as a ,anger" "

Another member ,t th ,ttlegation,

Senator Sharif Ali, attacked the role of
the I.M.F. in Africa. "The I.MF. and
the World Bank do not benefit any
African country," Sharif said. "And if
you go against an% of their policies,
believe me, you will be on the receiving
end" of their wrath. 'If we adopted the
I.M.F. policies. We so ,uld be the dar-
ling' of the I.M.F and the \Vord Bank,

(5

even if we had appointed a dictato-
life as head of state," Sharifexplaine
everyone's amusement.

In the same vein, Chief Ant
noted that Nigeria produces millioi
barrels of oil. "The money goes Ia
to the servicing of the debt. But
more you pay, the more you has
pay."

ff xwpwl "'nip 11111111111111110MV
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Slovakia:
Yesterday and
Today

by Dr. Josef Mildo ko

Dr. lowf Msklohto as former Vice Prime

4imsm of POa-Owmmai Cho.Slov.
tea. He is currently a member of the

Braitave city paments vsce-chusV*man of

the Helsinki Commission for Human
RigAht and xeree of dhe suftv e Pence
Ceniion am Sxki. He w diairs the
Schiller Foundation in Slosukue. He uws in

th Unised Siam as an inseatmioal oiserv-
er at oidependent hawrings on misconduct in

the U.S. Depaertment of Justice, held Aug.

3l-SepS1t I e Washingsm. D.C.

hr Slovak Republic is one of the
eorld'$ youngest states. Seen

through the prism of its complicated and

painful history, in which Christianity has

always played a dominant role, I would
like to report on this small land in the
middle of Europe, and also bring to the
fore the most important facts of its hsto-
ry-4rom which it is evident that Slova-
kia has a history of which it need not feel
asmemA I would abo like togwe an eye-

i i e -re~r nthe oerw vistof
Pe )Am pad IN mS ltakim

7U~ ft A squm h" a repula-
ei 0( d. mow OAS Slovakian,
WAS H.uapuie , l oA Immian, 1%
Caih The surface ara covers 49,000
km2. The land is mostly mountainous,
and has many rivers, reservoirs, and
mineral water springs. The highest
mounwan is Gerlach. im the High Tatira
rmge (2,655m Eighty percent of the
Laod lies above the height of 750 m.

d 1-mdy 4W dd 6 as fara
tueo nd ia s v*weA. S is co- at-

4 Ufarmland and 16AN is passure-
ha. Fonymr pescet of the popu-t-

-COMMENTIRY

The fall of the Iron Curtain
demonstrated that a better

world could be built on the
ruins of the communist

dictatorship, but it has proved
to be an ever more difficult
task. We were not prepared

for the assault of
'consumerism,' the primitive

'mass culture,' the rising
criminality. Privatization

without morality, corruption,
and vain attempts at obtaining
wealth without ethical norms,

are dangerous. The market
cannot solve all problems.

tion was employed in industry and o -n-

struction, 13.9q in agriculture- the

exact figures cannot be accrt.iined

today. owing to the high unempl,:ment

rate of more than 13%.

In Mlarch 1991. the populati o n ,

60.3% Roman Catholic, 6.2- Esangrl:-

cal, and 3.4% Greek Catholic; 9.7' are

atheists, and 18.2% are without rehgious

designation. The Roman Cathdic

Church has 2,010 priests. 31A monk,. and

2,866 nuns. Currently, 826 thed,,,gian

study in Catholic seminaries, as kul as

I,508 lay people, who also study theologs.

Approximately 3% of all schools are in

the hands ofthe Catholic Church.

Slovakia is not rich in material terms.

Its greatest wealth is in its people, their

talent, productivity, and creative p(Oer

The first unisersity in the land. the

Istropolitan Academy. was founded in

A.D. 1465. At present, there are sixteen

colleges in Slovakia. The most impor-

tant scientific institution is the Sire ak ian

Academy of Science.

The Hiswq of Sok

Celts settled the Slovak region as early
as the Fourth century B.C. Around the

F

, ',, (; rrn ins -anic here. In the., ,: 'irs .,, r ( ,,,t. it r bIrder of

, F'..,,., mr r . ,,n thr Danube

' .,r i., t, ,, s 0 . ,crc ,i t i , ned !'ere

t ,,( t ' .t t th iw I)anube in

ikian rcgin \t thc end of the

, ." ,K iiurs : . d( 'ij,,ulation of

S,., ,.,l ha.e u Lcre, an inva-
Hu ,hns.

In the coure ,,f the F fth tentury, the

,' i, n Sla% ic pc,'1, c, tame into the

r, . and, after a .u,-,mstul march

, t the A ars. untied. and between-
c, m and tMS. created a first state struc-

ture. tl- kingdom of Samco.
In the Eighth century. Christianity

got a foothold here, thanks to the activi-

ts (it missionaries coining from more

rS-'trr1% centers. A the beginning of the

Ninth , cturs, the Sla\ ic prince Pribina,

kh,, i,, 's28 consecrated the first Christ-
ian church in Middle Europe. reigned in

Nitra In 433. his successor founded the

(;reat .Mora% tan Empire, which, under

S'%at,,pluk I (S70-S 9 4) had a scope of

Jiim).10 km: and achieved great scientif-

ic and cultural ad\ ances, although
thrcatcned b% the Franks.

Prince Rajtislas , in oirder to secure



In 1968, an atempt at
reform was undertaken.

The leader of the Prague
Spring was the Slovakian

communist Alexander
Dub~Ek. His unrealsc
dream of 'socialism with

a human ae' was
butchered in blood by
Soviet tanks. For the

next twenty years,
'normalization meant

repression of human
rights and freedoms.

the independence of his empire. in st,,

invited from Byzantium the missionar-

ies SS. Constantine-Cyril and .Mcth,-

tus, with their disciple,, into the Great

Moravian Empire. They succeeded in

establishing their own church pro% nC

and, w',h Rome's permission. intr,-

duced the old Slavic language as the

official language of the church.

Since 885, when the activities ot C\ ril

and Methodius came to an end. the% ha, e

remained unforgotten throughout the

whole history of Slovakia, and still fotrm

today the most important cultural and

religious tradition, because the characteri-

tic Slavic language, writing, liturgy. (\, ith a

special chant which represents a mixture

of Byzantine and Westen elements), and
legl sysm ar st stanmding.

At the beginning of the Tenth centu-
ry. the Great Moravian Empire and that
of the Franks fell under the weight of the

warlike Magyar tribes, owing to the dis-

ur.ity of the three sons of King S, ato-

PILk The Slovaks in the following cen-

turies were increasingly part of Hungary

In the Thirteenth century, half the res-

idents of the country were lost through the

invasion of Tatar. The Husuates occupied
Slovakia frm 1421 to 1434. Following the
battle at Mohhcs in 1526, Slovakia was
increasingly presed by the Turk.

Slovakia was the heartland of old
Hungary, and Bratislava was Hungary's
capital (until 1784), which the Haps-
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the entire republic, however, the Corn.
munists received the majority-
although they had 1,266,00= members in
Czechia, and only 128,000 in Slovakia.

The Slovak Communists supported
Prague centralism, and heightened the
internal policial crisis. In February the
Communists led a putsch and began the
introduction of a total dictatorship, with
Stalinist repression, fictitious political
processes, and the persecution of the
Church. Thus began forty years of com-
munist dictatorship.

In 1968, an attempt at reform was
undertaken. The leader of the Prague
Spring was the Slovakian communist
Alexander Dublek. His unrealistic
dream of socialism with a human face
was butchered in blood after eight
months on Aug. 21, 1968, by Soviet
tanks. For th next twenty years, "nor-
malization" was established undr': the
leadership of another Slovakian com-
munist, Gusthv Husk-this meant
repression of human rights and free-
doms. In October, the laws of the
Czecho-Slovak Federation were adopt-
ed. but were again dissymmetrical, with
the power center in Prague.

On December 30,1977, the Holy See
established its Slovakian church
province, which is identical with the
twrders of today's Slovakia.

Following the fall of the totaitarian
relpme in November 1989, the accumu-
laed social problems again became real.
The transformation of society began.
Slovakians wanted a decentralization of
power and authority; the Czechs did not
understand this, and wanted to remain
in is "functioning Federation." Discus-
sons of the division of authority
bet-sp the 6s-rim asd r pu hc
w bodd without m m for two years.

Following the election in June 199,
the two victorious irties, in Czechia the
Citizens Democratic Party of Viclav
Klas, and in Slovakia the Movement for
a Democratic Slovakia of Vladimir
Mbiar, an differe bms agreed to the
dissolution of the common state. This

mn bydt twopmbments,and
hmeon Jsam= I, 1Mtw*indt, md

so 1 a 0 by ps A -mnmer-
the Czech Republic and the Slovak
RqmMic. Thus, an old dream of Sova-
kim came to fulfillment at lam, although

under the leadership of ex-communists
and atheists, in a difficult economic situa-
tion, and with a divided people.

Christianity in Slovakia

The pmpulation of today's Slovakia had
come into contact with Christianity by
the Second century. Archaeological
finds indicate the presence of Christians
in Bratislava in the Fourth century. In
the Ninth century, Prince Rastislav rec-
ognized the political influence gained
through the activity of German mission-
aries, and, for this reason, in 861 he sent
his emissaries to Rome to request the
creation of Slovakia's own church
province. Pope Nicholas I did not fill
this request, so Rastislav sent a new del-
egation to Constantinople. There, in
863, the Emperor Michael If sent the
brothers Constantine-Cyril and
Methodius to the Great Moravian

flict with King Svltopluk, and had to
defend the true faith of his misiom awc
again in Rome. After the second return
to Great Moravia, Methodius died here
on April 6, 885. After his death, the
Slavic liturgy was banned and his tu-
dents were driven out of the l. am
the Slavic liturgy, through the collMpe
of Great Moravia, was not wholly for-
gotten, eqcially by ie members of the
religious orders. Our forebears nour-
ished the eed of SS. Cyril and Method-
ius from fne generatin to another.

The national consciousness, nour-
ished above all by priests, grew abun-
dantly in the Nineteenth century. In the
fight for the right of nationhood at that
time, Catholics and Evangelicals
worked closely together. In 1863, the
inter-confessional association "Matica
Slovenski" was founded, and in 170
the Catholic association of St. Albert

In A.D. 863, the brothers SS. Cyril and Meodinaw

to the Great Moravian Empire, where they ineu
forefathers in the Christain faith, produced for them dhlli
Glagolitic alphabet, and translated the Holy i and
other liturgical books into the language of the Sh* .
churches. Consequently, the Slavs received their ow
grammar, literature, translations, and liturgy teir mo r
tongue earier than many civilized nations of , :'

Empire, where they instructed our fore-
fathers 'n the Christian faith, produced
for thcra the Glagolitic alphabet, and
translated the Holy Scripture and other
kwgo s books into the languaege of thi

Is 867 they visited Rome, where in
86 Pope Hadrian I ratified the lan-
guage of the Slavic Church as the official
liturgical language. He established for
Great Moravia its own archbishopric,
with Methodius as the first archbishop.
The Slam then known as Sovimeni, con-
sequenty received their own grammar,
litature, traslations, and liturgy in
their amber Wa earli tlla mUy
ciIia ns oflampe.

Constantine-Cyril took sick in Rome
and died there on February 14, 569.
Methodius returned, but fell into con-

Beginning in the Twentieth century, the
leader of the Catholic Slovaks, a pint .
namred Adr ed w 0ed -
with the Evang"lm priman m wS

country mainsmlnsd if aniw d u
,cKi1%Mn md f" iUW th TOM"
century, despiserepreuion. mgrasion,1
want, and war.

Following the PW2&c i. PeA"
1948, die cmmis bqa a suoln
fight - dtheChmd md deun
raticpaer At dm im, i tdd w
sands "M ml*,mmd s* sm.
Wood m-n m W of
years I is a~A
Church sIhods, 4 and MP
and hospitas We,. omd Lis. di.
solved. During m WOiOu a i193, MW
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than nine hundred cloisters were liqui-
dated and approximately 15,000 mem-
bers of religious orders interned.

Following a short thaw in 1968, the
church was again for twenty years a
silent and suffering community, which
survived despite everything. It worked
above all in a well-organized under-
ground. Regular meetings of children,
youth, and families were secretly con-
ducted, "Samizdats" spread massively,
and religious books were smuggled in
from the West. Hundreds of thousands
of the faithful took part in Marian pil-
grimages. The tip of this iceberg took
shape in the 200,000-person protest in
Velehrad in 1985, the call for religious
freedom by Cardinal Tomhlek in 1988
with 600,000 endorsements, and the bru-
tally repressed "Candle Demonstration"
on March 25, 1988 in Bratislava, with
which the "Soft Revolution" began.

Five Year After the Turning Point
The fall of the Iron Curtain was similar
to the fall of the Roman Empire. It was
demonstrated that a better world could
be built on the ruins of the communist
dictatorship, but it has proved to be an
ever more difficult task. The enthusiasm
over the end of communism awakened
illusions about a quick improvement in
the state of society and its future unity.
After forty years of slavery we are free,
but thraldom returned in another dress.
Instead of joy over new posibilities, we
are impatient, weary, and disappointed.
We tolerate the emergence of "Sovieti-
zation" of thought: pessimism, passivity,
envy, and rule from above. The orienta-
ion to shon-tru goS and easy .-

tim, br in im. We were so pm
pared f mdw k .mmmmfs,
the primitvse ckwe6" the ems,
criminality. Privatization witlout
morality, corrupion, and vain attempts
at obtaining wealth without ethical
norms, are dangerous. The market can-
not solve all problems. In politics,
hatred, revenge, seeking out enemie
and debt re-f i sbhd themselves. Peo.
pie are apin am rme about dt pe i.
bility ofa inma d " mmriim.

In 190. umWps had the aiSSl
chance to bring West and ast dor...
This chance was allowed to pas the
divide between the rich and poor bas

In 1969, Europe had the
singular chance to bring

West and East closer. This
chance was allowed to pass;
the divide between the rich

and poor has become ever
larger. It is certain that

Europe will either have a
common future, or none at

alL We should follow the
direction of the Papal social

encyclicals, more than the
shock therapy of the I.M.F.

become ever larger. Thus, it is cert.in
that Europe will either have a common
future, or none at all. We should there-
fore follow the direction of the Papal
social encyclicals, more than shock ther-
apy of the I.M.F.. in order to not pro-
voke new social convulsions.

The church had suffered griesusts
before the turning point in the totalitari-
an state, while enjoying a great authri-
ty, however. Again today, the attacks On
the Church are led by the "old struc-
tures" and by manipulated people. Man%
also want to minimize the role of Chris-
tianity in their interpretation of the
bankruptcy of communism. Those who
lack the courage to attack the Church
directly, direct their criticism against the
Christian Democracy.

Pope Jab. Pad n i. slovakia

Pope J"n Pald II, '1994 Man of the
Yew, is a chaismatic personality. He
was a worker, sporm an, poet, drama-
tist, and is a philosopher, author, and
theologian. He is a man of faith and of
prayer, a messenger of peace and of love.
He condut a dialogue with an individ-
ual just as he does with millions. His
pontificate is filled with his concern to
help people whoawe wahous hope

Te Ppe ha wein twelveend-
ca -w~ aiars auk trp to
mmy comtries, and carried out many

n anmdon ion. In his at-
es encyclical, tied E-amyed-iia . f Life.

PoPe ],,hn Paul I/I n S /ot,
Ahob %e: 4t K 1(e a:,1,,,r. 1u, 2, 1
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forty years of atheistic tItalitarianisr
came to you after the fort% -year war
ing in the desert, as after so many (
Fridays the Faster sun appears witll-
festlae Alleluia.' .fter the t%o-hour
ebrati,n. the P.,p- ,nscrated t%,,
dred I' "undatin ,t,,nc% for ne,, ht
es, and took lcae ,)t the million fait
who sang the s,,ng -) .Maria T
Mourn!ul. You Pr,,tect U%,' %%ith
words "Until %%e vce %,, again'' fH
behind there a protound trail of fait.
love, and of hope.

From the foundation stones co
crated there. appr,,xtniatels vi ghty
nes churches %%cre huilt. Its "'unti
see %(u agair." he tulfilled sh,)rtl\ ti
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S . . . . ,ri ioy. At the
. illion faith-

., a third of all

the residents of Slovakia.
The Pope opened hi meetint every-

where with the words "Peace be with
y, u. and ended with the words, "until
we see you again!" Only God knows
whether this Pope-who spoke the
entire time in Slovakian, and, what is
more, who said, "I was born a Me, but
in my heart I am a Sovak-wMll visit
our country once more.

On June 30, 1995, the President of
the Slovakwn Republic, Michael Kov.,
greeted the Pope with the words:
"Today. in the hour of weariness and of
resignation by many, I ask you to bring
us courag. and to bring our faith out of
the private sphere, out of the churches
and into the political, cultural and eco-
nomic life." To the priests, members of
orders, and seminarian,, the Pope said,
in the Rratiulava Cathedra: "During the
communist dictatorship many of you
proved yourselves heroic and true to
Christ. With Him you have suffered,
successfully resisting injustice and bru-
tality. Your suffering has brought rich
fruits of holiness and God's mercy and
will yet bring you more."

The evening before, the Pope had
met with yotch in the time-honored
Nitra, the cradle of Slovakian Christian-
ity. The altar was adorned with an
eight-meter-high crucifix, cut from a
hundred-year-old linden tree. The ish-
op of Nitra, Cardinal 4 a m
Korec, who had secrety adi prauI
and bishopk a th mugh m villty. d
spent ten years in prism for his faith,
greeted the Pope. To work he d writ-
ten more than sixty religiou buhAI,
which could 0*l &ra qps aA tThei H* ., .. . ! d

the secod md dhikI m
crate youref enif*l w d wk dtke
new ev angeizatiom Do PAR w d mdli-
cal demand of e, * Kmw tha
the Holy Spieist q is m dm
the spirit of dh wld. SL Cy'M"d
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refused to A @ dAiA
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all, as were his puns and humorous
remarks. At the end, the young people

sang and danced together with the Pope.

The representatives of the youth received

the encyclical Eangeliution of Life as

gifts. They dedicated anew to the Pope a
spiritual bouquet of prayers, fasting, sacr-
fces, and communion. After his meeting
with the youth, the Pope changed his pro-
gram, to visit the castle in Nitra, where
1,167 years ago the first Christian howe of

worship in Central Europe was erected.
On July 1, the Holy Father visited

gatin, the largest basilica of Slovakia, a

baroque jewel from the year 1744. The

Slovaks have often had to endure their

own history of suffering and because of

this, the Virgin Mary of Seven Sorrows is

venerated as the patron of Slovakia. In

taltin, the Holy Father said to 400,000

pilgrims: "It is good when one has some-
body with whom to share his joy and his

sorrow, when the mother is in your great

Slovakian family, whom you can trust
and to whom you can turn with all your

sorrows and hopes."
In the Salesian cloister in altin, the

Pope met with the Slovakian Bishops
Conference: "The coming of the third

millennium calls the whole church of

the world, to give clearer testimony to

love and unity" In Bratislava, a meeting
took place with the state President and
the Prime Minister. In the evening, the
Pope prayed the ro&ry in the Ursulini-

nen church. At a nearby central square

of the city, about 15,000 faithful prayed

with candles together with the Pope.
The high point of the visit was the

d day, during which, in Kace in the
presence of 400,0M people, the three
marnt of Kdlice were camsia& the
Cram Marek Krilin, the Pol Milichar

Grodziecki, and the Hunprim Stefan

Pongricz. They were active at the
beginning of the Seventeenth century, in

a time of class and religimo wadare in

East Slovakia, and bore witneks to the
strength of their faith on September 7,

1619 hough thir Maryrdom. Among
the attendees at the caakztso were
1, IWcitium from the h dtbe
Croai am The Hdy Fae ddiv-
ered part of his speech in each of the

three modr tongues of the new maC.
lu the afternoon, in PIrob, the Pope

visited the Church of SL Woh tke Daptist,

where the Greek Catholic Bishop Paval
Gojde is buried. He was illegally sen-
tenced by the communists to a year0ong
prison term, and died in the prison at
Leopoldov. At Akatist, the Holy Fad
gathered with 200,000 Greek Catholic
faithful at the Greek Catholic feas of the
Virgin. He emphasized their faithfulness
and strength in faith-this church was
banished in 1950 and the faithful forced
to convert to Orthodoxy. Unexpectedly,
he also stopped before the plaque com-
memorating twenty-four brutally execut-
ed Evangelicals from East Slovakia, who
in 1687 had been condemned to death by
a Hapsburg military court as a result of
collaboration with insurgents of Prince
Th6k6ly. The Pope shook hands with
the region's Evangelical bishop, and
prayed together with him.

On the last day of his Slovakiam visit
the Pope went to Levola, a tradition-rich
place of pilgrimag- '- Slovakia. As early
as 1247, a chapel with the statue of the
Mother of God stood here on the Marien-
burg mountain. Now the Pope greeted
600,000 faithful, among whom were
many Romanians, who proclaimed:
"Holy Father, you have kept your word
and have come to Levoea."

The Pope celebrated Mass with six
cardinals, forty bishops, and a thousand
priests. Eight hundred singers from nine
church choin sang. At the end, when i
the silence only the nightingale trilled,
the Papal h) mn "In Rome on Sevenils
Was Built" rang out. The Pope then said:
-That faith was able to survive in this
land. we thank the witness of due bo-
es ofGod.. Divine Piov p
you the gift of freedom. The is 0*
opporiunity and sum u in *ow
Civilization of Love. Hem ma, ym i
ever united and free; you wen bomd
together by faith, hope, and love, whib
were the guarantee of your freedom."

In Levots, many people st by me
who a short while before bad bee.
against religion in this repko, ud bAd
fought apinst the faith of ywn pope
Now in the polic comum I aa *%
crossing themselves dusr dm

blessin. Thu%, much had b*":
five years in Slovakia.

Following the departure of dth pA
grns, the Pp visited, in te mtr of
the High Ta the Smuky "

rest biefly. in the evening, he departc
from th representatives ,f Slovakia
the Poprad Airport. At that tine he on

agin clearly condemned the comimun

dcaOnU. Mi emphasized the coura

of those who fought them: "May G,
protet Slovakia and its inhabitants. • .

I will keep a deep memory of the

blessed days. Until we meet again."

Quo Vadia, Slovakia?

The 1994 election brought to power

Slovakia a coalition of left-oriented p,

ulists and nationalists, led by Viadir.
Meliar. These politicians, who h

already been twice before recalled, b

ied themselves with concentrating
power in their hands, in order to h
the transformation process of socie
and to silence the opposition. T

regime promised (but did not fulfill

promises), sought alleged enemies, a

made massive purges in their own in'
est. It had promised to share the cost

the Papal trip as a state visit, but did
keep that promise-perhaps because

bishops' conference had taken the

of President Kovil, Meliar wishe
take beck the promise at all costs.

Despite the current situation,
aumor fthis piece is an optimist. WiC
a moral renewal, nothing worthwhile
be amid and nothing will become b
Cbristna, who are the majority o

loainPop din n are indispensal
dis Fpr P The Papal visit called t.
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mity, * overtirn barriers, to solve
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-- EXHIBITS

A Glimpse into the Minds of Renaissance Artists

T here is a rare, two-sided sheet ofdrawings, five hundred years old,
now on display at the National Gallery
of Art in Washington, as part of a spe-
cial exhibition which will be on public
view until early January. It is a page
from the "Libro dei Disegni" assembled
and mounted by Giorgo Vasari, the first
art historian, who lived in the Sixteenth
century. This object is right in the mid-
dle of the first room of the exhibition,
where it catches your eye.

Vasari was also, "the first systematic
collector who considered issues of quali-
ty and historical significance in creating
a collection that spanned the develop-
ment of Italian draftsmanship from
Cimabue to his own time. His drawings
were concrete companions to his written
I ite [Lei of the Artisu 1,
exemplifying the work of
his predecessors and con-
temporaries, and at the
same time providing a
view of their creative
processes. -'asari anticipat- I..-

ed not oniy the activities
and outlook of the many
great collectors in succes-
sive centuries, but the his-
torical and didactic
approach taken by muse-
ums in our own era." So
writes George Godner in
the catalogue of 'The
Teuckith Ansim a mr-wx of the a . e
ier Collecteoa," oe of
two shows of European
Old Master drawings t
which are simultaneously

rumgat the Gallery.
The secoed edit "A

Great Heritage: Remais-
mom and Baroque Draw-
iag from Chatswort."

&glas a -ra m Of
Sdfst e pmtd

awings am of nealy two
m dthat Dm ke up the FWe fb

cleion of the Dukes of 161f a

Devonshire in England, the finest such
private collection in the world. It is also
accompanied by a fine catalogue in
which every drawing is illustrated in
color.

A tale hangs between these two col-
lections, because some drawings that
used to be "Chatsworths" arv now
"Woodners." The Vasari page, made up
of ten separate drawings by the major
Florentine masters Botticelli and Filip-
pino Lippi, was first diaplyed in Wash-
ington thirty-three years ago-as part of
a show which toured several U.S. muse-
ums at that time, of drawings from
Chatsworth. This drawing was sold to
pay British death duties in 1984 and
came into the hands of the New York
and Washington-based architect and

WJS. "
.SE. IuCJ

real estate developer, Ian Wooduer.
Since 1991, when it was Purchamsd frm
the Woodner Estate by the Natiomal
Gallery. it has belonged to the American
public.

This is as it should be, and perhaps
the 500-year odyssey of the "Vasari
page" through successive hands ofarsis
and oligarchs and financiers, to Really
belong to an institution founded nader
President Franklin Roosevelt during
World War !I, can be taken as an exam-
pie of the universal value of the Euo-
pean Renaissance vision for the con-
struction and preservation of the mod-
ern nation-state. This art ceentr On por-
traying the human person and te m-
ural environment which we human
beings are called upon to self-cocious-

ly master. The whole
premie of the Renuiiace
discovery of science and
statecraft, was to build
a society of constantly
decreasing

the realization of each indi-
vidual's heritage a being
created in the image of
God. No matter to what
degree we Fusnm a
physically Iemhk.-or
not rnebk--e figures
who domisate the draw-.
is sew s ,m in
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Old Master Drawings
A few words need to be said about what
.old master drawings" are. In recent
decades, scholars have discovered
underneath the mural paintings of Tus-
cany extensive sketches which were used
by artists to prepare their work. But
only in the middle of the 1400's did
paper become cheap enough, to be inde-
pendently used in a process of thinking
through a picture. This was driven by
the same desire to feed a population
hungry for literacy, as the expanded
business of copying books, which also
fed the invention of movable-type print-
ing. Thus, we can see that drawings of
all kinds went hand in hand with the
spread of books to larger and larger seg-
ments of the population. In Europe, in
contrast to China, however, writing and
picture-making never merged into each
other.

The European Renaissance artist
used drawings to experiment with a
composition before committing himself
to one specific design. He then also used
drawings to work out the execution,
such as drawing a figure from a live
model to study the pose, a study of drap-
ery, or a separate study of the perspec-
tive construction. Different media--pen
and ink, wash and brush, ani various

colors of chalk, as well as different tea-
tures and colors of paper-would be
employed to serve the specific purpose
for which the study was being made.
Drawings were not merely a way for the

individual artist to think through and
prepare a painting, sculpture, or build.
ing; they were also, and especially, a way

to communicate to one's associates and
students who might be involved in ae-

cuting the work. Such drawings would

be used over and over again in what
came to be, in Raphael's studio and even

more so later, with Rubens, a quasi-
industrial system of ordering the pro-
duction ofart.

As the Renaissance put a unique
emphasis on the creative individual, it

was only natural that, eventually, such

drawings would have been recognized
for qualities that went beyond their ini-
tial workshop purpose. Drawings give

us a glimpse into the inner workings of

a creative mind. Early along, drawings
began to be made that were intended to

be valued as final works of art in their
own right, and be sold or given by the

artist to a client; but even such quotidian
items as Raphael's studies, like his red

chalk drawing of an antique marble

horse in Rome (Woodner) or the nude

studies from models and the marvelous

head of an apostle used to prepare his
Transfiguration altarpiece (Chats-
worth), quickly came to be recognized
as besutiful works ixepndnt of thehi
purpoe as a means to an end.

At the present time, a journey to the

Devonshire mansion in remote Chats
worth-one which th;s reviewer once
undertook-is pretty arduous, not t,

mention expensive. Yet even if all of th

Dukes of Devonshre's collections even
tualy find their way into public hand-

as I believe they will, they will still no
be easily accessible to the public. Dra%
ings, like all works of art on paper, ar
particularly fragile and vulnerable t

de tio when subjected to light f

an extended time. This is why the
ome out for occasionl shows and the

are rotated back into the boxes whe

they are kept (unframed) on mount
This makes the present opportunity
see the "Chatsworth = and "Woodne
drawings in Washington, a very pr
cloa oe.

Te Fihim

I will conclude with a few observati(
abou individual drawings and the duf
ent character ofthe two shows. The tr
remarkable quality of ian Woodnwr's c
hecti--.aemblend since 1959 and mt

of it acquired durt

" " the 1980's, when
*6'i. ir ., 4 annot have been e

' Al, to find masterpie

not yet in pu
hands---can be s
above all in the f
Ml lut room of
dw. "re fir
disply his Strft

holdings in the e.

the German Ren
sance. No repros
tia can possibl'
jee to the Albr
DOrer hand-num

a printed pagebssdk LaO
dicated to his fr
and patron, the

Wlmberg hum.
liffliilld Pt
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only one of h6 teasures
you will fiq here. In the
last room are Woodner's
four original drawings by
Goya. two dating from
the sunset years of Goya's
life after he was eighty
years old, and a most
unusual Picasso study
from the early years
before cubism, before this
artist squandered his tal-
ent in the making of
"modern art." The cata-
logue of this show, edited
by Margaret Morgan
Grasselli, called upon
fifty-two scholars, experts
in each area, to write the
entries and as a result, it
is particularly distin-
guished.

The Chatsworth col-
lection, of course, con-
tains more great works
than the Woodncr, espe-
cially when it comes to Sir AntAonit
the acknowledged major
masters such as Raphael. Rembrandt.
and Rubens. One thing which is espe-

cially startling in both shows, ho"e.er.
is the freshness of the drawings. ,. hich
require no 'interpretation" to speak to a
modern viewer. In Raphael's Chats-
worth drawing of a "Mother Reading to
a Child" (SEE inside back coscrl. the
chil looks out so directly that it hard1%

seems that five hundred years hase
passei st this scene was -ecorded.
Th drawing selected for illustration

the &c coes of the catalogue, is
'eshm d by muskal penmanship
dt c.911 hea of"Two Angels" by
Fm Damn- mo, which is reproduced
on the front of the Woodner catalogue
Presumably, these choices were made
indpndendy (even though both cata-
lope maech in size), but the combined
effe is to proclaim the primacy of the
High Renaisance of Central Italy as the

n eof human achievement in the

PA M" ve dme, many visitors wil

heft V wr firs appreciation for 7tr
pest drdamen of the Seventeenth cen-
eury (other than Rembrandt). It ma.

am arguing to get most Twenti-

an [

w

7

h~k lh~4 Fli

;' : , t e r ; ' !,., , : : .. .. ,t
, .

(juidt. Remi. But:..ct,:
needcd fw5(: n \iK 1('.1 r

it (id %kIll ht"t ,: - K

cu,.erj. in Ren , ,ktth a '.*. - ,

looking oer her Tsh ulder, .r In th::

multi-faceted dia', ngs 1,N ( uCfino.

one of the greatest draftsmen ,kho eer

lised. The Chatsssrth (;iercinos

Include a st,,rn,,% r:scr 1..n,, ,aipe that

dcs, cii'.s ki r'- J% i -n I L
V~li. arid a Ic......lH;..' ea.r-

piece in red hralk. ih. ig ' ud-

b,,rne Niadimna i.nd hIt btt, g

r'isaties 41n St I)~m *tn,n idi It Cih

%an I)ck's painted ari.t,,<rdti, p,rtraits

bespeak a ser, disturbing '.cn'.Abihitv. his

powerful studk ,4 a horse in n,,tion
stands up "ell t,0 ,,, par', ,n % ith h ,rs-

es 1% lcx-,naid,, da \iw i,: id Raiphaiel

()ne unique ei rc ' t he paired

exhibits is the ,qprtint o , reflect on

not only the oct of daw-
ing. but als on how the
process of collecting and
emulating has worked
during the pest five m-
turies of Wesmn wt. You

can run up and drm the
stairs in the National
Gallery's East Building
and compare two Hobein
portraits of the same
youth, and decide for
yourself which is rea by
Holbein (the catalogues
suggest that the Chats-
worth version is the orgi-
nal, and Woodses a toad
copy). You can enjoy in
No. 68 from Chawoth,
the tailpiece of Padre
Resta's aham *owing de
Oratorian priest showing
off an album of drawings
to guesm There is the pge
with which we bepa of
course, in which Vasari

1619. selected the drawings by
his Florentine ifarensners,

attributed them, arranged dhe accord-
Ing to his own taste, and drew frams.
You can enjoy the brilliant drawing of
the "Wing of Blue Rol br"y Hm Hoff-
mann (d.1595) isE inside back coer a
Liter Nurenmg artist who "nmA@
passed off his work a se ofAbueh
Durer (DOrer's own drawing da Oe
Roller was exhibited in WabIngun in
the "Circa 1492" show a few lo s .
All of these empl pain ktm
that preserving mi
has been a key t
which hnm dill
for hundre& dye )
least, dialogu mp do
great art.

You cam ,u At meo d. in hi

sda ~ an an AWi o
be s ~ I L hi U ....
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Can Newt Tell Fact from Fiction?

N ewt Ginrich's To Renew Amervim
oudins the jixAi!cA agenda of the

"Contract on America." ;6 substantiates
over and over agair that Gingrich
doesn't have any understanding of the
historical or philosophical significance of
has own nation, much less any other.

"American civilization" is the princi-
pie which GingricL puts forward as the
ideal. But what is that? This alleged his-
tory professor describes it as composed
of five basic elements:

"I. The common understanding we
share about who we are and how we
came to be.

-2. The ethic of individual rmponsi-
biliy.

"3. The spirit of entrepreneurial free
enterprise.

"4. The spirit of invention and dis-
covery.

"5. Pragmatism and the concern for
craft and excellence as expressed most
recently in the teachings of Edwards
Deming."

Now, you might think that Ameri-
can civilization should be defined with
some reference to our revolutionary
break with Great Britain, but that is ao
something which Gingrich puts any
emphasis on. In fact, die source he refers
to as his favorite American historian-
Gordon S. Wood-sm the American
Revolution as being sually wki the

Weed is the aiseb of Mb Aw-
Wdf At d- annhd md lb-

cma @/At bseA m. Rapm-&, Ia
The Radicalism, Wood sates in the
introduction: There should no longer
be any doubt about it The white Amer-
ican colonists were ast an oppressed
people, they hado rush- "iniperial
chains to throw off." Thm statement
alone shows he dsm ' mhrtmd the
differeace betw- m ps al and

Weed duues ,.- toy

England as a "repuliamina b ar-
chy," ad - the Anviem Rewion
as continuoas with at Specificaly, he
deues rasmim as -didm of

the Enlightenment ideas of John Locke,
who, in his view, is the quintessential
representative of "freedom."

Wood describes the phenomenon of
American republicanism as coming into
its own in the Jacksonian era--the era of
populist democracy, which, in fact, led
to the destruction of the American
System of political-economy for some
decades. At that time, he says, Locke's
ideas were more fully dominant.
Locke's idea of the mind being a sidl
rasa, a blank sheet, meant that, in
Wood's words, "minds can be molded
and manipulated by controlling pee's
sensations." Thus. people can be defined
by their experiences, with no moral
inhibitions whatsoever. A perfect
description of British liberal radicalism
of the Adam Smith type.

In fact, Gingrich positively refers to
Adam Smith's 'icw of liberty in his
speeches, praising The Theory of Mond
Sentiments, the work in which Smith
says that people don't have to be con-
cerned with the moral consequence of
their actions, but should concentrate o
fulfilling their desires, and leave the
result to God. This is as anti-America
as Adam Smith's theory of free tu a
policy which the American Revolutom
was specifically fought against.

Now, take a look at Gingrich's "e-
ciples." Our "common unde m md
of where we came from, is a vin
concept--especsally when dievoW,
frM o, hisorical Stu.S& 1

sibility" is a value of all wea cvilm-
tion, in the positive sense of the imdvid.
ual's being made in the image of tht
Creator, and responsibl for him., IV%
Gingrich doesn't mean it dt wa. Ms
him it means, if you don't ash k b
society, mt's your fault

'Mh spirit d o etrpremsmdd SM
eaePrse is the Dru9 M-11 ikU.

the concern for craft and eiecimmo-' i
an apology for the Same asmemiy of
Adam Smit& For Gingrich, V"
of invention and discovery" ue s

Newt
Ginzuich

1A menew
America

To Renew America
by t4t Gmqr;-

HarpeuCcil. ?*W'York. 995
260OpageKhorcirj -$Si4.40

m821 M sa Mdamd. 31524.0(
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race with the United States, and upon
the beginnings of World War Ill-is
just a cynical cover for his own futuro-
logical agenda.

it is notable that the novel includes a
fair number of historical characters,
despite its disclaimer that "any resem-
blance to real people or incidents is
purely coincidental." The evil hero is
Otto Skorzeny, and the British prime
minister is Winston Churchill.

The most outrageous "real" fictional
character, however, is the evil German
nuclear bomb specialist, who is given the
name Friedrich von Schiller. Schiller,
the German poet of freedom, who
fought for the ideas of the American
Revolution in Europe and for Classical
beauty. is utterly defamed by this refer-
ence--and it could not have been by
accident.

In the novel, after the Nazis have
succeeded in destroying the U.S.

nuclear facility at Oak Ridge, Ten-
nessee, the scene shifts to Washington,
D.C., where the government leadership
is trying to figure out what to do next.
And what is the proposal? A new form
of systems analysis geared to overcome
bureaucracy! It reads like a printout of
the gobbledygook from Alvin and
Heidi Toffler.

From the mouth of one "General
George Catlett Marshall," comes the fol-
lowing ideological spiel:

"I do have a new model--a new par-
adigm--.on how a modern democratic
state should organize itself to make a
surge-effort in war. This is radical stuff
• . . and I'm going to need a cadre of
thinkers, thinkers who can take my
ideas and run with them and build on
them....

"By that I mean, give them the great-
est possible freedom to shape the very
goals they pursue.... Or to put it yet

V

another way, to eUM the disW, just
make them. Consider: We won the
Great Pacific War as fast a we did by
assembling first-rate teams without
regard for the organizationl pre.-
nance of the team member. Th we
set then goals and arranged dhiap that
they could charge forward full-bore,
with no bottlenecks, or bureaucrati
jerks, or surprise budgetary constraints
allowed to get in the way.*

These are precisely the indutial-
organizational ideas- that Gingrich md
his army of destroy-the-government
revolutionaries are using today. when
they claim that "bureaucracy = is the
problem, instead of bad policies.

If we are going to restore ourlve n
a sovereign republic, conusined to the
welfare of our posterity, and all
mankind, then his agenda had beser be
defeated.

-Au, S n. w

[ Pope John Paul II Seen Through a Glass, Darkly

In his Fird Ltuev s the CoriwAew 13,the Apostle Paul wrote that now, we
see (od "as through a glass, darkly," but
later, we will see Him face to face. By
this, he meant that our view of reality is
colored by our own faulty axiomatic
assumptions.

St. Paul is explicidy referencing Pla-
to's allegory of the cave in The Rpubl,
where man is depicted as taking for real,
what are only the shadows or reflection
of the real figures cant by firegh onto
theve Wads

As oppomd a de ArimADa imer-
pawat -ni wel onl knw red-
ty -11 heaven, Phm. sad SL POd afier

him, iist that this is one amt.g man's
principal problems to be overcome dur-
WS hi morl existence.

It would have been good if Tad
SWie, the forme fign and Washiow
sm correspondent of the New Yort
rav, had overcome his ow Now Ywt
Thaw Arimtoevlan before

ag this "defe-isit . am

•Mke resul ofpresenting John Pdau ir
ana fma the sandpoint of tie bias of
a'Aa Yw Tim" ea-amma-

talist, is that the Pope is portrayed as
.whizophrenic. For instance, the book's
jacket describes the Pope, Karol Wojty-
Ia, as characterized by a "daunting con-
tradiction between his inexorable con-
servative stand on contraception,
divorce, and an all-male, celibate priest-
hood, and his powerful advocacy of
human rights evecywhere and social jus-
tice in the Third World and among the
poor of the affluent West."

This alleged schizophrenia is the
main, recuring drne efSmwe bsg-
py. Sm refnWa Wat bei in m
"ataSNwiu'-which he why surb
to Wojtyla's being influenced by
Aquinas (which he is) and Aristotle
(which he definitely is nt)--and a man
of quinteuential human decency."

Readers of FiddMi should rcognize
dte simiaity in s view of W Pal 11,
to the establishment's view of Lyndon
LaRouche. The stateman, and econo-
mi Laftme is -outiel depicted a a

"of "mrui" re" md

1ierar views, ads tho &e runmuuimn
were his, and nt tha ofhis apcmers.

In reality, in the cae of both John
Paul II and Lyndom aRuche both

POPE
JOHN PAUL II

^ 1041. 5g1)'.2%VH14%
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ticularly in the West, has astly degener-
ated from that Christian humanism
which characterized it at the height of
the Italian Golden Renaissance, to the
point that it has become what John
Paul II has called "the cultuwe of depth"
and (3) that this degeneration mt, t

combatted both in society at large ab ,
as in the ranks of leading instations.

From this standpoint, John Paul 1l's
"conservative" battle for life and against
radical change in the Roman Catholic
Church, is entirely coherent with his
"liberal" fight for the rights of the
world's oppressed. Both battles are
informed by the same premises.

The Population Questiam

Szulc delivers his strongest diatribes
against John Paul 11 in dealing with the
Pope's leadership in opposition to the
United Nations' Conference on Popula-
tion and Development, which took place
in September 1994 in Cairo, Egypt. He
quotes the Pope's critique of the confer-
ence's draft document, in which he stat-
ed, "the theme of development . . .
including the very complex issue of the
relationship between population and
development, which ought to be at the
center of the discussion, is almost com-
pletely overlooked."

Szulc claims that John Paul 1i
"appeared to be endorsing" the "belief
held by some in the Third World that

qW

population control programs are the
genocidal conspiracy by the wealthy
nations to keep down poorer societies by
preventing them from growing."

You bet he isl Nor is it a mere
"belier: To anyone whose employer is
-,o a leading mouthpiece of the interna-
,ional Malthusian establishment, this
"conspiracy" is plain as day-although

it's a conspiracy of an elite oligarchy
within the "wealthy nations," not the
nations themsdves.

But Szulc, from his editorial perch,
explains that, "[miost specialists in
Third World problems reject this
approach on the grounds that money is
limited and that no infrastructure can be
created in the foreseeable future to meet
the demands for even a minimal decent
existence for a world population project-
ed to expand from 5.7 billion estimated
in 1994 to 10 billion within the next two
decades. U.N. experts have urged efforts
to stabilize the number at 7.2 billion by
the year 2050."

The limits to growth imposed by
such genocidal institutions as the Unit-
ed Nations and its mouthpieces in New
York and London are a given for Szulc.
Therefore, he concludes, people will
die.

'God Prepar His Arrows'

To Szuk's credit, the parts of the big
raphy which are not heavily overlaid

with editorial comment, make for I
nating and informative reading. .
interviewed hundreds of Wojt
friends and associates, and had "1
mad" discussions with the Pope han
He presents a biographical acc
which-if you get past Sz
dogma-leads one to conclude,
Sauc, that John Paul If has "qu,
sential human decency."

Perhaps a better characterizati
given by Woityla's friend, Car
Deskur, who says of John Paul II
and papacy, "God prepares his ar
. . .Everything the Holy F
endured in his life, prepared hia
what he had to be." Indeed, the
striking, and moving, aspect of
Wojtyla's life, is that, faced with
ring suffering and hardship, at
point he has turned that sufferin
hardship to the good. From child
when he lost his mother at age niI
brother at twelve, and his fatd
twenty-one; through the Naz
Communist occupations of P(,
through assassination attempts an
ous physical ailments, Woityla ha
the suffering to steel himself for a
thoroughgoing commitment to ca
out Christ's work-love-and w
culture and humanity for whicl
indeed known and loved throtL
theo

Picture of a Man of Morality

1s 0 Ift P " $0940 ...... 0 the,UnitdSmeswsempveyersa

Europe. He had moved to France in
1968, because he was still completely
dhtered by Bobby's (Kennedy) asassi-
nation, which rekis the painful

memR oO(Jo Kendf
Thvs bWksa A repo-wthat

in 1991, with the 0.1 Ww coming to
a nd, sA r ,4u by a ad-
Am mod dinsrsw usNesiue=Mx ofth WedSoieA O d -h ow
sidere buyi a dgA dde on aD
three nsor metweeks o OmmUNw his
candidacy, buthem dsid mom m

Tis Nok reved o e tragedie,

which the nation and d w 0u.,
whole experienced in the MN%
through the eyes of a mim whowas an
intimate of both slain Kenney h&e -e
it reveals how the world has dug
since them,. il arge pm for thwow
And it reveals a man who. at mvy
ers of age, in the F r of spm

ing this trag*dy has preseve bb mud
outlook, a "g&s poe not s *is
combat what he ref m s
BuM's 0011w wWMhe09.

Early Year
There are two factors in Pi"rre
Salinger's wly yean dWt 1
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a formative influence on his develop-
sent. First, he reports that his mother's

father. Pierre Bietry. was a member of
the French Parliament from 1906 to
1910. The highlight of his grandfather's
public service was his vigorous defense
of Capt. Alfred Dreyfus, who had been
convicted of treason in 1894. Evidence
proving Dreyfus' innocence had been
suppressed by the military. At one
point in 1906, his grandfather's
remarks on behalf of Dreyfus became
so heated that the Assemble was shut
down for the day and his grandfather
ejected.

Second, from age four to twelve,
Pierre Salinger trained to become a
concert pianist. At the same time, he
was also studying composition and con-
ducting, as well as the violin. Although
at age twelve he abandoned the idea of
becoming a musician, this training
undoubtedly helped form his character.
In later life, as President Kennedy's
press secretary, it was he who orga-
nized the celebrated performance of
'cellist Pablo Casals at the White
House.

After serving in the Navy during
World War II, and winning the Navy
and Marine Corps Medal for heroic con-
duct, Salinger attended the University of
San Francisco, a Jesuit school, and went
to work as a journalist with the San
Francisco Chronicle. His two biggest
stories--and the two of which he is
most proud-were, first, a series of arti-
des which proved that an indigent black
man who had been unfairly convicted of
murder was innocent; and second, a
wi -toa the appoling conditions
b mo of California ja'e, whicb he
iimiAer hrrin himm~bm thrown
imo a -mber ,ofte in the course of
i retg.

Salinger's commitment to justice in
pubic policy is also reflected m his 1964

miwnfor U-S, Senator in Califias.
He ett that campaign because he

Pd Position 14. a propowd con-
~mmd ammn de would have

,006d CifeRnia's fai,-husia law.
~bswwl'11 hadnt sea u the

eVoe of Dimn .At*-
e, and OXk4 Kmi pmi, with John

P. Kennedy so I could turn around a

few years later and sell out the Civil
Rights movement." When he lost,
Bobby Kennedy told him, My brother
would have been proud of the way you
los."

Perhaps the moment in the book
which is most revealing of Salinger's
character, concerns how he responded in
1977 to the suicide of his son Marc, who
was, like so many young people of his
generation, an indirect casualty of the
assassinations of the 1960's and the war
in Vietnam, with the added fact in his
case that he had known the President
personally as a child and thus felt his loss
even more intensely. The Mass card
Salinger and his first wife chose for their
son bore a picture of St. Francis and the
text of the prayer of St. Francis, which
begins, "Lord, make me an instrument
of your peace."

Two Big Stories

In 1990, three years before he moved
back to the United States, Salinger. who
had become the Paris bureau chief of
ABC-TV and then ABC News' senior
European editor, would report on two
of the biggest stories of his life. The first
story was the Gulf War, about which
Salinger has written the book Secret
Dosier: The Hidden Agenda &eAid the
G.df War. As Salinger briefly reiterates
in this book, "This was a war that could,
and should, have been prevented--by
the United States of America... . The
Gulf War was not necessary." And the
reason it was not stopped, he says, was
"because President Bush wanted to go to
war."

Tlhe cdstory was hise m of

the Gat d thef Pn Am IN doe mw
ot bombedby thet meLbya mdthe
rdaian accu of so do4, Sa.ge

was the only Western journalist to inter-
view all three of these suspects. Salinger
writes: "I have come to the condusio
that the United Sta shifted the focus
of world suspicio away from Syria anl
Iran and toward Colonel Gadhafi of
Libya. Why? Among other reasons,
became Syria and Iran were hddp so
the Unind Staes ia the GeV War, the
former actively and the laie -uid
It is important to remember that the
United States wanted Syria to

a peace accord with Isael, whch would
be difficult, to say the least, if Syria was
still charged with the Pan Am 103
bombing."

What Salinger demonstrates in this
case is that the United States and the
United Kingdom knew full wefi, that
the people inditd by the US Dtpa.
ment of Justice were innocent, but they
indicted them nonetheless.

Salinger's personal knowledge of
such corruption is also reflected in a let-
ter he wrote to the French paper I'
Moode attacking an article which had
slurred John Kennedy. lie writes: Do
not forget that the head of the FBI dur-
ing the Kennedy administration was
1. Edgar Hoover, who made substantial
false efforts to detroy the Presidential
image. I have personal proof of this,
since Mr. Hoover leaked information
about me which was totally false."

'Disintegration of ltisory'

In the epilogue to the present book,
Salinger reflects on the problems facing
the world today. "There is one more
thing I want to talk about before ending
this book. I've been involved in global
work for decades, and I am sunned at
how badly all nations are dealing with
the world today. The central point is the
disintegration of history. Whok gemera-
tion have forgote. him . B may
of today's worl laders have ferp"m
history. And believe me, a me who ha
seen a number of international crises
firsthand, they annot be handed with-
out an und-raniof hisse.A~rr d OW a, PMOWt
put Ou a ain _:w

worm ld e lb*ww~W
are mw woMl , ims ahtw o
that disorder is linkeA e o dt
leaders lack an vners - ai-or even
a ren-of bb" in d &mSglh sif-

Although a mig dTe, With
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a man WiAha sdja4OW
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Vienna's Musical Revolution, in Context

H ad Mozart lived but anotherdecade," writes Daniel Heartz,
"perhaps he might have collaborated
with Schiller himself." The basis of this
insightful hypothesis, which appears on
page 693 of this weighty volume of
musicological analysis and cultural his-
tory, is not any of the known "connec-
tions" between the circles of the Vienna-
based composer and the German poet
who inspired Ludwig van Beethoven's
Choral Symphony-although such links
are many and tantalizing. Rather,
Heartz arrives at his suggestion through
an analysis of Mozart's grand opera,
Idiseemo which was completed by Jan-
uary 1781 in Munich.

It is worth quoting from the author's
argument: "Idopeneo has in common
with French grand opera, a concept of
tragedy that transcends the individual;
the fates of entire peoples typically hang
in the balance. In this respect it resem-
bles Rossini's Guilfkw Tell and Verdi's
Dw Carlo both written for Paris. Like
those epic works based on Friedrich von
Schiller, Mozart's Dramna eroico (as the
first edition of Ideomeno in score was
designated) is'a very long opera and rich
in choruses and ballets. All three works
emphasize the same key word or con-
cept: "&rW/kehrr ."

Heartz goes on to sketch the political
context of Paris, where Mozart had
obtained the libretto for Idomeseo.
"Mozart was twenty when the Revolu-
tionary War in America broke out in
176. Hostilities did nm n til he
had compleed his - own and nme
it through its first production. Its
French source spurs us to ponder the
political situation in Paris for a
moment. French intervention on behalf
of England's rebelling colonies in North
America was absolutely crucial a win-
ning their independence. As envoy to
Paris, Benjamin Frainklin sucd in
persuading a reluctm FM svem-
meat to back the iaswgents. The
Treaty of Friendship was gged at
Paris in February 1778, just before
Mozart's arrival. Caron de Beaumar-
chais, the creator of Figaro, did his

utmost to bring this about.... In the
end, the American army under the
command of George Washington con.
hined with the French army under the
command of Lafayette and Rocham.
beau to force the surrender of Cornwal.
lis and his redcoats at Yorktown, Vir-
ginia, on 19 October 1781. A new nation
was born under fire, and the ideal of
liberty soon proved contagious."

Heartz concludes this chapter:
"Idomeneo, in international terms, lays
claim to being nothing less than the
greatest lyric tragedy of its century. The
effort Mozart put into creating a work
of such magnitude and its public success
helped precipitate the decisive turning-
point of his life. Henceforth he could no
longer resume the quasi-feudal status of
a court musician. Vienna in the spring
of 1781 represented for him the begin-
ning of a new voyage."

'Multicultural' Vienna

Starting in 1740, Heartz's narrative
takes us through the creation of an
independent Viennese school of musk
under the Empress Maria Theresa, her-
self a gifted singer/actress who under
other circumstances would have had a
great career on the stage. In the early
1700's Italian musicians dominated
musk and art at the Viennese court. But
little by little an impressive group of
musicians came together in "multicul-
tural" Vienna.

In common with Lyadm Latmhs,
who has writsen docew in eo nb on
Haydn's adoption just bAt l1. of
the revolutionm Mueiso p ANd-
pie of compsition, Heartz rejas u
terms as "Classical," "Baroque," (and
presumably also, "Romantic") as names
for musical periods. Heatz argus that
there is no linear connection between
the "Classic" created in Weimar in
narther Gemay around Sddw and
Goethe, and the distnctive l st of
vi.nna, upmn wbschH.d&
immsd the 'la I(cimlk$ As ~t
ed above, for the authr, the ties
between the world of Haydn and
Mozart, and that of Schiller, are n a

Haydn, Mozart, and the
Viennese School, 1740-178

by Daniel Heartz
Norton, New York, 1995

722 pages, hardbound, $65.(

more profound and universal level.
What the northern German

ignores, Heartz argues, is the realitl
Catholic Vienna's culture was he,
influenced by Italy and France, and
the major role of Bohemian music
Many instrumentalists in the Haps
imperial court were Czech. Comp
of Slavic-Bohemian origin inch
Gluck, Steffan, and Vanhal. Hur
produced Haydn's important pa
Prince Nicholas Esterhazy; other A
nese composers, Michael Haydr
Diters, worked for years in Hunga

For the generation of 1710, tra
in Italy was still considered indis;
al Haydn, born in 1732, never%
Itly, but his taining with the Au

tomt misician Reutter "was su
mated by more penetrating e
imparted by the visiting Neap,
compuer Porpor as Haydn stre
on uncertain terms in his autobiog
cal letter of 1776." Metastasio, the
est Italian poet of the century, dv
Vienna for over halfa century. As
temporary author quoted by -
remarked, "Viennese audiences
seat the distillation of all nat
Ham imWpiw IlHay&
& And Ik in de hede a
many divm mepeoples came oe
a sourceofstrength a, in lis m.
infinite variety. More than an.
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composer. Haydn united the Fuxian
ideal of the contrapuntal with the am-
ingly popular that made him accessible
to all." (Haydn was born in Rorhrau,
Lower Austria, on the Danube just
upstream from Bratislava.)

For the first time, Heartz describes
in detail, using contemporary sources,
the actual courts, churches, and other
environments where the music of
Haydn, Mozart, and their contempo-
raries and predecessors was performed.
We get to know the voices-the tenor,
nearly seventy years old, who had to
sing the demanding trills and cadenzas
in Idomeneo, or the strengths and weak-
nesses of Haydn's group of singers at the
Esterhazy palace--for whom the music
was written. The image of operatic
sopranos decked out in ostrich feathers
and accompanied by kettledrums and
trumpets, giving thrice-weekly Lenten
concerts at the court chapel in Vienna is
unforgettable., as is the outrage of some
contemporaries who recognized that the
choir's "Sanctus" in the Mass, was sung
to the tune from a popular Italian comic
opera.

Revolution vs. Autocracy
While crediting the Hapsburg-Lorraine
dynasty for a consistent patronage to
music over generations which was
unique among European rulers, Heartz
is very clear that their autocratic sysem
was incompatible with the break-
throughs Haydn and Mozart had
achieved by 1780. In the very last sen-
tences, he writes: "Haydn and Mozart
!nher. rectig to each other's mniis
,, knowing that dy were beWa the
1u111 o adl other c-mpo.-. is a
1w of the 17Ws. The
mbjeet us sublime. It deserves w be at
the center of another volume." The
principles of their musical revolution
have been identified by LaRouche, and
the environment in which Mozart
worked after 1780 was described by
Dvid avin, in previou isa dA*-
b If Hears does write another idume
* noulOUsMy dosmm d - d oe
it w m doubt further erlo" our

Whih has yet occurred in mausi.
-- Nom th I N
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Renaissance Artists

painting; they were also a way for they give us a glimpse into

to communicate to one's the inner workings ofa

associates and students, who creative mind. Early along

might be involved in executing drawings began to be =+ie

the work. that were intended to be valued

It was only natural that, as final works of art in dir

eventually, such drawings own right, or they were

T wo shows of European would have been recognized recognized as beautiful works

Old Master drawings, for qualities that went beyond independent of their pirpoe as

from the Woodner and their initial workshop purposeq a means, to an end.

Chatsworth collections, are

running sinultaneously at the

National Gallery of Art in
Wa.hig Ion, D.C.

The Renaissance artist used
drawings to experirnent with a

COInp-,sitiOfn before committing
himself to one specific design.
And dram.ings s\ere not merely
a way for the indr idual artist

to think through and prepare a
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WM 6 A gto, OC 20463

September 18. 1PM

Richard Goldbeg Esq.
RICHARD A. GOLDBERG AND ASSOCIATES
2897 Main Street
LaWceville, NJ 08648-1046

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Goldberg:

This letter anowjed recipt on Setembr 13, 1996, of your complaint allein

possible violations of Ce Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (ft Act).
The respondent(s) will be notified of this complaint within five days.

You will be not" a won as the Federal Election Commisio tak all aiom an
your complaint. Should you receive any additional information in this matte, plase faod i
to the Office of the Geneal Counsel. Such infomation must be sworn to in the um ==W
as the original cmplai. W* hae nbedthismawrMUR4460- Plet wsr.t -4,
number in all future -F0 your infbrzniion we he NWd a
descripion of the Cwuif~o's proceme ix hmdlitg cma~Im-

$ C~ *lbu(mtD'''.

EnehsweW-dUrbm

A



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
wasngbo. DC 2046

Sep tenber 18, 199M

C. Hughes, President
Hamilton System Distributors, Inc.
PO Box 58
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07060

RE.- MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Hughes:

The Federal Election Cmmission received a c which indicaes d HoaMo

System Distributors, Inc. may have violated the Federal Elwfim Act 1971,

amended ("the Act"). A copy of the complai is enclose We have n-mbeged this r

MUR 4460. Please refer to this numl r in all fiture coreeptnad .

Under the Act, you have the oppotu dmon in writing that no actie d
be taken against Hmilton System Dis uom, 1c. in this nm -er. Plem mmit wW hWW or

lea aials w yo bleeamr le o mimim!h. , am-i -- ~ : _ .: +__.

Wheire ppepiae=sM be w~b4 tinde oihL Yow m ,S
be addressed to the General Cmue's Offi me be sbitted within IS dsp *(ed a

this lete. If no respo e is recived wiin 15 st ....
busd on ft avaiils m sm

*437(p)X2X(A) MW
umde uic. if YOU kiMd to be I 111~ by 00oumal h Ns K
Counmonaby coMpledn thhnlsdfrm stakedsot e , 246 a d~

of such cousel, end s 0mirm 0uch00d to Reed MW nou c la*



i
If you have my quclos ples otat Ava E. Smith U (202) 219-3400. For your

information, we have enclosed a brief desription of the Commission's podu for h Ag
compain

Central Enforcement Docket

Enclosms
I. Complaint
2. Procedwes
3. Designation of Counsel Statement

-1

1~



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION

S e p te m b e r 1 8 , l o w

Kathy A. Magraw, Treasurer
Committee to Reverse the Accelerating Global
Economic & Strategic Crisis: LaRouche Exploratory Committee

PO Box 730
Leesburg, VA 22075

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Ms. Magraw:

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which bdiae that th
Committee to Reverse the Accelerating Global Economic & Strategi Criss: Lalouche
Exploratory Committee ("Committee") and you, as treasurer, may have violatd he Fedul
Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended ("the Act). A copy of the Pompli1 is melomd

) We have numbered this matter MUR 4460. Please refer to this number in all fmuI
correspondence.

Under te Act, you hae &e a pan11 10 decanstud in w d a - a /-
be taken against the Committ mad you, as tremrer, in this matler. PIram ulk, W hf
or legal materials whi you believe am rlevan to t 's w up s 777

Whreaprprt, ttem. ~db nubmiun t d. r . Yw W.

This matter wil remain confidiential in accardmc. wid1 2 U..C * 437IdJ0ad
* 437;4aX 2XA) unles you notify the Commiulm n wrt i m y wA
makd . fy matnl to m i r - -. beqt

OANh ftn O a



0

If you have my peaiw, p m Ma Ain E. Smd a (202) 219.3400. For yaw
information, we have enclosed a bides ptio of the Comni for hmdn
wMPlahe MCCU irhmff

Central rnfo rment Docket

Enclosures
I. Complaint
2. Procedures
3. Designation of Counsel Statement

cc: Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

.4~4 'I.) 4i:~00 7



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
w"asTonFA, DC 2046

September 18, 19Kt

Elliott I. Grenspan
147 Mt. Vernon Street
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. GreenspW

• The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which indicates dmi you may
have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (he Act) A copy of
the complaint is enclosed. We have numbere this matter MUR 4460. Please refer to d&

c- number in all future correspndence.

Under the Act, you have the o i to demonstrt in writing dt no actim dxuld
be taken against you in this matter. Please submit any factual or legal materials k
believe are relevant to the Commission's analysis of this matter. W --- q---- "P_ m
should be subm t leah. Your eoe which should be adwedto
cmners Officm mtbe diued witn 15 daysofrceiPfddislaei. Ifu.
recevedwithin 15 days, the Cmmimion may take fiulber action based am dU avMb
infomrnioa.

mn --I *1 uidt

C.uimby co lk h ~ dhteun, ~r ~ ~ h
of m comuel , d a- dzhg mdb Comd0o eceie my n lom ad

cm miceltlons from Urd oiw~

:~'#~ ~ '~'



If you have my quon pme contact Alva E. Smith at (202)219-3400. For you
information, we have enclosed a briefdecription of the Cns proedmes for hindiq

Coen T. Selander, Attorney
Centrl Enforcement Docket

Enclosues
I. Complaint
2. Procedur
3. Designation of Counwl Stat

1 4



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMSION
washingto, Dc 20463

September 18, 19U

Marion Black
c/o Hamilton System DistributoMt, Inc.
78 Mt. Vernon Street
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07769

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Marion Black:

The Federal Electi Commsion received a complaint which indicates dtI you may
ha ,, violated the Federal Election Camnpgn Act of 1971, as anended ("the Act". A copy of

the complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 4460. Please refer to this
number in all future c.

Under the Act, you have the opponity to demna ctrae in writin dat n antic smki
be taken against you in this mer. Pleme submit any fata or legal m aeris b y
believe are relevant io th Comuhsms aalysis a(this Maw . ephg
should be submitted undeoh& Yow-wbpae wa sM be edghsd to
Counsel's Office, must be nbmited within 15 days of rceip of this letter. If s ila sm
received within 15 days, the C mnisom may take finhtb aci based om dwa

* 437g(aXI2XA) ud"s y w t

mae pubic. Iffyou latiI. bi a~e WbY0 0W b i r d
Commission by comp uting tf ed form stat do ad in anmd WNW

of such counsel, sd nlwizia inh aM e to ncew orlm 1
comncatiolnrm te C idm



If you have any quesiona p comat Alva E. Smith at (202) 219-3400. For your
information, we have enclosed a brief decription ofthe Commison's prcdIues f hmdli
complaints

Central nfocemen Docket

Enclosures
I. Complaint
2. Procedur
3. Desigation of Counsel Staftemt

4r. ~



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
VWs , DC 2043

September 18, 1996

Jerry Pyenson
c/o Hamilton System Distributors, Inc.
78 Mt. Vernon Street
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07769

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Pyenson:

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which inicate that you amy
have violated the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended (*the Act A eoW of
the complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this matter MUR 4460. Please refr to d&
number in all future corespondenc.

Under the Act, you have the opportunity to demonstae in writing that = iam *old
be taken against you in this matter. Please bmit any factual or Ieal materials e
believe are relevant to the Conmaisu umlyis of tis amtw. Wheie q'." . .....
should be submitted uner odth8 YOM me, widch imuld be adkuuud to*@ '
Counsel's Office, must be Abmitted vwdthin 15 days of mc of this leter. Iffonq 'm
received within 13 dayst the umay 4ke fhe' cw ticbemd an

* 437g()(12XA) uudm * 0 the Cm n wd6 i kta

mdepublic. If you byim t is smmm -s -- ,
Commission by c the mcmed fonm saftr e n, l&ik m -td-
of such counsel, and stadziug such um eui i my i . l

ommucatis. fom te Ca Iin



If you have my quest iok contact Alva E. Smith at (202) 219-3400. For yaw
information, we have enclosed a brief description of the C s s proced for hamllag
complaintw

Central Eforcement Docket

Enclosures
I. Complaint
2. Procedures
3. Designation of Counsel Statmtt

, iw

w~w



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
W~k~w, DC 20463

September 18. 1Mf
Richard Goldberg, Esq.
RICHARD A. GOLDBERG AND ASSOCIATES
2897 Main Street
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648-1046

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Goldberg:

The Federal Election Commission received a complaint which indicats due your cient,
Elizabeth Prestopino, may have violated the Federal Election Campiign Act of 1971, a
amended ("the Acta). A copy of the complaint is enclosed. We have numbered this mri
MUR 4460. Please refer to this number in all future eo ne

Under the Act, you have the oppotuni to denostae in writin oat n acm *Mh
be taken against your client, Elizabeth , in this mattr. Pleamuit
legal materials which you believe we relevmt to the C's mlyas oi
Where a o t toot st m od be m1mi edemda YOM '* W,,
be addressed to the General Counsels Office, must be submitted witin IS days atm* of
this letter. If no response is eceived within IS days, the C i no
based on the available " nieim

I 4371(aX12XA) mienyjah-1dftOais isi W-k.. s.
made public.



i
If you have any quesion, please contect Alva E. Smith at (202) 219-3400. For your

information, we have encloed a brief description of the Commissons procedure forhanding
coplain

Colleen T. Sealander, Attorney
Central Enforcement Docket

Enclosures
1. Complaint
2. Procedures



Richard A. Goldberg 
L"ftand Assoclates jv NI

Attorneys At Law ' /,

2897 Main Street
Lawrenceville, New Jersey
08648-1046

609-896-1543
fax 609-896-1948

26 September 1996

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

Colleen T. Sealander, Esq.
Central Enforcement Docket
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20463

- Re: FEC Complaint On Behalf Of Mrs. Elizabeth Prestopino/MUR 4460/Statement Of
Designation Of Counsel.

Dear Ms. Sealander;

As you requested, I am forwarding for the Commission's file an original and photocopied
Statement of Designation of Counsel executed by my client concerning the above-reftrenced,
pending FEC complaint. This statement designates me and my office as Mrs. Prestoin's
of record and authorizes our receipt of all communications related to this matter.

While I am somewhat tUbe by the FEC complaint process idicated by im --- m-
materials and as you explained, I do wvat to thank you for taking out the time I* novew do
procwedires with me and for o~m a IIIR ovuview of te complaint review SYM, Pat
govnumet atorney, I -Kdmstd sam of the difficulies associated with agen t- y - --,
and I a your responivenss Mand honesty.

In any event, please feel fre to contact me, or have the staff attorney asigned to this nuatter
telephone at his or her convenience.

Enclosure (as indicated).
cc: Mrs. Elizabet Prstopino



Ln -rnI

MUR #44W

NAME OF COUNSEL: Richard A. Gdlbrl, Esq.
2897 Mob. S&e
LSwrNWlb, NJ 4 64-6

TELEPHONE:

FAX:

6894.~~143

(d@9M-l9

m
00

r- a

Tb. -aw mmc ooed i dl d dulbmWoA n my msmd ad 1m
satheris@d to ruave amy mailueatbu aad -hwr .um.... how the
Comubsmn md to act am by bohalW bdo the....u..

D, - --.-7-

RESPONDT'rWS NAME:

nuod1 wtan

HOM PhONE:

NeroM p iqm .

alxe I I) " f llrvv Ilk to j %, -
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ANDERSON, ROSSI & DAVIS
AToTRmsNS AT LAW

Ot. P. AmenM FA LOMM.&AW PiA=
ROom L rnM ail
A. DAV DAMsm 0re1114

LwUY n. NM ( 017) S4
ICOTT 1',Hwp PamUmlu (01) TITS

OF CawUNN-
mEaMW. rn October 4, 1996

Office of General Counsel -
Attn: Colleen T. Sealander
Federal Election Commission
999 z street, N"
Washington, DC 20463

RE: NUR 4460

Dear Ms. Sealander:

Please be advised this office represents respondents
LaRouche Exploratory Committee and Kathy A. Magrav as Treasurer
(collectively cited hereinafter as "LEC" or "the committee"), vho
deny the allegations of campaign law violations alleged in this

0 complaint.

Mr. Goldberg alleges two, or possibly three, FECA
violations, concerning an LEC contributor:

o excessive contributions (potentially affecting LEC, HSDI,
and his client Mrs. Prestopino);

0 acopnce of campaign contributions by an organization
not registered as a political comittee (HSD1); and,
possibly,

o failure to remit earmarked oontributions (USD).

Mou of thae allegstions is s&t uaia ,.

"M al-ogaticeM about .N 1rs. itestpikos we
cizaitanns, besides being utter 001, e? e

eatirely otside the scope of the FEA and related election lava.
This is the first LRC, or its agents, has heard of any such
possible problem.

As to matters vith potential bearing on the FlCA, &W has
oittod no violatioas.

'k at ! -by 3 , ........

oaq _e-te, included circulating oetttee 80era: ,
inet$ny a nd gamerally brizsging tbe, QA te i



HSDI is engaged in the business of literature distribution. It
would appear from the complaint that Mrs. Prestopino made the
acquaintance of HSDI staff in the course of these, their normal
business activities. LEC has no knowledge of the specific
content of her discussions with them, nor of her relationship
with them otherwise.

2. LEC acknowledges receipt of $1,000 from Mrs.
Prestopino, deposited by the committee January 3, 1996; the
complainant has enclosed a copy of that check, endorsed by LUC.
LEC did not receive any other funds from her. The contribution
was reported in the committee's February 15 Monthly Report of
Receipts and Disbursements, Schedule A for Line 17a, page 27.

3. It appears that Mrs. Prestopino provided additional
funds to HSDI. The complainant has enclosed copies of such
checks, which are endorsed by HSDI. LEC has no specific
knowledge of the purposes for which these checks were written.

4. LEC has received contributions from individual persons,
remitted via HSDI as the committee's agent -- Mrs. Prestopino's
among them -- but these are all remittances made directly by the
individual contributors to LEC. No funds drawn on the account of
HSDI itself, whether originating in Mrs. Prestopino's payments to
them (such as are represented in the complaint), or in any cther
source, have been received by LEC. The Commission's statutory
audit of the committee, under the Presidential Primary Matching
Payment Account Act, for which the first material has already
been provided, will verify this statement. On the contrary, LUC
has paid HSDI for its services.

5. LEC is well aware of the $1000 per contributor Ign
limitation, and makes every effort to ensure that any
contributions accidentally received in excess of that are
promptly refunded. Procedures, in place since no later than
1994, include periodic generation of computer reports shoiug aMY
contributor whose aggregate contributions exceed $1000, -d
refunding of any such within the time period mandated .
regulations. The Commission's audit of the committee
document this statement as well.

6. As to the allegation that "HSDI solicited and rIIEtrml
funds totalling $56,315 from ... Mrs. Elizabeth Prestopip. ... as
contributions to Mr. LaRouche's campaign," LEC cannot sp1s-
any direct knowledge of the conversations between WWI"I
and Mrs. Prestopino, but the committee seriously doubts W
these employees made any such representations. Nor has No
Prestopino averred they did. LEC refers you again to .
contract with HBDI. That company also provided servi
Lalouche's previous presidential campaign, in 1"2,
ommittee's knowledge is not confused as to what JAW
conducts in its own right, as an ongoing concern, and what It
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does on behalf of shorter-lived political campaigns.

7. Regarding Mr. Shahn's affidavit, the only portion of
the complaint which is not hearsay, it adds nothing other than
what LEC has represented to you in this response. In particular,
it says nothing which is not supportive of LICs denial. It
appears that the HSDI representative to whom Mr. Shahn spoke was
perfectly straightforward, businesslike, and accommodatig,
neither suggesting nor acceding to any suggestion of illegal
acts. Indeed, according to Mr. Shahn, she "explained that all
checks intended as contributions to the LaRouche campaign should
be made out to 'LaRouche Exploratory Committee' .... As a
spontaneous and routine response to Mr. Shahn's pretext call,
this statement rebuts precisely the essence of the complaint's
allegation.

The complaint should be dismissed as there is no
substantiation for any of the violations alleged. Should you
need any further materials or information, please contact me.

Veryyours,

Odin P. Anderson
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THIS AGREEMENT made this 3/t day of 042 4  , 1995
by and between COMMITTEE TO REVE THE ACCELERATI NGGL6L
ECONOMIC AND STRATEGIC CRISIS - A LAJLOMIZ EXLORATORY CoinITT3,
P.O. Box 730, Leesburg, Virginia 22075, the principal campaign
committee for Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. organized under the Federal
Election Campaign Act (wCoumittee") and

h'~w#n &-1wfbZ~e4wArS ri-

having offices at

,We4/,s(ArtAv3- o7((o ("Agent").

WHEREAS, the Committee has been constituted to effect
the nomination of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. by the Democratic Party
as its -candidate for President of the United States in the 1996
presidential election; and

WHERAS, Agent is desirous of providing public
relations, literature distribution, and related services on a
fee-basis to the Coi.ittee; and

WHERAS, both parties desire that Agent shall use its
best efforts to provide said services; and

WHEREAS, Agent has been providing these services by oral

agreemnt since August, 1993, on a limited basis:
NOW# THER MO, in consideration of the premises and

mutual covenants and undertakings of the parties, the pestm- GO

hereby agree as follows:

I. LCw"Inttese inns her"
to provide organixing services to Comittee, aesdN

distribution of Committee literature, organizing of public
events, and other activities approved by Committee* * "
requested by Committee or proposed to Committee 1W/ tAV .

2. maUm. Agent shall provide c etgs
(0organixers") wbo shall conduct activit to-

coaign of Lyndon N. Lafoub I .r. Ueb " "ct t
include, but need not be limited to:

4.



(a) Distribution of Committee campaign literature to

the general public at such public access sites as shopping malls*

air and ground transportation terminals, post offices,

unemployment centers, departments of motor vehicles, traffic

intersections, and others;

(b) Organizing of public campaign meetings;

(c) Organizing of private meetings with local political

leaders, activists, and other individuals potentially interested

in furthering the campaign;

(d) Distribution of media feeds to local radio,

television, and print media channels, as authorized by Cowmittee;

and

(e) Public representation of campaign positions on
various issues, to both the press and the public.

Agent shall report regularly to Committee on the
successes, failures, and general progress of its campaign

organizing activity.
3. OM raphic Xa-luivitv. This contract gives

Agent exclusive rights in all states in which Agent conducts its

normal and regular business.

4. Camnaign Liteaturea Pritinal .

Agent shall have no authority to author, issue, or cause to be

issued, any campaign literature whatsoever in the o thS

Committee. including but not limited too leaflets, flyws
pamphlets, and books. Such prohibition extends to media

placements, whether electronic or print. Agent shall
a :u!.rta t autbaraa any ;othb& *HraA. ~~fd

OgwaataL" to issue or cans to be L M o

caitga literature or prometional material. Ibi*

does not extend to the distribution of campaign materilt *vided
to Agent by Comuittee.

Committee shall provide Agent with stocks et ;

campaign literature, which It siall be the reaposAbut
Agent to distribute in the most rapid and

pooa/blo. Committee shall paY all costs of
literature.



5. Field jtpr. Agenfshall appoint

an individual to oversee its work for Committee, coordinate

strategy and activity with Committee, and take primary

responsibility to ensure that all campaign organizers, whether

paid or volunteer, are accurately representing the policy

positions of Committee and of Lyndon H. LaRoucheo Jr. Such
individual must be approved by either the Treasurer or the

National Campaign Director of Committee, and shall consult

regularly with authorized campaign officers to evaluate the

course of campaign work.

6. Routine Organizing 2xenseM. Except as
,lebcC'ibed in 34ation 7, Lhere zhall be no c? .rgo to Committeo for

incidental expenses incurred by campaign organizers in the course

of their routine work, but such expenses shall be assumed to be

sufficiently defrayed by the contracted fee charged to Comittee

for the service as a whole. Such routine expenses include, but

are not limited to: gas, tolls, parking, public transportation,

and similar costs of getting to and from campaign activity sites;
miscellaneous office supplies and signboard material; bullborns;

* use of pay telephones; and refreshment for campaign organisers.

7. -O =A-a-- Defrayed by Committ=* Expenses which
) may be defrayed by Committee over and above those specified in

Section 6 as included in the base contract foe, must be approved

by Committee in advance, and shall be paid by Comittee -feelly

to the vendor of the goods or services. Such expenses include
but need not be limited to: charges for telephone use at Agent
offices or at the homes, of campaign organisers; costs of r

rentals and incidentals (audiovisual, refreshmont, A w'*" w-
public campaign meetings and press confereoes; outm..
rentals; rentals of office space or accomodations retained Im
the exclusive use of Committee campaign activities; and
milings. In the case of mailings, the contents of the melltug

must be approved in advance by the Treasurer of Committee.
8. Intercity Travel. Intercity travel within

Agent's region of activity shall be considered a routime eq"

-3-
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covered in Section 5, except where such travel pertains

exclusively to a Committee campaign event or campaign tour. Such

exception shal) bp at the sole discretion of Committee.

Committee shall azcept no charges from Agent for such intercity

travel unless approved in advance.

9. Documentation of xpenses. Agent assumes the

responsibility of providing Committee with receipts or invoices

for all expenses defrayed by Committee directly, as described in

Section 6. Such receipts or invoices may be sent directly from

the vendor to Committee, or may be relayed to Committee by

Agent. In cases where Agent has delivered Committee's check to

the vendor, Agent shall note the check number on the invoice or

receipt. Such documents shall be sent to:

LaRouche Exploratory Committee
Treasurersa Office

-N PO Box 730
Leesburg, VA 22075

10. o-camian Activities Iid V-cilitie. It is

understood that individuals working for Agent in either a paid-or:
g unpaid capacity will be performing duties for Agent othar then

Comittee campaign activity, provided the needs of the camaign

are met, as evaluated in the ongoing consultation betwen the
IN designated Campaign Field Director and Committee offlcers

mandated in Section 4. Should the needs of the ca~ ed"

the acquisition of facilities beyond those needed by agest in t"
normal course of its business, but where such added fwAot tU

will be -used for some amount of noncampaign work as uI
reasonable prorata distribution of the cost sbhell bs

on a case-by-case basis, and Agent shall bill
accordingly. Such facilities may include, but are t

to, additional office space, telephone lines, and lodging cets

for campaign organizers such as motel rooms or temorary.-

housing.

11. Rate and Tens of P t. ComUittee "ahll ,

agent the sum of one hundred fifty dollars (*15O.W) :

for the period August 1, 1993 throuj. Vdruary ZR.

sum of two hundred fifty dollars ($L.00) per month for

period March 1, 1994 to date. The rate shall increase '

-4-
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consent at such time as increases in Agent's services warrant

such increase.

12. Assignment of Contract. This contract may not
be assigned to any third party or to any successor organization

to either party to the contract, with the exception that
Committee may assign to any committee formed as a principle

campaign committee for a presidential campaign of Lyndon H.

LaRouche, Jr. in the 1996 elections.

13. Tam. This contract is effective as of August

1, 1993. Unless previously terminated under the other provisions

hereof, this Agreement shall terminate at the close of business
of the day on which the Democratic Party nominates its candidate
for President at its 1996 nominating convention, except for such

activities as may be necessary for winding down the campaign.
Either party shall have the right to.terminate this Agreement at
any time by giving the other fifteen (15) days notice. No

termination of this Agreement for any reason, shall relieve any
party of the obligation to observe and perform fully all
promises, terms, and conditions required under this Agreement to
be observed or performed prior to the date of termination.

14. RXzaah. In the event either party breaches any

material part of this Agreement, said breach shall be deemed a

default. Upon written Notice of Default, the breaching parts
shall have seven (7) days thereafter within which to oute set
default, and shall have an additional seven (7) days so long as
it is proceeding diligently and in good faith to cure suct
default. Such Notic" shall specify the facts. dates, .apd

of the default, as well as the paragraphs of this 

involved, with sufficivnt particularity that the breahta,

will have a clear opportunity to cure such default.

15. hkiLM. All Notices required to be sent

pursuant to this Agreement shall be deemed given when depsted
in the United States mail, certified, return receipt reeted,
to the following addresses:

Treasurer
Lagouche Rxploratory Comeittee
P.O. Box 730
Leesburg, VA 22075

-5-



S(Agent)

C/0 XI I ar -X

16. vnfoxgink. If a party brings suit or other

action to enforce this Agreement, and prevails, the

non-prevailing party will pay the prevailing party's reasonable

attorneys' fees and litigation costs and expenses. This in in

addition to any other relief awarded. For these purposes, a

counterclaim or similar action shall also be considered an action.

17. Conatruction. The covenants and provisions in

this Agreement shall at all times survive unless expressly

limited herein. This Agreement contains the entire understanding

of the parties with respect to the express matters stated herein,

all prior representations or understandings on such matters being

hereby revoked. If part of this Agrement is held to be invalid

or unenforceable, the valid and enforceable provisions shall

continue to be effective and binding. The parties intend to be

bound hereby, and agree that their respective heirs, legal

representatives, successors, and assignees shall also be bound.

All such parties and persons shall execute and deliver

appropriate documents and otherwise exert their best efforts at

all times in good faith to accomplish the objectives an4

provisions set forth in this Agreement. The provisions of this

Agreement may be revoked or modified only in writing. No waiver

of a breach or default shall be deemed a waiver of any subsequent

breach or default. Virginia law governs. No suit for breech of

thip Aro~Ipmeflt qhal 0% hrr~vshi -1 *qiw1! 41-AE Weit1'in tw% 2)
from the date the breach first occurs.

OCECYTETO REms
GLOBAL ZCOUOKIC AMD SC CRXSZ:

.t hy;,A. grew, -Tres -r

By

Date
Title AMC'



MURY LZ-

NAME OF COUNSEL:

FIRM:

ADDRESS:
Odin P. Anderson
Anderson Rossi & Davis
4 Longfellow Place
Suite 3705
Boston, MA 02114

TELEPHONE:L IJ 79 ,o - 3eUD

FAX:(C6L

The above-named Individual Is hereby designated as my counse and i
authorized to receive any notifications and other commun itions fr G Ihe
Commission and to act on my behalf before the Commission.

Date" 'Signature

RESPONDENT'S NAME:
kA'roy~ AAGILPsA)

OAI 77AW

-S L CC

R&.?~ ?~3V

''- -I

H-
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Ew~P 44b-&DAJ
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HAMILON SYSTEM DIsTUUI INC
P.O. Box 42 Ridgfd Park NJ 07660

Tel: (201) 641-8858 Fax:(201) 641-0453

October 4, 1996

general Counsel
ederal Election Commission
99 E Street, NW

.<ashington, DC 20463

:- MUR 4460

whom it may concern:

This is in reply to a complaint filed by Richard Goldberg,
e2garding Mrs. Elizabeth Prestopino (MUR 4460), which was

eived by HSDI Sept. 23, 1996.
Mr. Goldberg has two complaints: first, he asserts that

,ilton System Distributors, Inc. (HSDI) solicited and accepted
_rtain funds from Mrs. Prestopino for purposes of Lyndon
.Rouche's presidential campaign; second, he claims that HSDI
:.c uld not have solicited, and Mrs. Prestopino should not have
.,-sued, those funds because doing so has caused financial

'C .fficulties.
As to the first of these, HSDI did solicit and accept from

,s. Prestopino the identified funds, but not for Mr. LaRouche's
41 impaign. Other than one contribution of $1000 to that campaign,

1 of the funds represent purchases from HSDI itself (as shown
v the checks enclosed with the complaint).

The second issue raised is clearly a commercial matter
otween HSDI and its client Mrs. Prestopino (or her attorney),
z not a matter of election law.

Hamilton Systems Distributors, Inc. was organized in 1987
) :7r the purpose of distributing newspapers, magazines, and books

ef the philosophical, cultural, and public policy movement
associated with Lyndon LaRouche. HSDI sells subscriptions,,
single copies, and package arrangements of this liter t...-
engaging the public in discussion of the many issues
the publications.

As a secondary activity, the company contracted in'
provide services to the LaRouche Exploratory Committee ( ...A
copy of the contract is attached as Exhibit 1. HSDI's services
included distribution of campaign literature, discussions vdth'
campaign supporters, and remittance to LEC of contributi
by those supporters to the campaign. As LEC's authoriz ed
HSDI accepted Mrs. Prestopino's $1000 campaign contributt*
check, and forwarded it to the campaign.

These are two separate and distinct functions. Aa-A
nor its employees confused the two. The proffered
clear on their face, and by their endorsements, as
designated recipients. HSDI salespersons were clear, i
discussions with Mrs. Prestopino, as to the purptses ae
the funds provided in her various transactions, a h, e
herself, contrary to Mr. Goldberg'o representation..11 1 ' -



HAMIuL1N SYSTEM DIsT~MUAs IN~C
P.O. Box 42 64dPfAd_ PatI4 NY 07660

Tel: (201) 641-8858 Fax:(201) 641-0453 /L

._s. Prestopino discussed with HSDI representatives a broad
c f subjects over many months including, genocide in Bosnia,

*unt British press attacks on President Clinton, World Wars I
:, and classical music and culture. Her purchases of

, and bulk, subscriptions were based on these discussions.
*: well aware that her purchases helped in disseminating the

nd policies discussed as reflected in her notes to HSDI.
St 2.) Her purchases supported a broad, longstanding

* of philosophical, cultural, and public policy
ions, as embodied in the cited literature. The subject of

iw< uche's presidential campaign was but another aspect of
ationship with HSDI (occurring late on in the relationship

, and was raised by HSDI in the performance of its
:ted services for the campaign.
" . Goldberg asserts that the literature Mrs. Prestopino
ised from HSDI was "in large part devoted to Mr. LaRouche's
cn. 'This is not the case. But even if it were true, it
, -IIev.nt since these are regular periodicals, statutorilyfrom the contribution and expenditure definitions of the

example, neither in the Fidelio magazine, nor the
:ve Alert Service (a weekly news digest) attached to Mr.
g's complaint, is there even mention of Mr. LaRouche's

• * ... Whereas in the New Federalist newspaper, coverage of
:-al campaigns and related policy issues is extensive, as
"!d expect in an election year, the articles (listed in the
appearing), cover: DNC Chair Don Fowler; Gov. Thomas Ridge
ccompanying guest column by Pennsylvania state legislator
James); Senatorial candidate Gov. William Weld; Ross Perot

he Reform Party; Presidential primary candidate Lyndon
.che; the Democratic party generally, and the tradition of

D. Roosevelt (speech of LaRouche); DC Mayor Marion
former U.S. Rep. James Wright (review of his book) and

Newt Gingrich (the book reviewed); former Gov. Richard Law^;
Alfonse D'Amato; and Pres. Bill Clinton.
Lastly, the affidavit of Mr. Goldberg's own undercov.

Skes the point most clearly. Contrary to the insinuato A
Ifies that HSDI distributes the literature cited; that -

-ved as agent for the LaRouche presidential campaign; and ,.Mt
.butions to the two different purposes were to be properly

The complaint produces no evidence of any campaign
ations, and should therefore be dismissed.

nce ly,

Contract with presidential campaign (Exhibit 1)
Transmittal notes from Elizabeth Prestopino (Mxhibit,),;

4* ~
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MQTRACT FO C&MMIAG OqI O £UXC

THIS AGREEMENT made this __ day of , 1995

by and between COMMITTEE TO REVERSE THE ACCELERATINGG =R)IL

ECONOMIC AND STRATEGIC CRISIS - A LAROUCHE EXPLORATORY CONNITTEE,

P.O. Box 730, Leesburg, Virginia 22075, the principal campaign

committee for Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. organized under the Federal

Election Campaign Act ("Committee")* and

_ having offices at

WHEREAS, the Committee has been constituted to effect

the nomination of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. by the Democratic Party

as its candidate for President of the United States in the 1996

presidential election; and

WHEREAS, Agent is desirous of providing public

relations, literature distribution, and related services 
on a

fee-basis to the Committee; and

WHEREAS, both parties desire that Agent shall use its

)3 best efforts to provide said services; and

WHEREAS, Agent has been providing these service by oral

agreement since August, 1993, on a limited basis:
3 NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and

mutual covenants and undertakings of the parties, tbe pztW d0

hereby agree as follows:

1. Casflnfl-. Committee does herebF

to provide organizing services to Committee, including

distribution of Committee literature, organizing of pbhc

events, and other activities approved by Comittiee, i

requested by Committee or proposed to Committee by
2. Dti. Aget shall provide

(Morganizers") who shall conduct aivites to

campaign of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. Such activiti68 ii "1

include, but need not be limited to:



(a) Distribution of Committee campaign literature to

the general public at such public access sites as shopping malls,

air and ground transportation terminals, post offices*

unemployment centers, departments of motor vehicles, traffic

intersections, and others;

(b) organizing of public campaign meetings;

(c) Organizing of private meetings with local political

leaders, activists, and other individuals potentially interested

in furthering the campaign;

(d) Distribution of media feeds to local radio,

television, and print media channels, as authorized by Committee;

and

(e) Public representation of campaign positions on

various issues, to both the press and the public.

Agent shall report regularly to Committee on the

successes, failures, and general progress of its campaign

organizing 
activity.

3. GeograDhic Kclusivity. This contract gives

Agent exclusive rights in all states in which Agent conducts 
its

normal and regular business.

4. GAM20ign Litera ure and Promot a ial

Agent shall have no authority to author, issue, or cause to be

issued, any campaign literature whatsoever in the aam of 
the

Committee, including but not limited to, leaflets, flyers*

-pamphlets, and books. Such prohibition extends to mdia

placement$, whether electronic or print. Agent gWIU have

,4 Zust'ority a ;athorizo any .th*A; gpasso40 it
organization to issue or cause to be issued SW

campaign literature or promotional material. Thiw i*h i@

does'not extend to the distribution of campaign material 
provided

to Agent by Coimittee.

Committee shall provide Agent with stoaU s @ 4 e httd

campaign literature, which it shall be the r

Agent to distribute in the =st rapid a d.>

possible. comeittee shallpIyP all costs of

literature.



5. Authorized Field Director. Agent shall appoint

an individual to oversee its work for Committee, coordinate

strategy and activity with Committee, and take primary

responsibility to ensure that all campaign organizers, whether

paid or volunteer, are accurately representing the policy

positions of Committee and of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. Such

individual must be approved by either the Treasurer or the

National Campaign Director of Committee, and shall consult

regularly with authorized campaign officers to evaluate the

course of campaign work.

6. Routine Organizing Exenses. Except as

,!escribed in Section 7, there ahall be no C harge tu.Co~nvitteo for

incidental expenses incurred by campaign organizers in the course

of their routine work, but such expenses shall be assumed to be

sufficiently defrayed by the contracted fee charged to Committee

for the service as a whole. Such routine expenses include, but

are not limited to: gas, tolls, parking, public transportation,

and similar costs of getting to and from campaign activity sites;

miscellaneous office supplies and signboard material; bullhorns;

use of pay telephones; and refreshment for campaign organizers.

7. Exoenses Defrayed by Committee. Expenses which

may be defrayed by Committee over and above those specified in

Section 6 as included in the base contract fee, must be approved

by Committee in advance, and shall be paid by Committee directly

to the vendor of the goods or services. Such expenses include

but need not be limited to: charges for telephone use at Avent

offices or at the homes of campaign orgqnizers; ..

rentals and incidentals (audiovisuala. refreshisUte o
public campaign meetings and press'conferences; a toiji 0..

rentals; rentals of office space or accomodations retained for

the exclusive use of Committee campaign activities; and

mailings. In the case of mailings, the contents of t *iling

must be approved in advance by the Treasurer of C406tta.e

8. ntercity Travel. Intercity travel,

Agent's region of activity shall be considered a

-3-
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covered in Section 5, except where such travel pertains

exclusively to a Committee campaign event or campaign tour. Such

exception shall be at the sole discretion of Conittee.

Committee shall accept no charges from Agent for such intercity

travel unless approved in advance.

9. Documentation of Exenses. Agent assumes the

responsibility of providing Committee with receipts or invoices

for all expenses defrayed by Committee directly, as described in

Section 6. Such receipts or invoices may be sent directly from

the vendor to Committee, or may be relayed to Committee by

Agent. In cases where Agent has delivered Committee's check to

the vendor, Agent shall note the check number on the invoice or

receipt. Such documents shall be sent to:

LaRouche Exploratory Committee
Treasurer's Office
PO Box 730
Leesburg, VA 22075

o 10. goncamoaian Activities and Facilities. It is

understood that individuals working for Agent in either a paid or
unpaid capacity will be performing duties for Agent other than
Committee campaign activity, provided the needs of the campaign
are met, as evaluated in the ongoing consultation between the
designated Campaign Field Director and Committee officers

Tmandated in Section 4. Should the needs of the ca eign require

) the acquisition of facilities beyond those needed by Agent in the

normal course of its business, but where such a6AeG fcilities

will be used for some amount of noncampaign work o v"I $
reasonable prorata distribution of the cost sWhl l..

on a case-by-case basis, and Agent shall bill.

accordingly. Such facilities may include, but are not Uited
to, additional office space, telephone lines, and lodging costs

for campaign organizers such as motel rooms or t X9oq geatal

housing.

11. ]Rate ad - PMt. cmtt

agent the sum of one hundred fifty dollars ()*.

for the period August 1, 1993 throu F)ruary 2#0 . the
sum of two hundred fifty dollars $ .00) per month eg the

period March 1, 1994 to date. The rate shall s.l

.... ...



consent at such time as increases in Agent's services warrant

such increase.

12. Assignment of Contract. This contract may not

be assigned to any third party or to any successor organization

to either party to the contract, with the exception that

Committee may assign to any committee formed as a principle

campaign coivattee for a presidential campaign of Lyndon H.

LaRouche, fr. in the 1996 elections.

13. TeXm. This contract is effective as of August

1, 1993. Unless previously terminated under the other provisions

haLi,,v. this Agreement shall terminate at the close of business

of the day on which the Democratic Party nominates its candidate

for President at its 1996 nominating convention, except for such

activities as may be necessary for winding down the campaign.

Either party shall have the right to terminate this Agreement at

any time by giving the other fifteen (15) days notice. No

termination of this Agreement for any reason, shall relieve any

party of the obligation to observe and perform fully all

promises, terms, and conditions required under this Agreement to

)be observed or performed prior to the date of termination.

14. BXrach. In the event either party breaches any

material part of this Agreement, said breach shall be deemed a

default. Upon written Notice of Default, the breaching party

shall have seven (7) days thereafter within which to cure said

) default, and shall have an additional seven (7) days so long as

it is proceeding diligently and in good faith to cure such

default. Such Notice shall specify the facts, tA. gad natre

of the default, as well as the paragraphs of this "0... *-

involved, with sufficient particularity that the breaching party

will have a clear opportunity to cure such default.

15. Notice. All Notices required to be sent

pursuant to this Agreement shall be deemed given when Gepeslted

in the United States mail, certified, return receipt requeted,

to the following addresses:

Treasurer
LaRouche Exploratory Committee
P.O. Box 730
Leesburg, VA 22075

~,



...A4"OLPo "& J'V(Agent)

16. Enforgmnk. If a party brings suit or other

action to enforce this Agreement* and prevails, the

non-prevailing party will pay the prevailing party's reasonable

attorneys' fees and litigation costs and expenses. This is in

addition to any other relief awarded. For these purposes, a

counterclaim or similar action shall also be considered an action.

17. Construction. The covenants and provisions in

this Agreement shall at all times survive unless expressly

l..mited herein. This Agreement contains the entire understanding

of the parties with respect to the express matters stated herein,

all prior representations or understandings on such matters being

hereby revoked. If part of this Agreement is held to be invalid

or unenforceable, the valid and enforceable provisions shall

continue to be effective and binding. The parties intend to be

bound hereby, and agree that their respective heirs, legal

representatives, successors, and assignees shall also be bound.

All such parties and persons shall execute and deliver

appropriate documents and otherwise exert their best efforts at

all times in good faith to accomplish the objectives and

rprovisions set forth in this Agreement. The provisions of this

3 Agreement may be revoked or modified only in writing. No waiver

of a breach or default shall be deemed a waiver of any subsequent

breach or default. Virginia law governs. No suit got brch of

from the date the oreach first occurs.

COIIIT TO REVUYR TiE A Afl211MU
GLOBAL ECONOMIC AND STMMIC CRISIS:
A LAROUCHE EXPLORATORY CO UIM

____ ___ ____ ___By

Date Kathy A. Magraw, Tressuro

Date
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Richard A. Goldberg -"
and Asociates L

Attorneys At Law &kl 103 1'N

2891 Main Street
Lawrenceville, New Jersey
08648-1046

609-89F) 1S43
fax 609 .96 -1948 9 October 1996

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS
AND REGULAR MAIL

CONFIDENTAL
Colleen T. Sealander, Esq.
General Counsel's Office
Federal Election Committee
999 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20463

Re: Federal Election Commission/MUR 4460/First Response to FEC Complaint Conceming Mrs.
Elizabeth Prestopino.

Dear Ms. Sealander;

On 26 September 1996, my office received your letter of 18 Sktem 1996 , Mrs.
Elizabeth Prestopino the o tity to r to FEC Complaint MUR 4460. As omune to Mrs.
Prestopino, I am responding on her behalf.

As you know, the FEC Cmp MUR 4460, was filed at Mrs. Pm quat ad
direction. A fair review of the record of this manor dmld dip t Mh

in the most de mbuimmw, wdhica, uid mwow stne. The fac dow it m ii td d wit
knowingly or violA the Act; nor did she breach any in a , ulifLcntI
mamr. Rather, rs. P I i the ured paty hereand the victim of tacies - vained
of in her original complaint

More spmficaly, pm cosider t following rlevant and c m hm a i
the complaint againt M whch shubld vappM diaisi o( .i
to our client Individl6s--c-m wth H3I mdtle L
demands on Mms Pr I ~k acula hr
individuals over a 4ignewt period oftime. These deannsm d dire *a d-_ct --  - a
by repeated telephone ca psnl viits to her hom (both d . d

traspitugher to a loualdI atit viw Meonhl TIs



Colleen T. Sealander, Esq./MUR 4460/First Response to FEC Complaint. Page 2
9 October 1996/CONFIDENTIAL

Our client, an eighty-six year old widow who lives alone, was subjected to regular pressure,
harassment, and psychological manipulation by members of these groups. At the time, Mrs.
Prestopino believed that she could put an end to the demands and solicitations only by agreeing to
contribute to these groups.

In addition, at the time of these activities, and per her doctor's instructions, Mrs. Prestopino
had been taking several strong, mood-elevating or sleep-inducing prescription medications. Some
time later, her medication was significantly reduced by her doctor. As explained in some detail to
us by Mr. Paul Prestopino, my client's son, the original dosages of these medications, either alone
or in combination with Mrs. Prestopino's prescribed medication for high blood pressure and related
ailments, significantly impaired her mental state and her ability to withstand the high-pressure fund-
raising tactics of the HSDI and LaRouche representatives. In short. Mrs. Prestopino's then current
medication scheme seriously reduced her capacity to fully understand her contributions to these.
groups, much less the personal and legal consequences of such actions. Further, and as a likely
result of the stroke Mrs. Prestopino suffered before the advent of these activities, our client has had
significant difficulty with record-keeping and has experienced a marked degree of memory loss.

Moreover. please note that the result of this episode has been to cause Mrs. Prestopino to
voluntarily remove herself from the management of her finances. Mrs. Prestopino's son has
consented to advise her with regard to the management of her limited income and to assume comol
of our client's checking account activity. Donations of the sort that the HSDI and the LaRouch
campaign extracted from my client cannot, and will not, occur in the future.

-- In sum, my client feels that the facts contained in her original FEC complaint ar compleW
and accurate and that she is the victim of unethical and illegal activity on the prt of the i" hal
and organizations named in the complaint.

If there are further questions related to this matter, please feel free to contact me at your
convenience. Thank you for your anticipated consideration of this response and cooperation.

cc: Mr. Paul Prestopino
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FIRST GENERAL COUNSEL'S REPORT

MUR 4460
Date Complaint Filed:
Date of Notification:
Date of Transfer:
Date Assigned:

Staff Member.

September 11 1996
September 18, 1996
February 7, 1997
April 15, 1997

Delbert Keith Rijpy

Elizabeth D. Prestopino

Committee to Reverse the Accelerating Global Economic md
Strategic Crisis: A LaRouche Exploratory Committee and
Kathy Magraw, as Treasuer

Hamilton System Distributors, Inc.
Elizabeth D. Prestopino

RELEVANT STATUTES
AND REGULATIONS: 2 U.S.C. * 431(4)

2 U.S.C. j 431(6)
2 U.S.C. 431(7)
2 U.S.C. I 432(eXl)
2 U.S.C. i 433(a)
2 U.SC. 1 4340(b2)
2 U.&C. f 44aom
2 U.SC. I 44I1uXlA)
2 u.S.C. 1441
I I C.YF 1100.6

INTERNAL REPORTS CHECKED:

FEDERAL AGWNCIES CHEKED

D lrepot Audit Repw

No10

ufl~K

COMPLAINANT:

RESPONDENTS:

'Wrv

FEDERAL ELECTON COMMISSION

999 BtuwtI. O i4
Washiq$ton DC. 20463 At
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I. GMNIRATION OF MATER

On September I I, 1996, Mrs. Elizabeth D. Prstopino (the "Complainant") filed a

complaint alleging tit Hamilton System Distributors, Inc. ("HSDI") and the Comm at to

Reverse the Accelerating Global Economic and Strategic Crisis: A LaRouche ExpFi9ra-iy

Committee (the "Committee"), and Kathy Magraw as Treasurer, violated the Federal Eleco

Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, (the "Act"). The Complainant alleged that three employee

of HSDI, Marion Black, Elliot Greenspan and Jerry Pyenson, solicited excessive contlitioNs

for the Committee from Complainant totaling $56,315 and that HSDI is not au&tnoji and d

not register as a political committee to receive campaign contributions for the Committ.

This Office recommends the Commission find no reason to believe that the Committee,

HSDI, and Mrs. Prestopino violated the Act.

I L AND IJGAL IALYSIS

A. LAW

The Act stmes that no person may make atibutions to any cmdiw ad bbid i

committe which in the aggregae, exceed $1,000 per election 2 U.S.C.l.

no candidate or political committee sa knowingly accept any cotron ..... R

t, - I



contribution limitations. 2 U.S.C. § 441a(O. Moreover, political committees ae required to

report the amount of all receipts for each reporting period. 2 U.S.C. I 434(bX2).

The Act further states that a political committee is any committee, club, associalo w

other group receiving contributions that aggregate in excess of S 1,000 during a calendar yew.

2 U.S.C. § 431(4). A political committee shall file a statement of organization with the Federal

Election Commission (the "Commission") within 10 days after becoming a political oA-mittee.

2 U.S.C. § 433(a). Furthermore, each candidate must designate a principal campaign commite

and may designate additional political committees to serve as authorized committees. 2 U.SC.

J 432(eX 1). An authorized committee is the principal campaign committee or any other polticl

committee authorized to receive contributions. 2 U.S.C. § 431(6). Finally, a connected

organization is an organization which is not a political committee but which directly or indiret

establishes, adninisters, or financially supports a pt!i:ical committee. 2 U.S.C. § 431(7);

11 C.F.R. § 100.6.

3, COMPIAINT

According to the complaint betw May 1995 and January 1996, HSDI soid

utions ona l occsio from Complainu ou behalfofthe Com s.

-aUiatve discussed with Cop *iA taty wn soliciting frMi 4* "

Pesidena campign of Lyndon a and on be halfof indivijas -modd 4 W.

LaRouche's organizations who had been wrongfully imprisoned. The cmplait atu

solitions were frequent and harassing in natue, which caed M . I

VI to believe ta d a .a o tad= was the be*t way io pmvwn

b a siAcith solciatiws, he Cnpl~mm w.~ u~uchecs 4.1m



$56,315. The complaint alleges that HSDI received excessive contributions on behalf of the

Committee and is not authorized or properly registered to receive campaign contribufioo.

C. RESPONSES

1. Response by the Committee

In response to the complaint, the Committee states that it entered into a contract with

HSDI on July 31, 1995 in which HSDI was appointed to serve as the Committee's agent.

Attachment I at 1, 4. As agent for the Committee, HSDI received monthly compensation and its

responsibilities included organizing services for the Committee, such as the distrntmion of

Committee literature and organizing public meetings and events. Attachment 1. The Connittee

acknowledges that it received contributions that were transmitted to the Committee by HSDI but

contends that the checks evidencing those contributions were from individual contributms and

made payable to the Committee. Id at 2.

The Committee stated that it received one check from Complainant in the mm of

S 1,000, which was deposited into the Committee's cmpmign account on Jinuny 3. 1996 ad

repo:ed to the Commission on the Committee's monthly repot of Receipts and D i -smsf---

dated Febmuy 15,1996. Id Moreover, the Committee sMes that it lm as mk nwla

~poqm for which othe checks were written by Cmliatt SIa

knowedge regarding the subject of any discussions between HSDI's regaatlmad

Complainant. Id. Finally, the Committee urges the Commission to dismiss ft Id

at 3.



2. Response by HSDI

HSDI's response to the complaint states that it was "organized in 1987 for the pupo of

distbuting newspper mazines and books of the philosophical cultural and ptMk poky

movement associated with Lyndon LaRouche." Attachment 2 at 1. HSDI statn ths it eimed

into a contract with the Committee to provide services such as distribution ofcunp lite

and remittance of contributions from individuals to the campaign. Id HSDI acknowlg

receiving a contribution to the Committee from Complainant in the amount of S1,000 and

forwarding the check to the Committee. kd

Furthermore, HSDI contends that its sales representatives held numerous with

Complainant on various historical, cultural and political subjects and were clear with

Complainant that funds would be used to purchase single and bulk subscriptions of ISim

concerning those subjects. Id at 1-2. HSDI also argues that Complainant intended for the funds

to be used to purchase publications distributed by HSDI since Complainnt's chech me m e

payable to HSDI ad not to the Committee. Ad at 1-2, 9-10. HSDI urs th Cam Iw

dismiss the complaint Id at 2.

3. Repneby Ka thD. IPru8 pm

"1hw. complaint alleged that Mis liet ihwmpIm's chck tol +

Adcsav n o nr buin of she, brac my rom her my th omite Tbaa s.response to her complaint, which states that she did not knowingly or' iiuutito in4b

sme. Atcma3. Ms Piop sU 4 It lnif udy -

coasas wtHZ mad ftn TAR ocs 1, i~s kO u ~
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phone calls and visits, asking for contributions to a confusing number of interlocking

organizations. Id at 1. During the time %iod when the solicitations were made, Mr

Prestopino states that she was under medication prescribed by her physician, which impgir ber

mental state and her ability to fully understand the consequences of her actions. Id at 2.

D. ANALYSIS

1. Committee

It appears that the Committee did not violate the reporting requirements or limitation on

contributions set forth in the Act as alleged by Complainant. In regard to the complaint's

allegations that the Complainant's checks were contributions to the Committee, availab

documentation indicates the checks were not provided to the Committee. Specifically, two

letters that appear to be signed by Complainant state that the accompanying checks for $9,000

dated August 4, 1995 and S20,000 dated October 13, 1995 are for the purchase ofbooks ad

ote publications associated with Lyndon LaRouche. Attachment 2 at 9, 10. This Offie h" so

knowledge regarding any handwritten notes om yi other checks sew by C l J

HSDI.

The Committe's pom to the Commissi disclose only one e

W"lanu in the mougt of $1,000, which doesno exceed diecnrwnI

Act2 See 2 U.S.C. I 441a(aXIXA). This check was dated December 17, 19". ,bm

to HSDI and HSDI sent this check to the Committee. The Committee includedins

is its momnt disc sue sepM dated Febrnmy 15, 1996. See 2 U.S.C. I 434

Office ern 1 ha t te soio fe ao raon to believe thaft

Mw so&ua of ftn Commllis ds n-" my adftamst couilo 6=.
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the reporting requirements of the Act or the limitations on contributions set forth in the Act on

the basis of the complaint filed in MUR 4460.

L HSDI

It appears that HSDI did not violate any provisions of the Act as alleed in the comoain

In regard to the complaint's allegations that HSDI is not authorized and did not registe as a

political committee, this Office concludes that HSDI is not a political committee as defined

under the Act since it did not receive contributions on its own behalf to influence an election.

See 2 U.S.C. .. 47 1(4)., see also Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. I, 79(1976). Fudtmnor HSDI

vas not d i gnated as an authorized committee by the Committee but entered into a Caamt

relatio- z,,1,; with the Committee to serve as the Committee's agent in distributing

dc transmitting contributions from individuals to the Committee. Moreovr, HSDI is

not a connected organization as defined under the Act since there is no evidence that HSDI paid

the administrative, establishment or solicitation costs of the Committee. See 2 U.S.C. 5431(7);

I 1 C.F.1L§ 100.6. Therefor the Office of General Counsel reommend the C--e

find no reason to believe that HSDI violated any provisiom of the Act on the bmus of th

complt irled in MUR 4460.

It ap pe that Ms. Elizabeth Prwstopino did not violate amy provisions M .

Committee's reports of contributions indicate only one contribution from Mrs. P in

inomt of SI000, which does not exceed the limians an cema'iom ag notI-

2 U..C. 5 441a*XIXA), Tis Office hs mv evdm of ainy c

IPmtn.ino dmt we ude paal to dueminlt. No0r is ther my,

I :, - .- I



contributios from Mrs. Pretopino to the Committee, such as cash Thus, tis Office

recommends that the Commission find no reason to believe that Mrs. Preulopino violated my

rovison of the Ac

IV. REQMMEIHATIONS

1. Find no reason to believe that the Committee to Reverse the Acceleraft lobMl
Economic & Strategic Crisis: A LaRouche Exploratory Committee and Kathy Magrw,
Treasmu, violawl any provisions of the Act on the basis of the complaint fijed in MUR 4460;

2. Find so rmon to beleve that Hamilton System Distutors Inc., vku d w
provisions oft Act om tie bois ofthe o-plt filed in MUR 4460;

3. Find no rmon to bedfe to Mn Elinbeth D. Psopino viobd S psovlim
of the Act on te bmis of th oyint filed in blUR 4460;

6. Close t Me.

4 F.- 7 7-...



B1013 TH FUZRALT ZLMCTIOU COMXZBZO

xn the Matter of )

Comittee to Reverse the Accelerating OMU 4460
Gl.obal Zo oc and Strategic Crisis: )
A Lalouche Zzploratory Coittee and
Kathy ragraw, as Treasurer. )

CZRTZFZCATXCN

X, MarjorLe W. Zmmons, Secretary of the Fedezal Ziectim

Comission, do hereby certify that on August 6, 1997, the

Co ssion decided by a vote of 5-0 to take the following

actions in MUR 4460:

1. Find no reason to believe that the Comittee
to Reverse the Accelerating Global cmolmtic &
Strategic CrisLs: A Lalouche mIploratogy
Cittee and Kathy Nagraw, as TrIsMr,
violated any provisions of the Act as th r
basis of the complaint filed In 3M 44k, -

2. Find no reason to believe that in1tem
yevtm Distributors, Zuc.,# violated

mevlstoms of the Act an the hri

3. indo reason to belie that ...
Uliebeth D. Prestopim vi ted W

t im LOf the act an the beets at
@~2a~atfiled in aMR 446,06



Federal Ilectio CeMissioa Page 2
Certification for KUR 4460
August 6, 1997

5. Approve the appropriate letter, as
recoamended in the General Counsel' a Report
dated ly 31, 1997.

6. Close the file.

Commissioners Aikens. Zlliott, McDonald, Nayand

Thomas voted affirmatively for the decision.

Attest:

Date "
secre=r of the Omssio

Received in the Secretariat:
Circulated to the Comission:
Deadline for vote:

Fri., Aug.
Fri . Lug.
Wed., Lug.

01, 1997
01. 1997
06, 1997

10,31 am.

4 ,04 p.m.

bjr



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
W A$|HINC |ON.VtC 2040

August 18, 1997

Mrs. II-.li abcth D. Prestopino
c/o Richard A. Goldhcrg, Esq.
Richard A. Goldberg & Associates
2897 Main Street
1. a\NTenceville, NJ 08648-1046

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Goldberg:

On August 6, 1997, the Federal Election Commission reviewed the allepgtions in the

complaint of Mrs. Elizabeth D. Prestopino dated September 13, 1996 and found that on the basis

of the information provided in her complaint, there is no reason to believe that the Committee to

Reverse the Accelerating Global Economic and Strategic Crisis: A LaRoucbe Eploraloty

Committee and Kathy Magraw, as treasurer, Hamilton Systems Distributors, Inc., and Elizabeth

Prc,,otqino \ ioatcd ihc Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended. Accordingly, on

August 6, 1997, the Commission closed the file in this matter.

The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, allows a.-~Wm

judicial review of the Commission's dismissal of this action. See 2 U.S.C. 437())

BY:

FirstOmordCouids Iq t .



I I-DERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASMNIGON. 0DC 20463

August 18, 1997

Mrs.I Vii/tix-th 1). Prestopino
c/o Richard Goldberg, Esq.
Richard A. Goldberg & Associates
2R97 Main Street
Lav, icriccville, NJ 08648-1046

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Goldberg:

On September 18, 1996, the Federal Election Commissio:n notified your client, Mrs.
Elizabeth Prestopino, of a complaint alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal
) Election Campaign Act ot 1971, as amended.

On August 6, 1997, the Conmission found, on the basis of the information in the
complaint, that there is no reason to believe that Mrs. Prestopino violated the Fedmal'lection
Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.

3 The confidentiality provisions at 2 U.S.C. § 437g(1XI2) no " sh nw l

is now public. In addition, althougj the complete file mint be placed o_
30 days, this could ocmu at any ti=m Afowhst i~~c Of**
wish to submit any fkact In nop i m ftud q~ ayn*p

materials, any permissile amueoswM be added ftr fut U ese,o,,, __.., ._,_,..ii El.
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If you have any questions, please
matter at (202) 219-3690.

contact Dclbcrt K. Rigsby, the attorney assigned to this

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

BY:

Associate General Counsel
Fnclosiire
First Gcncral Counsel's Report



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASNGINON. O C 20463

August 18, 1997

Mr. Charles I lughes, President
I lamlittvi, System Distributors, Inc.
P. 0. Box 58
Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660

RE: MUR 4460

Dear Mr. Hughes:

On September 18, 1996, the Federal Election Commission notified Hamilton Sysftm

Distributors, Inc. of a complaint alleging violations of certain sections of the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.

On August 6, 1997, the Commission found, on the basis of the information in the

compla*,nt, that there is no reason to believe that H lamilton S% stcrn Distributors, Inc. violated the

Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.

The confidentiality provisions at 2 U.S.C. I 437g(aXI2) no longer sqy md'ua ftsw

3 is now public. In addition, although the complete file must be placed on the public reca within

30 days. this could occur at any time following catificatioc of the Cnin s's IV

Hmilton Sysem Lot .wse to subm my &cbl or loo - -1

68e pubic recor dy o so i m jt b~ wfbM

d w : .. .= P. ...r.'.
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If you have any questions, please contact Dclbert K. Rigsby, the attorncy assigned to this
matter at (202) 219-3690.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
Gccral Counsel

BY:

A ssocidte Ge;Ie,1! Counsel

Enclosure
First General Counsel's Report



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WA PIN(AON DC 2046

August 18, 1997

C)din P. Anderson, Esq.
Andcrson Rossi & Davis
4 Longfellow Place
Suite 3705
Boston, MA 02114

") RE: MUR 4460
) (Committee to Reverse the Accelerating

Global Economic and Strategic Crisis: A
LaRouche Exploratory Committee)

Dear Mr. Anderson:

On September 18, 1996, the Federal Election Commission notified your client, the
('omumitce to Reverse the Accelerating Global Economic and Strategic Crisis: A LaRouche
l',,lord-ory Coi'miittce and Kathy N1agtaw, as treasurer, of a coniplaint alleging violations of

certain sections of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, as amended.

On August 6, 1997, the Commission found, on the basis of the informatio- in ths
complaint, that there is no mason to believe that your client violated the Fedali
Campaign Act of 1971, as ntrded.

The AN d at 2 U.$C. 437" 2) sloler

Is0 now pubW wftiilicbiS *s

wish to submit any ktcum or legal mateials to appsu on th pubi re Atm
as possible. While the file may be placed on the public rvcord before reciva :yor adwjiou
materials, any pemi'ble submissions will h.c added to the public recad up1sgm



Odin P. Andormo
Page 2

If you have any questions, please contact Delbert K. Rigsby, the attorney
matter at (202) 219-3690.

Sincerely,

Lawrence M. Noble
General Counsel

asined to this

BY: 10Aig Ln
KiKnBi -o a
Associate General Counsel

Fnclosure
First General Counsel's Report

TW



FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C 0*
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